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Editorial on the Research Topic

“Molecular mechanisms and physiological significance of organelle

interactions and cooperation—Volume II”

The formation of subcellular compartments is a characteristic feature of eukaryotic

life. Membrane-bound organelles such as mitochondria, peroxisomes, or lipid droplets do

however not function as isolated entities; they need to cooperate and to communicate with

other subcellular compartments in order to support metabolic pathways and functioning

of the cell as a unit. In this regard, organelle cooperation/communication events have been

associated with apoptosis, antiviral defence, organelle division and biogenesis, ROS

metabolism and signalling, and various metabolic pathways such as breakdown of

fatty acids. Coordinated interplay between organelles is often mediated by membrane

contact sites (MCS), which bring organelles in close apposition (Simmen et al., 2017; Prinz

et al., 2020). MCS can contribute to the transfer of lipids, ions and metabolites for

cooperative metabolic pathways, facilitate efficient signalling and communication, or

contribute to the positioning of organelles within cells. Interacting proteins (or lipids)

which act as tethers to bridge the opposing organelle membranes formMCS. The research

field of membrane contacts and organelle interaction continues to grow rapidly. New

contact sites are still being discovered and the number of tethers and proteins associated

with MCS is constantly growing (Eisenberg-Bord et al., 2016; Silva et al., 2020). However,

it is still not fully understood, how MCS are regulated (Kors et al, 2022a), what their

physiological functions are, and how they impact on human health and disease.

The ever expanding roles of the VAPs, a group of membrane proteins which play a

critical role in connecting the ER to other organelles, are reviewed by Kors et al. The

authors discuss how the FFAT motif of VAPs allows interaction with over 50 confirmed

binding partners and how regulation of these interactions can allow specific control of

membrane contact site formation.
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Liao et al. summarize the current knowledge on the function

and molecular composition of lipid droplet (LD) contacts with

mitochondria, lysosomes and the ER. They highlight novel

unexpected functions and discuss how LD contact site

formation is influenced or regulated by organelle interaction

with the cytoskeleton.

Regulation of membrane contact sites by various different

mechanisms is an emerging but still relatively understudied area

of research. Ravi et al. explore a novel area of membrane contact site

regulation, that of the role of lipidmodulators in regulating organelle

crosstalk by modifying the lipid composition of membranes.

Specifically focusing on Phosphotidylinositol-5-phosphate-4-

kinases (PI5P4Ks), which regulate phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate (PI-4,5-P2) levels, they explain how regulation of

lipid phosphorylation on organelle membranes is able to regulate

interaction with lipid-interacting proteins.

The number of cellular processes, which involve membrane

contact sites, is increasingly expanding. In line with, this Islam

et al. present new hypotheses for how membrane contact sites

could influence the regulation of low density lipoprotein receptor

(LDLR) internalisation and degradation. They highlight several

contact site proteins that appear to be involved in this process

and suggest that more emphasis should be given to

understanding how membrane contact sites influence specific

events in endocytosis and trafficking.

Sargsyan et al. present an interesting report on the role of

calcium in peroxisomes, a topic which has not been extensively

explored previously. They discuss the evidence for the presence

of calcium in peroxisomes and potential peroxisomal calcium-

handling proteins and also speculate on how membrane contact

sites with other organelles may facilitated calcium exchange.

Many peroxisomal functions require factors also relevant to

other cellular compartments. Bittner et al. review proteins, which

are shared by peroxisomes and other organelles. They discuss the

mechanisms to achieve dual targeting, their regulation and

functional consequences with a major focus on yeast and

fungi. They propose that the regulation of dual targeting will

further emerge as a major factor to control organelle interplay

and communication.

How lipids are transferred at membrane contact sites is still

not fully understood. Using a mutagenesis strategy, Wei et al.

identified Vps13 as a protein, which is essential for peroxisome

formation in yeast mutants with reduced peroxisome-ER

contacts. The findings suggest that in the yeast Hansenula

polymorpha Vps13 plays a redundant function in lipid

transfer from the ER to peroxisomes.

Wu and van der Klei present a first detailed structure-

function analysis of Hansenula polymorpha ER protein Pex32,

a protein of the Pex23 protein family, which only occur in yeast

and filamentous fungi. HpPex32 is required for the formation of

peroxisome-ER contact sites. A domain analysis now revealed

that the N-terminal transmembrane domain of Pex32 contains

ER sorting information, whereas the C-terminal DysF domain is

required to concentrate Pex32 at peroxisome-ER contacts and

can associate with peroxisomes.

Li et al. discuss the impact of peroxisome-derived H2O2 on

the regulation of autophagy/pexophagy. They describe our

current knowledge on how H2O2 might interfere as a

signalling molecule in autophagy regulation by oxidizing thiol

groups in autophagy-relevant proteins. The authors propose the

concept of a peroxisome-autophagy signalling axis, which might

adapt the cellular organelle status to distinct metabolic or stress

situations.

Van Roermund et al. investigated the metabolic communication

between the peroxisomal matrix and the surrounding cytosol. They

show that a heterodimer of the yeast peroxisomal ABC transporters

Pxa1p and Pxa2p, which transport long chain acyl-CoAs, can as well

import cytosolic ATP into peroxisomes. In contrast to the known

peroxisomal ATP transporter Ant1p, the ABC transporter

heterodimer does not work as an ATP—ADP/AMP antiporter

system thereby increasing the flexibility of peroxisomes to increase

intraorganellarATP concentrations. TheATP transporting function is

also preserved in the human peroxisomal ABC transporters ABCD1,

ABCD2 andABCD3.Moreover, yeast peroxisomes appear to harbour

a third ATP importing system, as the authors further detected that the

mitochondrialmembraneATP transporter Aac2p is dually targeted to

mitochondria and peroxisomes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Thus,

yeast peroxisomes appear to utilize three complementing ATP

importing systems to adapt intraperoxisomal ATP levels to distinct

metabolic states of the cell.

The reviews and research articles presented in volume II of

this special topic once again demonstrate the impressive breadth

of research currently being undertaken to understand the

molecular mechanisms and physiological significance of

organelle interactions and cooperation.
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Peroxisomes harbor numerous enzymes that can produce or degrade hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2). Depending on its local concentration and environment, this oxidant can function as
a redox signaling molecule or cause stochastic oxidative damage. Currently, it is well-
accepted that dysfunctional peroxisomes are selectively removed by the autophagy-
lysosome pathway. This process, known as “pexophagy,” may serve a protective role in
curbing peroxisome-derived oxidative stress. Peroxisomes also have the intrinsic ability to
mediate and modulate H2O2-driven processes, including (selective) autophagy. However,
the molecular mechanisms underlying these phenomena are multifaceted and have only
recently begun to receive the attention they deserve. This review provides a
comprehensive overview of what is known about the bidirectional relationship between
peroxisomal H2O2 metabolism and (selective) autophagy. After introducing the general
concepts of (selective) autophagy, we critically examine the emerging roles of H2O2 as one
of the key modulators of the lysosome-dependent catabolic program. In addition, we
explore possible relationships among peroxisome functioning, cellular H2O2 levels, and
autophagic signaling in health and disease. Finally, we highlight the most important
challenges that need to be tackled to understand how alterations in peroxisomal H2O2

metabolism contribute to autophagy-related disorders.

Keywords: autophagy, disease, hydrogen peroxide, oxidative damage, peroxisomes, pexophagy, thiol-based redox
signaling

INTRODUCTION

Autophagy is a conserved catabolic program for the degradation of cytoplasmic components (e.g.,
dysfunctional organelles, protein aggregates, and non-specific portions of the cytoplasm) within the
lysosome (Kaur and Debnath, 2015). Dysregulation of this process has been linked to pathologies
such as neurodegeneration, cancer, and diabetes (Kenific and Debnath, 2015; Fang et al., 2019;
Muralidharan et al., 2021). Depending on the delivery route of the cytoplasmic material to the
lysosome interior, three primary types of autophagy have been recognized in mammalian cells:
microautophagy, macroautophagy, and chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) (Yim and
Mizushima, 2020).

Proteins degraded by CMA contain a KFERQ-like motif that binds to HSC70, a cytosolic
chaperone that delivers its cargo to the lysosomal surface for internalization and rapid degradation
(Kaushik and Cuervo, 2018) (all protein acronyms are annotated as in the UniProtKB database and
the full names can be retrieved in the Glossary). Approximately 30% of all soluble cytosolic proteins
contain such a CMA-targeting motif (Chiang et al., 1989), and-after binding of the substrate-
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chaperone complex to the transmembrane protein LAMP2A
(Cuervo and Dice, 2000)—the substrate proteins need to
unfold before they cross the lysosomal membrane (Rout et al.,
2014). These processes occur in cooperation with a set of
cochaperones (Rout et al., 2014; Kaushik and Cuervo, 2018).

In microautophagy, the lysosomal or endosomal membrane is
deformed to directly engulf cytosolic materials (Yim and
Mizushima, 2020). At the morphological level, cargo can be
engulfed through lysosomal protrusion, lysosomal
invagination, or endosomal invagination (Oku and Sakai,
2018). At the mechanistic level, many aspects remain to be
clarified (Mejlvang et al., 2018; Mesquita et al., 2021).
However, this degradation route requires neither LAMP2A nor
substrate unfolding (Yim and Mizushima, 2020).

Unlike the former two kinds of autophagy, macroautophagy
involves the sequestration of cargo at a distinct site from
lysosomes. During this process, a double-membrane structure
(the phagophore) is formed (Klionsky et al., 2021). This structure
wraps around the cytoplasmic target and creates, upon closure, a
separate compartment (the autophagosome). This short-lived
organelle subsequently fuses with lysosomes to deliver its
content for degradation (Kriegenburg et al., 2018). Given that
macroautophagy, hereafter referred to as “autophagy,” is widely
recognized as the major removal pathway for organelles in
mammalian cells (Klionsky et al., 2021), we focus here on the
double-sided redox connection between peroxisomes and this
type of autophagy: on one hand, as a major site of intracellular
H2O2 metabolism, peroxisomes have the potential to turn on and
tune autophagy, and this process may eliminate dysfunctional
peroxisomes and protect the cell from oxidative damage; on the
other hand, chronic impairment of peroxisome functionmay lead

to an accumulation of H2O2 levels that inhibit autophagy, thereby
driving a vicious cycle between peroxisome malfunction and
cellular redox imbalance.

THE CORE AUTOPHAGY MACHINERY

The canonical autophagy process can be divided into multiple
stages, including induction, phagophore nucleation and
elongation, cargo sequestration, phagophore closure,
autophagosome transport, and cargo degradation via fusion
with lysosomes (Figure 1A) (Parzych and Klionsky, 2014; Yim
andMizushima, 2020; Melia et al., 2020). Many of these processes
are executed by a dedicated cohort of autophagy-related (ATG)
proteins (Feng et al., 2014). Here, we mainly focus on the
molecular players involved in phagophore biogenesis
(Figure 1B) (Kawabata and Yoshimori, 2020).

The phagophore (or isolation membrane) is a small cup-
shaped pre-autophagosomal structure that can originate from
endomembranes (e.g., the ER membrane) containing
phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI3P)-enriched subdomains,
often referred to as omegasomes (Roberts and Ktistakis, 2013).
PI3P is a phospholipid that is mainly generated by the class III
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase complex I (PI3KC3-C1), which is
composed of a catalytic subunit (PK3C3), a PI3-kinase regulatory
subunit (PI3R4), an allosteric modulator (BECN1), another
regulator (NRBF2), and a phagophore targeting subunit
(BAKOR) (Hurley and Young, 2017). Activation of the
PI3KC3-C1 complex requires the serine/threonine protein
kinase complex ULK. This complex, which integrates
upstream nutrient and energy signals to coordinate autophagy

FIGURE 1 | Distinct steps and core components of autophagy. (A) Different stages of canonical autophagy. (B) Ubiquitin-like conjugation systems involved in
phagophore biogenesis.
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induction, is made up of either ULK1 or ULK2 and 3 non-
catalytic subunits (ATG13, RBCC1, and ATGA1) (Hurley and
Young, 2017). Upon induction of autophagy, the ULK1 complex
becomes active and translocates to the omegasome, where it
exerts its function on PI3KC3-C1 (Mercer et al., 2018).

Elongation of the phagophore requires the concerted action of
two ubiquitin-like conjugation systems. Here, it is worth noting
that the ATG protein family includes two ubiquitin-like protein
members, ATG8/MLP3/GBRL (here denoted as LC3) and
ATG12 (Mohan and Wollert, 2018). Following translation, the
pro-LC3 proteins first need to be cleaved into their LC3-I
counterparts to expose a glycine residue at their C-terminus.
This event, which is catalyzed by the cysteine protease ATG4, is
necessary to become a substrate for ATG7, an E1-like enzyme
that can activate both LC3-I and ATG12. ATG7 in turn transfers
its activated ubiquitin-like substrates to ATG3 (in case of LC3-I)
or ATG10 (in case of ATG12), two E2-like enzymes. Next,
ATG12 is transferred onto ATG5 to form a complex with E3-
like activity that, upon interaction with the A16L1 dimer (Lystad
et al., 2019), is targeted to the autophagosomal membrane, where
it stimulates the ATG3-mediated conjugation of LC3-I to
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) (Martens and Fracchiolla,
2020). This lipidated form of LC3, termed LC3-II, is the active
form of LC3 and plays an important role in phagophore
membrane expansion, cargo selection, and membrane closure
(Li and Zhang, 2019). Note that ATG4 can also delipidate LC3-II
to release this molecule from the autophagosomal membrane for
reuse (Nakatogawa, 2013).

The closed autophagosome needs to be transported to and
fused with the lysosome for digestion. These processes require
cytoskeletal filaments, motor proteins, RABs, SNAREs, tethering
factors, and lysosomal hydrolases. For a detailed overview of these
factors, which are not further elaborated on here, the reader is
referred to other dedicated reviews (Nakamura and Yoshimori,
2017; Yim and Mizushima, 2020; Zhao et al., 2021).

CARGO RECEPTORS FOR SELECTIVE
AUTOPHAGY

Depending on the nature of the substrate, autophagy can be
classified into selective or non-selective (bulk) autophagy
(Lamark and Johansen, 2021). In bulk autophagy, portions
of the cytoplasm are randomly sequestered, degraded, and
recycled to compensate for nutrient deficiencies. Selective
autophagy, however, rather serves to eliminate functionally
redundant or damaged cytoplasmic components, which are
selectively sequestered and degraded as a stress response or
quality control mechanism. Examples of selective autophagy
processes in mammalian cells include aggrephagy (protein
aggregates), ER-phagy (ER), ferritinophagy (ferritin),
glycophagy (glycogen), lipophagy (lipid droplets), lysophagy
(lysosomes), mitophagy (mitochondria), nucleophagy
(nuclear fragments), pexophagy (peroxisomes), ribophagy
(ribosomes), xenophagy (bacteria and viruses), and
zymophagy (zymogen granules) (Gatica et al., 2018; Gubas
and Dikic, 2021).

Both selective and bulk autophagy utilize the same core
autophagy machinery. However, selective autophagy
pathways require the additional action of specific
autophagy receptors (SARs) including, among others,
BNIP3, BNI3L, CACO2, FUND1, NBR1, OPTN, RETR1,
and SQSTM (Figure 2A) (Gubas and Dikic, 2021). SARs
can act either independently or cooperatively to bridge
substrates to phagophores (Kirkin et al., 2009; Cemma
et al., 2011). Therefore, they possess a cargo-binding
domain as well as an LC3-interacting region. Given that
autophagic substrates are frequently ubiquitinated, the
cargo-binding domain is often a ubiquitin-binding domain
(Kirkin and Rogov, 2019). Specific examples of such
canonical SARs include SQSTM, NBR1, OPTN, and
CACO2 (Kim et al., 2016). Importantly, the specificity,
activity, and stability of most SARs are controlled by a
diverse range of post-translational modifications (e.g.,
phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation) and structural
changes (e.g., oligomerization) (Gubas and Dikic, 2021),
which may vary within different cell types or under
specific environmental conditions.

CARGO RECEPTORS FOR PEXOPHAGY

To maintain peroxisome functionality, the superfluous and
dysfunctional organelles need to be selectively removed
through activation of a specialized form of autophagy, called

FIGURE 2 | Selective autophagy pathways and pexophagy receptors.
(A) Types of selective autophagy. (B) Cargo receptors involved in selective
pexophagy.
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pexophagy (Nordgren et al., 2013). Currently, there is good
evidence that, in mammalian cells, pexophagy can occur
through both ubiquitin-dependent and -independent
mechanisms (Figure 2B) (Li and Wang, 2021).

Evidence that ubiquitin can indeed function as a self-removal
signal for peroxisomes was obtained from an elegant proof-of-
concept study showing that heterologous expression of
peroxisomal membrane protein (PMPs)-ubiquitin fusion
proteins in COS-7 or HeLa cells triggered pexophagy on
condition that the ubiquitin moiety was facing the cytosol
(Kim et al., 2008). Currently, the autophagy receptors SQSTM
and NBR1 are both recognized to participate in this process (Kim
et al., 2008; Deosaran et al., 2013; Germain and Kim, 2020).
However, given that 1) exogenous expression of NBR1, but not
SQSTM, promotes peroxisome clustering and lysosome targeting,
2) SQSTM increases the efficiency of NBR1-mediated pexophagy,
and 3) SQSTM is not required for pexophagy upon NBR1
overexpression, their precise roles may differ (Deosaran et al.,
2013). In addition, it cannot be ruled out that the relative
contribution of NBR1 and SQSTM (or any other SAR) to
pexophagy varies depending on the initial stimulus. In this
context, it is worthwhile noting that in oxidative stress-
induced pexophagy the contribution of SQSTM appears to be
more important than that of NBR1 (Zhang et al., 2013; Jo et al.,
2020b). Also, for a long time, it was unclear which endogenously
ubiquitinated protein was serving as a prime recruitment factor
for the SARs involved in pexophagy. Currently, it is common
knowledge that PEX5, the cycling import receptor for
peroxisomal matrix proteins, plays an active role in this
process (Subramani, 2015; Li and Wang, 2021). This
association is mainly based on the combined observations that
1) after delivery of its cargo into the peroxisome lumen, the
protein is monoubiquitinated on a conserved cysteine residue
(Cys11 in human PEX5) in order to be extracted from the
peroxisomal membrane by the receptor export machinery
(Carvalho et al., 2007; Francisco et al., 2017), 2) peroxisome-
associated PEX5 can also be ubiquitinated at Lys209 in response
to H2O2 treatment (Zhang et al., 2015), and 3) conditions
resulting in an accumulation of (mono)ubiquitinated PEX5 on
the peroxisomal membrane trigger peroxisome removal
(Nordgren et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2018).
Importantly, these findings do not exclude that other
ubiquitinated peroxisome-associated proteins may also be
involved. Here, it should be noted that, besides peroxisome-
associated PEX5, also PMP70 is ubiquitinated during amino
acid starvation (Sargent et al., 2016). In addition, it is
currently accepted that, under basal conditions, the
ubiquitination state of PMPs is maintained at a low level by
the peroxisome-associated pool of USP30, a ubiquitin-specific
protease (Marcassa et al., 2018; Riccio et al., 2019).

Pexophagy can also take place in a ubiquitin-independent
manner. Indeed, LC3-II can be recruited to the peroxisomal
membrane through direct or indirect interactions with PEX14
or PJVK (Hara-Kuge and Fujiki, 2008; Jiang et al., 2015a; Li et al.,
2017; Defourny et al., 2019). PEX14 is a peroxisomal membrane
protein that normally functions as a docking factor for cargo-
loaded PEX5 (Fransen et al., 1998), and PJVK is a redox-sensitive

peroxisome-associated protein involved in sound-induced
peroxisome proliferation in auditory hair cells (Defourny
et al., 2019). Under conditions of starvation, where PEX5 is
mostly cargo-unloaded, PEX14 can interact with LC3-II,
thereby promoting peroxisome degradation (Hara-Kuge and
Fujiki, 2008). In a follow-up study, the same authors reported
that, upon starvation, PEX14 can also interact with NBR1 and
SQSTM1, thereby (most likely) triggering conformational
changes in PEX14 and increasing its affinity for LC3-II (Jiang
et al., 2015b). Finally, large-scale protein-protein interaction
studies have uncovered that PEX14 can also interact with
TNKS1 and TNKS2, which were subsequently demonstrated to
localize to peroxisomes and promote pexophagy under amino
acid starvation conditions (Li et al., 2017). Given that TNKS1 and
TNKS2 can also interact with ATG9A, an autophagosomal
protein that promotes phagophore membrane growth
(Nishimura and Tooze, 2020), it was suggested that the
PEX14-TNKS/2-ATG9A complex may function as a non-
canonical pexophagy receptor upon nutrient starvation (Li
et al., 2017).

TRIGGERS AND SIGNALING PATHWAYS
CONTROLLING (SELECTIVE) AUTOPHAGY

Autophagy serves a critical role in stress response and quality
control networks, and imbalances in this process have been
recognized as an important contributor to disease states such
as neurodegeneration, cardiac ischemia-reperfusion, liver disease,
Crohn’s disease, and infections (Murrow and Debnath, 2013).
Major cellular stresses that can be linked to autophagy include
nutrient and growth factor deprivation, hypoxia, ER stress, DNA
damage, and oxidative stress. In the following subsections, we
briefly outline how each of these factors can promote autophagy.
For more detailed information, we refer the reader to other
reviews.

Nutrient Deprivation
The basic processes underlying autophagy are controlled by
complex signaling pathways. Key regulators include the
mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) and
AMP-activated protein kinase (AAPK), two kinases whose
activities respectively inhibit and stimulate autophagy
through a coordinated phosphorylation of ULK1 (Egan
et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011): mTORC1 integrates signals
from growth factors, nutrients, oxygen levels, and energy
status; and AAPK is a sensor and regulator of cellular
energy status (Alers et al., 2012). Both mTORC1 and AAPK
are master regulators of cell metabolism, thereby linking
autophagy to this process (Murrow and Debnath, 2013;
Deleyto-Seldas and Efeyan, 2021). However, their actions
are in general antagonistic. For example, nutrient
deprivation, a condition well-known to induce autophagy,
inhibits and stimulates the activities of mTORC1 and
AAPK, respectively (Russell et al., 2014). A starvation-
induced activation of AAPK also results in phosphorylation
and activation of TSC2, a GTPase activating protein that
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functions as a key negative regulator of mTORC1 through the
TSC complex-RHEB signaling axis (Inoki et al., 2003).

Hypoxia
Hypoxia, a condition in which oxygen availability is limited, is a
significant contributor to cell damage in many acute (e.g.,
ischemic stroke) and chronic (e.g., pulmonary hypertension)
disease processes (Lee et al., 2019). Hypoxia can induce
autophagy through activation of multiple oxygen-sensitive
signaling pathways (Fang et al., 2015). One such pathway
involves hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). Under normoxic
conditions, transcription factors belonging to the HIF protein
family are rapidly degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system.
However, under hypoxic conditions, these proteins are stabilized
and translocated to the nucleus to initiate the transcription of
genes involved in cellular adaptation and survival, including a set
of genes essential for autophagy (e.g., ATG5, ATG7, ATG9A,
BECN1, BNIP3, and BNI3L) (Daskalaki et al., 2018). In addition,
HIF1 can act as regulator of autophagy by altering the expression
levels of genes involved in glucose metabolism (Kierans and
Taylor, 2020). Finally, autophagy can also be induced in a
HIF-independent manner through hypoxic stress-induced
activation of 1) the MK08 signaling pathway (Frazier et al.,
2007), 2) the AAPK/TSC2 pathway (Papandreaou et al., 2008),
or 3) the unfolded protein response in the ER (Rouschop et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2019). Note that, under normoxic conditions,
ER stress can lead to either autophagy stimulation or inhibition
(Rashid et al., 2015).

DNA Integrity
A third factor that can induce autophagy is diminished DNA
integrity caused by, for example, UV-sunlight or metabolically-
derived reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Juretschke and Beli,
2021). Such insults trigger a set of DNA damage response
signaling pathways that lead to activation of PARP1, FOXO3,
ATM, and P53: 1) PARP1 is a predominantly nuclear enzyme
that converts NAD+ into poly(ADP-ribose), and hyperactivation
of this enzyme causes NAD+ and ATP depletion, a condition
promoting AAPK-mediated autophagy activation (Czarny et al.,
2015); 2) FOXO3 is a transcription factor known to control the
expression levels of multiple autophagy-related genes, including
MLP3B and BNIP3, and binding of FOXO3 to the protein kinase
ATM triggers autophosphorylation and activation of the latter
protein (Rodriguez-Rocha et al., 2011); 3) activation of ATM
triggers the initiation of a phosphorylation cascade that regulates
the activity of various downstream targets, including AAPK and
P53 (Rodriguez-Rocha et al., 2011); and 4) phosphorylation of
P53, a multifunctional transcription factor, results in a
transcriptional upregulation of TSC2 and PTEN, a negative
regulator of PI3K signaling (Rodriguez-Rocha et al., 2011). In
the end, all these events contribute to suppression of mTORC1
activity.

Oxidative Stress
Nutrient and growth factor deprivation, hypoxia, ER stress, and
DNA damage can all be linked to perturbations in the cellular
redox balance, another autophagy-modulating factor (Li et al.,

2015; Sedlackova and Korolchuk, 2020). Indeed, physiologically
relevant oxidants such as H2O2 can oxidatively modify proteins
that are directly or indirectly involved in autophagy regulation
and execution, thereby potentially effecting their localization,
binding affinities, and/or activities (Sedlackova and Korolchuk,
2020). For example, exposure of cells to H2O2 can 1) upregulate
the transcriptional expression of BECN, BNIP3, BNI3L, MLP3C,
and SQSTM through activation of HIF1, P53, FOXO3, NFKB,
and NF2L2 (Li et al., 2015), 2) activate PI3K signaling through
inactivation of PTEN (Koundouros and Poulogiannis, 2018), 3)
suppress mTORC1 activity through activation of ATM and
AAPK (Wible and Bratton, 2018), and 4) oxidize and inhibit
ATG4 (Wible and Bratton, 2018). For the underlying molecular
mechanisms and physiological consequences, we refer the reader
to Redox Regulation of Autophagy. Importantly, although it is
generally thought that oxidative stress always induces autophagy
as part of a cellular safeguard mechanism to limit oxidative injury,
also other critical factors (e.g., the amount of ROS, nutrient
availability, etc.) determine whether autophagy is effectively
induced or suppressed under conditions of oxidative stress
(Kma and Baruah, 2021).

TRIGGERS AND SIGNALING PATHWAYS
CONTROLLING PEXOPHAGY

Over the past decade, multiple studies have shown that
pexophagy can be triggered by various stress stimuli including
amino acid depletion (Li et al., 2017; Dutta et al., 2021), oxidative
stress (Zhang et al., 2013; Jo et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015;
Tripathi et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2018; Defourny et al., 2019; Jo et al.,
2020b; Daussy et al., 2020; Dutta et al., 2021), hypoxia (Walter
et al., 2014; Mu et al., 2020), viral infection (Daussy et al., 2020),
and dysfunctional peroxisome biogenesis (Yamashita et al., 2014;
Nordgren et al., 2015; Dahabieh et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2021). In
the following subsections, these triggers will be discussed in more
detail (Figure 3).

Amino Acid Starvation
Free amino acids play a vital role in cellular metabolism.
Examples include but are not limited to protein synthesis and
energy metabolism. Amino acids activate mTORC1 signaling and
amino acid starvation suppresses this pathway, thereby inducing
autophagy and pexophagy (Germain and Kim, 2020; Deretic and
Kroemer, 2021). On one hand, starvation-induced pexophagy can
be linked to PEX2, a peroxisomal membrane-associated E3
ubiquitin ligase that is rapidly degraded by the proteasome
under basal conditions (Sargent et al., 2016). Upon inhibition
of mTORC1 (e.g., during amino acid starvation or upon
rapamycin treatment), PEX2 is stabilized and promotes PMP
ubiquitination, thereby triggering pexophagy (Sargent et al.,
2016). On the other hand, starvation-induced pexophagy can
be further enhanced by a PEX14-dependent recruitment of
TNKS1/2 onto the peroxisomal membrane (Li et al., 2017).
The in vivo observation that hepatic peroxisome content is
dramatically decreased in rats fed with a low protein diet (Van
Zutphen et al., 2014) is in line with the idea that there is indeed a
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causal link between amino acid starvation and pexophagy.
However, direct effectors contributing to pexophagy upon
mTORC1 inhibition remain to be identified. Nevertheless, in
this regard, it must be noted that a very recent study
demonstrated that 1) MARH5, an E3 ubiquitin ligase
promoting mitophagy, can also be recruited to the
peroxisomal membrane through interaction with the PMP
import receptor PEX19 and its membrane docking protein
PEX3, 2) recruitment of this E3 ligase to the peroxisomal
membrane results in the ubiquitination of PMP70, and 3)
MARH5 is playing an important role in mTORC1 inhibition-
mediated pexophagy (Zheng et al., 2022). In addition, it is known
that prolonged nutrient deprivation causes a significant decrease
and increase in the intracellular GSH (Desideri et al., 2012) and
H2O2 levels (Scherz-Shouval et al., 2007b; Chen et al., 2009),
respectively.

Oxidative Stress
Over the last decade, multiple studies have suggested a strong
link between oxidative stress and pexophagy, both at the
cellular and organismal level. Examples include treatment of
Chang liver cells with the chemical 1,10-phenanthroline (Jo
et al., 2015), addition of H2O2 to HepG2 or HEK-293 cells
(Zhang et al., 2013), treatment of mouse embryonic fibroblasts
with 3-methyladenine (Ivashchenko et al., 2011), loss of
GRP75 in neuroblastoma cells (Jo et al., 2020b),
peroxisomal KillerRed-mediated ROS production in NIH/
3T3 cells (Chen et al., 2020), suppression of catalase

expression or activity in serum-starved HepG2 or RPE1
cells (Lee et al., 2018), and prolonged fasting of catalase-
deficient mice (Dutta et al., 2021). Note that catalase is a
major peroxisomal matrix protein that catalyzes the
degradation of H2O2. Although the underlying molecular
details have not yet been fully elucidated, different types of
oxidative stressors can induce pexophagy through distinct
mechanisms. For example, while it has been claimed that
external H2O2 triggers pexophagy through activation of
ATM (Zhang et al., 2015; Tripathi et al., 2016), this kinase
appears to be dispensable for the removal of peroxisomes that
are oxidatively damaged by activation of peroxisomal
KillerRed (Chen et al., 2020). Here, it is important to point
out that 1) activation of ATM not only suppresses mTORC1
activity (Wible and Bratton, 2018), but also triggers
phosphorylation of PEX5 at Ser 141, an event that
subsequently results in its ubiquitination at Lys 209 and the
recruitment of SQSTM to the peroxisomal membrane (Zhang
et al., 2015; Tripathi et al., 2016), and 2) intraperoxisomal ROS
production by KillerRed triggers a HSP7C-mediated
recruitment of CHIP, a ubiquitin E3 ligase, onto oxidatively
stressed peroxisomes, thereby promoting their selective
ubiquitination and autophagic degradation (Chen et al.,
2020). Finally, it is worth noting that pexophagy in
response to oxidative stress is no mammalian-specific
phenomenon. For example, it has been reported that
exposure of plant leaves to cadmium induces peroxisomal
glycolate oxidase activity (McCarthy et al., 2001), which in

FIGURE 3 | Triggers and signaling pathways controlling pexophagy.
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turn leads to increased intraperoxisomal H2O2 levels and
pexophagy induction (Calero and Muñoz et al., 2019).

Hypoxia
Given that peroxisomal respiration can be responsible for up to
20% of the oxygen consumption in tissues such a liver (De Duve
and Baudhuin, 1966), it may not come as a surprise that limited
oxygen availability (e.g., as a consequence of inadequate vascular
networks in solid tumors) and hypoxia mimicking conditions
(e.g., upon treatment of cells with HIF prolyl hydroxylase
inhibitors such as DMOG) have been found to trigger
pexophagy in an EPAS1-dependent manner, at least in certain
cell types (Walter et al., 2014; Schönenberger et al., 2015; Mu
et al., 2020). EPAS1 is a hypoxia-inducible transcription factor
that, under normoxic conditions, is rapidly targeted for
proteasomal degradation through hydroxylation by oxygen-
sensing prolyl hydroxylases and subsequent recruitment of the
von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) ubiquitination complex (Påhlman and
Mohlin, 2018). In vivo evidence suggested that hypoxia-induced
pexophagy involves both NBR1 and SQSTM (Walter et al., 2014).
However, although there is evidence that hypoxia can induce ROS
formation (Paddenberg et al., 2003; Rathore et al., 2008), the
precise mechanisms underlying EPAS1-mediated pexophagy are
unclear. Intriguingly, another study reported that peroxisomes
are intact and even essential for growth of K562 and HEK-293
cells under hypoxia (Jain et al., 2020). Importantly, these
researchers also demonstrated that this phenotype, which was
attributed to the organelle’s role in maintenance of membrane
fluidity, strongly depended on the medium lipid content and cell
seeding conditions (Jain et al., 2020). As such, these seemingly
conflicting data may be explained by differences in experimental
conditions.

Viral and Bacterial Infections
Two recent studies have shown that pexophagy can also be
modulated by pathogenesis-related proteins. One study
demonstrated that the human immunodeficiency virus type
1 (HIV1) envelope glycoprotein (Env) has the potential to
induce pexophagy in non-infected bystander CD4+ T cells
(Daussy et al., 2020). The authors also demonstrated that HIV1
Env can provoke excessive ROS production, a condition that
eventually leads to apoptosis thereby very likely contributing
to the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome in HIV1-infected
patients (Daussy et al., 2020). The other study showed that,
upon infection of macrophages, Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Rv3034c, a putative acetyltransferase, can 1) suppress
pexophagy through phosphorylation of mTORC1, an event
associated with the down-regulation of pexophagy-associated
proteins (e.g., ATG5, NBR1, and SQSTM), and 2) activate
peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-γ, a transcription
factor that initiates the transcription of peroxisome biogenesis
(e.g., PEX3, PEX5, and PEX19) and proliferation (e.g.,
PEX11B, FIS1, and DNM1L) factors (Ganguli et al., 2020).
These changes are likely to favor redox homeostasis, thereby
allowing the parasite to avoid ROS-mediated killing (Ganguli
et al., 2020). Once again, the precise underlying molecular
mechanisms remain unclear.

Dysfunctional Peroxisome Biogenesis
Another emerging pexophagy trigger is dysregulated PMP or
matrix protein import. For example, the peroxisomal membrane
proteins PEX3 and PEX16 are essential for PMP assembly, and
both overexpression of PEX3 (Yamashita et al., 2014) or silencing
of PEX16 (Wei et al., 2021) have been shown to induce pexophagy
in an NBR1-and SQSTM-dependent manner, respectively. In
addition, conditions leading to an accumulation of (mono)
ubiquitinated PEX5 on the peroxisomal membrane (Nordgren
et al., 2015; Park et al., 2021b; Dahabieh et al., 2021) can also
trigger pexophagy. Note that the latter observation strongly
indicates that peroxisome-associated monoubiquitinated PEX5
acts as a key surveillance factor for selective elimination of
peroxisomes with a defective PEX5 export machinery
(Nordgren et al., 2015; Law et al., 2017; Nazarko, 2017).

REDOX REGULATION OF AUTOPHAGY

Currently, it is widely accepted that autophagy represents a prime
mechanism of protection against oxidative damage (Ornatowski
et al., 2020; Yun et al., 2020). In addition, autophagic activity is
governed by complex redox-mediated signaling pathways that,
depending on the context, exert positive or negative regulatory
activities at the transcriptional and/or protein level (Scherz-
Shouval et al., 2007a; Park et al., 2021a; Redza-Dutordoir and
Averill-Bates, 2021; Zhou et al., 2021). In the following
subsections, we first briefly explain the mechanisms behind
H2O2 signaling. Next, we elaborate further on how autophagic
activity can be directly (e.g., through oxidative modification of
autophagy-related proteins) or indirectly (e.g., through oxidative
modification of transcription factors or signaling proteins)
modulated by H2O2, the major ROS in redox regulation of
biological activities (Lismont et al., 2019b; Sies and Jones, 2020).

The Concept of H2O2 Signaling
A main mechanism by which H2O2 achieves specificity as
signaling molecule is through direct oxidation of thiolate
groups (RS−) in target proteins (Sies and Jones, 2020). These
groups can react with H2O2 to form sulfenic acid (RSOH), an
intermediate in inter- or intramolecular disulfide bond formation
that–in the presence of high H2O2 concentrations–can be further
oxidized to sulfinic (RSO2H) or sulfonic (RSO3H) acid. The latter
modification is irreversible and causes permanent oxidative
damage. Disulfide bond formation can act as a molecular
switch to regulate the activity, localization, and stability of
redox-sensitive proteins. Importantly, protein thiols with a low
reactivity towards H2O2 can also form disulfide bonds through a
redox relay mechanism whereby thiol peroxidases shuttle
oxidative equivalents from H2O2 to other target proteins
(Stöcker et al., 2018).

H2O2 as a Modulator of ATG Activity
Accumulating evidence points to H2O2 as a potent modulator of
ATG activity (Lizama-Manibusan and McLaughlin, 2013). For
example, it has been demonstrated that the human cysteine
proteases ATG4A and ATG4B are direct targets for oxidation
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by H2O2, thereby rendering them enzymatically inactive through
formation of inter- or intramolecular disulfide bridges (Scherz-
Shouval et al., 2007b; Zheng et al., 2020). Given the dual function
of ATG4 as pro-LC3 cleavage and LC3-II delipidating enzyme
(Figure 1), these activities need to be tightly controlled to ensure
LC3-I lipidation and autophagy progression when cells are
exposed to oxidative insults. To cope with this dual role, it has
been proposed that 1) the oxidative modification of ATG4 is
mainly taking place at autophagosomes in close vicinity to H2O2-
generating platforms such as mitochondria (Scherz-Shouval et al.,
2007b), and 2) the ATG4-dependent cleavage of pro-LC3 into
their LC3-I counterparts is more efficient than LC3-II
deconjugation (and thus less impacted by partial inhibition of
ATG4 activity) (Wible and Bratton, 2018). Nevertheless,
although disulfide-bonded ATG4 can be efficiently reduced by
the thioredoxin system, it can be expected that harsh or long-term
exposure to oxidative stress will eventually fully inhibit ATG4
activity, thereby rather blocking than inducing LC3 lipid
conjugation and autophagy (Wible and Bratton, 2018). Besides
ATG4, also ATG3, ATG7, and ATG10 have been demonstrated
to be redox-sensitive (Filomeni et al., 2010; Frudd et al., 2018).
Under basal conditions, ATG3 and ATG7 form inactive
thioester-bonded complexes with LC3; upon stimulation of
autophagy, ATG3 and ATG7 become active and dissociate
from LC3, thereby freeing their catalytic thiols; and under
oxidative stress conditions, the non-LC3-shielded thiols in
ATG3 and ATG7 form intermolecular disulfide linkages,
thereby preventing LC3 lipidation, autophagosome maturation,
and autophagy (Frudd et al., 2018). In analogy, it can be expected
that the catalytic cysteine of ATG10, another E2-like enzyme,
displays a redox-sensitive behavior (Filomeni et al., 2010).
However, despite the observation that ATG10 is sensitive to
oxidation by H2O2, this has apparently no impact on the
conjugation of ATG5 to ATG12, at least not under the
conditions tested (Frudd et al., 2018).

H2O2 as a Modulator of SARs Activity
Another important redox-regulated protein in autophagy is the
autophagy receptor SQSTM. This protein can undergo self-
polymerization through intermolecular disulfide bond
formation, thereby facilitating cargo selection and degradation
through high-avidity binding to LC3-II on nascent autophagic
membranes (Cha-Molstad et al., 2018). The formation of such
disulfide-linked conjugates is promoted by oxidative stress
conditions, thereby activating prosurvival autophagy (Carroll
et al., 2018). Whether or not the other SARs have the capacity
to form similar disulfide-linked complexes, remains to be
established.

H2O2 as a Modulator of Transcriptional
Autophagy Regulation
H2O2-induced posttranslational modifications can also modulate
the stability, subcellular localization, and/or activity of many
transcription factors (Marinho et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015).
Here, we briefly summarize the main impact of H2O2 on
HIF1A, P53, NF2L2, and FOXO, all of which have been

implicated in autophagy regulation. For more details regarding
the complex molecular mechanisms involved in the adaptive
responses, we refer the reader to the references cited. HIF1A is
the main driver of transcriptional responses to hypoxia, and
H2O2-induced activation of HIF1A promotes the transcription
of BNIP3 and BNI3L, thereby promoting selective mitophagy
(Fan et al., 2019; Asgari et al., 2021). The tumor suppressor
protein P53 can, depending on its intracellular location (e.g.,
cytoplasm versus nuclear) and the cellular environment (e.g.,
normal physiological conditions versus nutrient starvation or
hypoxia), modulate autophagy at multiple levels and through
diverse mechanisms (Hu et al., 2019). For example, nuclear-
localized P53 can directly upregulate the expression levels of
TSC2 and the β-scaffolding subunit of AAPK, thereby enhancing
autophagy through inhibition of mTORC1 signaling; and
cytoplasmic P53 can inhibit autophagosome formation
through binding to RBCC1, an A16L1 interactor and
component of the ULK complex (Hu et al., 2019). NF2L2 is a
transcription factor that controls the expression of genes
containing an antioxidant response element in their promoter,
such as SQSTM (Puissant et al., 2012). H2O2 can enhance the
expression, stability, and nuclear localization of NF2L2 through
sequestration of oxidized KEAP1, a thiol-rich protein that
promotes the continuous ubiquitin-mediated degradation of
NF2L2 under basal conditions (Li et al., 2015; Yin et al.,
2015). Finally, H2O2 can also activate FOXO transcription
factors, which stimulate the transcription of LC3, BNIP3, and
ATG12 (Sengupta et al., 2009; Li et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2021a).

H2O2 as aModulator of Autophagy Signaling
Pathways
Finally, H2O2 can also indirectly promote or inhibit autophagy
via modulation of the AAPK, PI3K, and mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MK) signaling pathways. Importantly, the
outcome is context specific. For example, 1) exposure of
HEK-293 cells to H2O2 results in S-glutathionylation of
Cys299 and Cys304 (likely Cys297 and Cys302 in UniProt
ID P54646) in AAPK2, a catalytic subunit of AAPK, and 2)
these oxidative modifications stimulate AAPK activity through
release of the autoinhibitory domain from its catalytic core,
even under non-ATP depleting conditions (Zmijewski et al.,
2010). On the other hand, oxidation of Cys130 and Cys174 has
been reported to interfere with AAPK activity under energy
starvation conditions, at least in mouse cardiomyocytes (Shao
et al., 2014). For PI3K, it was shown that the α- and β-catalytic
subunits respectively inhibit and promote autophagy in
response to moderate and high levels of ROS (Kma and
Baruah, 2021). The α-subunit inhibits autophagy through
activation of AKT, a serine/threonine kinase that activates
mTORC1 activity and arrests autophagic gene expression; and
the β-subunit promotes autophagy through stimulating the
activities of PI3KC3-C1 and FOXO (Kma and Baruah, 2021).
High levels of ROS can also potentiate the PI3K/AKT pathway
through inactivation of PTEN, a phosphatase that counteracts
PI3K signaling through dephosphorylation of
phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate to
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phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (Koundouros and
Poulogiannis, 2018).

MKs are a group of ROS-regulated serine-threonine protein
kinases that play a role in diverse cellular processes (Son et al.,
2011), including autophagy (Cagnol and Chambard, 2010;
Zhou et al., 2015; He et al., 2018). This class of kinases can
be grouped in three subclasses: the extracellular signal-
regulated kinases, the c-jun N-terminal kinases, and the p38
kinases (Son et al., 2011; Sui et al., 2014). In general, these MKs
can be activated by various oxidative stressors, including H2O2

(Son et al., 2011), and this subsequently triggers the initiation
of complex signaling cascades that eventually modulate,
among other processes, autophagic activity. For example,
ROS-induced activation of the extracellular signal-regulated
kinase pathway can induce adaptive and protective autophagy-
associated responses in urinary protein-irritated renal tubular
epithelial cells (Deng et al., 2021b); c-jun N-terminal kinase
activation can enhance autophagy through 1) upregulation of
LC3 (Sun et al., 2011) and DRAM1, a damage-regulated
autophagy modulator (Lorin et al., 2010), and 2) the
liberation of BECN1 from BCL2/B2CL1 (Zhou et al., 2011);
and ROS-induced activation of p38 can induce the expression
of various autophagy-related genes (McClung et al., 2010).

THE PEROXISOME-AUTOPHAGY
SIGNALING AXES

Peroxisomes act as master regulators of cellular lipid and H2O2

metabolism (Van Veldhoven, 2010; Lismont et al., 2015), and
emerging evidence hints changes in peroxisomal lipid or H2O2

metabolism have the potential to modulate autophagic activity
(Figure 4). Specifically, peroxisomal β-oxidation-derived acetyl-
CoA can downregulate autophagy by enhancing acetylation of the
mTORC1 subunit RPTOR, a process driving mTORC1 activation
(He et al., 2020); defects in peroxisomal β-oxidation can suppress
autophagy through redox imbalances associated with an
accumulation of very-long-chain fatty acids (VLCFAs)
(Fourcade et al., 2015; Launay et al., 2015); and (peroxisome-
derived) H2O2 can activate the peroxisomal pool of ATM
(Tripathi et al., 2016), an event that enhances 1) autophagic
flux through AAPK-TSC2-mediated suppression of mTORC1
activity, and 2) pexophagy through phosphorylation and
subsequent ubiquitination of the peroxisome-associated pool
of PEX5 (Zhang et al., 2013; Tripathi and Walker, 2016). At
first sight, these findings appear somewhat paradoxical. However,
this may highlight the complexity of the peroxisome-autophagy
signaling axis and point to the importance of other factors. For
example, it is well known that disturbances in peroxisomal fitness
are intrinsically linked to mitochondrial redox imbalances
(Fransen et al., 2017). In addition, we recently found that
peroxisomes with a dysfunctional H2O2 metabolism are not
necessarily predisposed to pexophagy, even though
peroxisome-derived H2O2 has the potential to oxidize redox-
sensitive cysteine residues in PEX5, PTEN, NFKB1, TF65, and
FOXO3 (Lismont et al., 2019a), all proteins whose activities can
be linked to pexophagy or autophagy regulation (Subramani,
2015; Füllgrabe et al., 2016; Koundouros and Poulogiannis, 2018).
Importantly, given that H2O2 shows a Janus-faced effect on
autophagy (see Redox Regulation of Autophagy), it remains to
be investigated whether the observed oxidative modifications lead
to autophagy stimulation or inhibition. In addition, it still must be
clarified if and to which extent other redox-sensitive autophagy-
related proteins can act as a target of peroxisome-derived H2O2.

THE OXIDATIVE STRESS-PEXOPHAGY
SIGNALING AXES

Oxidative stress is generally considered as one of the key
mediators of cellular aging, a process that coincides with a
decline in autophagic activity (Leidal et al., 2018) and a build-
up of peroxisomes with a disturbed H2O2 metabolism (Legakis
et al., 2002; Houri et al., 2020). Given that 1) in senescent cells,
peroxisomes accumulate excessive amounts of PEX5 on their
membranes (Legakis et al., 2002), 2) extraction of PEX5 from the
peroxisomal membrane requires monoubiquitination of the
protein at Cys11 (Carvalho et al., 2007), 3) Cys11 of human
PEX5 functions as a redox switch that modulates the protein’s
activity in response to intracellular oxidative stress (Apanasets
et al., 2014), and 4) excessive peroxisomal H2O2 production
decreases the intracellular levels of the (peroxisome-associated)

FIGURE 4 | The peroxisome-autophagy signaling axes.
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PEX5Cys11-ubiquitin thioester conjugate (Lismont et al., 2019a),
these findings point to an oxidative stress-induced decrease in
PEX5-mediated pexophagy. On the other hand, dysfunctional
autophagy/pexophagy will also lead to accumulation of SQSTM, a
SAR linking autophagy and NF2L2 signaling through KEAP1
sequestration (Jiang et al., 2015a; Bartolini et al., 2018). This in
turn enhances the expression of peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α, a protein whose expression
is antioxidant response element-regulated (Gureev et al., 2019)
and causes peroxisomal remodeling and biogenesis (Bagattin
et al., 2010). As such, oxidative insults and defects in
autophagy can lead to an accumulation of oxidatively burned-
out peroxisomes, thereby fueling a vicious circle of oxidative
injury (Vasko and Goligorsky, 2013).

PEXOPHAGY AND DISEASE

Pexophagy acts as a global regulator of peroxisome homeostasis
and quality control and, as such, it does not come as a surprise
that perturbations in this process have been linked to multiple
disease conditions. Examples include the peroxisome biogenesis
disorders (Nazarko, 2017), cancer (Walter et al., 2014; Dahabieh
et al., 2018), lipopolysaccharide-induced acute kidney injury
(Vasko, 2016), malnutrition-associated liver steatosis (van
Zutphen et al., 2014), diabetes (Chu et al., 2020), noise-
induced hearing loss (Defourny et al., 2019), HIV1 infections
(Daussy et al., 2020), and neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease (Jo et al., 2020a). In the
following paragraphs, we outline these examples in more detail.

In case of peroxisome biogenesis disorders, it was suggested
that 1) in patients with mutations in genes coding for proteins
constituting the ubiquitin-PEX5 export machinery, the disease
phenotype is rather caused by excessive removal of peroxisomes
than by defects in the peroxisomal matrix protein import
machinery (Nazarko, 2017), and 2) low doses of autophagy
inhibitors improve peroxisomal matrix protein import and
peroxisome function without compromising cell viability (Law
et al., 2017). Unfortunately, these findings could not be confirmed
by others (Klouwer et al., 2021).

Both excessive and defective pexophagy have been linked to
cancer (Dahabieh et al., 2018). For example, loss of peroxisomes
due to enhanced pexophagy leads to metabolic alterations that
have been suggested to promote amalignant phenotype in human
clear cell renal cell carcinomas (Walter et al., 2014); and high
expression levels of PEX6, PEX26 or MTOR, three negative
regulators of pexophagy, have been associated with decreased
patient survival in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, lung cancer and
melanoma cohorts. In the latter case, interference with the
function of these proteins increased pexophagy and thwarted
drug resistance in human melanoma and lymphoma cells
(Dahabieh et al., 2021).

Pexophagy was also found to protect auditory hair cells against
noise-induced oxidative damage (Defourny et al., 2019) and to
attenuate lipopolysaccharide-induced acute kidney injury (Vasko
et al., 2013; Vasko, 2016). In these conditions, the removal of
dysfunctional peroxisomes may serve a quality control function

to prevent ROS accumulation. On the other hand, enhanced
peroxisome turnover because of HIV1 Env expression (Daussy
et al., 2020) or mutations in GRP75 (Jo et al., 2020b) sensitize,
respectively bystander CD4+ T lymphocytes and neuronal cells to
oxidative injury, thereby potentially contributing to viral
spreading and the progression of Parkinson’s disease. Finally,
severe malnutrition-induced pexophagy contributes to hepatic
mitochondrial dysfunction (Van Zutphen et al., 2014), and short-
term inhibition of pexophagy benefits the health of pancreatic
β-cells through elevation of ether phospholipid biosynthesis and
by counteracting depletion of n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids
after fat-feeding (Chu et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Pexophagy is a complex cellular process that is tightly regulated at
multiple levels and by distinct stimuli. The data presented in this
review support the view that changes in the intracellular redox
state have the potential to balance this process through activity
modulation of autophagy-related proteins, transcription factors,
kinases, phosphatases, and PEX5. An increasing number of
studies started to examine the relationship between
peroxisomal H2O2 emission and pexophagy, with a focus on
the role of peroxisome-associated ubiquitin-PEX5. Major hurdles
that have slowed down these studies include the lack of 1) easily
accessible and reliable tools to monitor pexophagy in a dynamic
manner, 2) compounds that rapidly and selectively trigger
peroxisome degradation, and 3) study models that allow the
modulation of peroxisomal H2O2 production in a time- and
dose-dependent manner. Here, it is important to highlight that
traditional platforms for studying pexophagy mainly focus on
immunoblot and (immuno)cytochemistry analyses of key
autophagy and peroxisome markers, which only provide a
snapshot of a dynamic situation. In addition, unlike what is
sometimes thought, amino acid starvation-induced pexophagy is
a non-selective process, as also other kinds of cargo (e.g., portions
of the cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum, and mitochondria) are
sequestered during this type of “metabolic” autophagy (Deretic
and Kroemer, 2021; and references therein). Furthermore,
although there is mounting evidence that disturbances in
peroxisomal H2O2 metabolism can trigger pexophagy, some
frequently cited key experiments have been carried out by
treating cells with external H2O2 (Zhang et al., 2013), a
condition incomparable with intraperoxisomal H2O2

production (Lismont et al., 2021). As such, the recent
development of 1) a genetically modified human cell line in
which the intraperoxisomal production of H2O2 can be selectively
modulated in a dose- and time-dependent manner (Lismont
et al., 2019a), 2) a peroxisome-targeted variant of mKeima, a
pH-sensitive red fluorescent protein suitable for imaging
pexophagy in cellulo (Marcassa et al., 2018; Jo et al., 2020b),
and 3) new fluorescent probes for in vitro and in vivo
quantification of H2O2 (Ye et al., 2020), offers new
opportunities to dynamically monitor (e.g., by flow cytometry)
and study pexophagy flux in living cells in response to controlled
fluctuations in peroxisomal H2O2 levels.
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Despite the tremendous progress made in recent years,
additional work is needed to better understand the
peroxisome-autophagy redox connection and to sort out the
exact nature of the mechanisms underlying the seemingly
contradictory observations regarding the role of amino acid
starvation, oxidative stress, and hypoxia in pexophagy
regulation. Questions that deserve further research include but
are not limited to: Which proteins with an established role in
autophagy regulation are direct or indirect targets of peroxisome-
derived H2O2? How do the corresponding oxidative
modifications affect the activities of these proteins? Are the
cellular responses induced dose-, time-, and cell type-specific?
Do the in vitro studies recapitulate the in vivo situation?
Obtaining answers to these questions will not only help us to
unravel the molecular mechanisms underlying the Janus-role of
pexophagy in health and disease, but also aid researchers to
screen for pharmacological pexophagy regulators that can be used
in a clinical setting to compensate for genetic and age-related
changes in peroxisome homeostasis.
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GLOSSARY

AAPK AMP-activated protein kinase

ATG autophagy-related protein

ATM ataxia telangiectasia mutated

BAKOR beclin 1-associated autophagy-related key regulator

BCL B-cell CLL/lymphoma

B2Cl Bcl-2-like protein

BECN beclin

BNIP ATM, ataxia telangiectasia mutated; BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDa
protein-interacting protein

BNI3L BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDa protein-interacting protein 3-like

CACO calcium-binding and coiled-coil domain-containing protein

CHIP C-terminus of Hsc70-interacting protein

CMA chaperone-mediated autophagy

DMOG dimethyloxalylglycine

DNM1L dynamin-1-like protein

DRAM DNA damage-regulated autophagy modulator protein

Env envelope glycoprotein

EPAS endothelial PAS domain-containing protein

ER endoplasmic reticulum;

FIS fission protein

FOXO forkhead box protein

FUND FUN14 domain-containing protein

GRP stress-70 protein

HIF hypoxia-inducible factor

HIV1 human immunodeficiency virus type 1

HSP7C constitutive heat shock protein 70

HSC70 heat shock cognate 70 kDa protein

HSPA heat shock protein family A

KEAP Kelch-like ECH-associated protein

LAMP lysosome-associated membrane glycoprotein

LC3 microtubule associated protein 1 light chain 3

MARH5 membrane-associated RING-CH protein V

MK mitogen-activated protein kinase

MLP3 microtubule-associated proteins 1A/1B light chain

NBR next to BRCA1 gene protein

mTORC mechanistic target of rapamycin complex

NF2L2 nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor

NFKB nuclear factor NF-kappa-B

NRBF nuclear receptor-binding factor

OPTN optineurin

P53 cellular tumor antigen p53

PARP poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase

PE phosphatidylethanolamine

PEX peroxin

PI3KC phosphatidyl 3-kinase complex

PI3P phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate

PI3R4 phosphoinositide 3-kinase regulatory subunit

PJVK pejvakin

PK3C phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase catalytic subunit

PMP peroxisomal membrane protein

PTEN Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate 3-phosphatase and dual-
specificity protein phosphatase

RAB RAS-associated binding

RBCC RB1-inducible coiled-coil protein

RETR reticulophagy regulator

RHEB RAS homologue enriched in brain

ROS reactive oxygen species

RPTOR regulatory-associated protein of mTOR. SAR, specific autophagy
receptor

SNARE soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein attachment
receptor

SQSTM sequestosome

TF transcription factor

TNKS poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase tankyrase

TSC tuberin

ULK UNC-51 like autophagy activating kinase

USP ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase

VHL Von Hippel-Lindau

VLCFA very-long-chain fatty acid
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Crucial Players for Inter-Organelle
Communication: PI5P4Ks and Their
Lipid Product PI-4,5-P2 Come to the
Surface
Archna Ravi, Lavinia Palamiuc and Brooke M. Emerling*

Cell and Molecular Biology of Cancer Program, Sanford Burnham Prebys, La Jolla, CA, United States

While organelles are individual compartments with specialized functions, it is becoming
clear that organellar communication is essential for maintaining cellular homeostasis. This
cooperation is carried out by various interactions taking place on the membranes of
organelles. The membranes themselves contain a multitude of proteins and lipids that
mediate these connections and one such class of molecules facilitating these relations are
the phospholipids. There are several phospholipids, but the focus of this perspective is on
a minor group called the phosphoinositides and specifically, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-
bisphosphate (PI-4,5-P2). This phosphoinositide, on intracellular membranes, is largely
generated by the non-canonical Type II PIPKs, namely, Phosphotidylinositol-5-phosphate-
4-kinases (PI5P4Ks). These evolutionarily conserved enzymes are emerging as key stress
response players in cells. Further, PI5P4Ks have been shown to modulate pathways by
regulating organelle crosstalk, revealing roles in preserving metabolic homeostasis. Here
we will attempt to summarize the functions of the PI5P4Ks and their product PI-4,5-P2 in
facilitating inter-organelle communication and how they impact cellular health as well as
their relevance to human diseases.

Keywords: phosphoinositides, phosphotidylinositol-5-phosphate-4-kinases, PI-4, 5-P2, organelle, metabolism,
peroxisomes, lipids

INTRODUCTION

Lipids are essential components of cellular membranes. The type and the amount of lipids vary
within the membranes at the organism, cell, as well as the organellar level. The lipid composition,
quantitative and qualitative, of the membranes defines not only their physical characteristics but also,
their biological properties. The majority of the membrane lipids are grouped into
glycerophospholipids (GPLs), sphingolipids, and sterols (van Meer et al., 2008). GPLs are
characterized by a glycerol backbone which forms the link between the head group that consists
of a phosphate and an alcohol and the tail which consists of varying lengths of fatty acid chains
(Harayama and Riezman, 2018). One such group of GPLs are the phosphoinositols (PIs).

PIs derive their name from the inositol head group, with the most predominant fatty acyl chains
seen in the PIs in tissues being the stearoyl and arachidonoyl-acyl chains (Harayama and Riezman,
2018). PIs give rise to seven different species of phosphoinositides by the phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation at the 3,4 and 5 position of the inositol moieties by the precise actions of specific
kinases and phosphatases (Balla, 2013; Burke, 2018; Palamiuc et al., 2020). While found in minute
amounts as compared to the other lipids on membranes, PIs play essential roles in regulating various
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cellular functions such as cytoskeletal remodeling, vesicular
budding, membrane dynamics to regulating ion channels and
signaling pathways. This is carried out by recruitment and
interaction with, as well as activation of proteins, in a spatial
and temporal manner (Falkenburger et al., 2010). Every species of
phosphoinositide has its own cohort of interacting partners. This,
along with the fact that membranes differ in their lipid
composition, allows for distinct functional entities. In this
review, we will mainly focus on one particular PI species,
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PI-4,5-P2).

PI-4,5-P2, along with phosphotidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI-
4-P), accounts for the bulk of all PIs (Di Paolo and De Camilli,
2006) and are generated by two distinct families of PI kinases.
Initially these enzymes were identified as the Type I and Type II
PI4P-kinases (Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate kinases) based
on their biochemical properties and immunochemical cross-
reactivities (Bazenet et al., 1990; Ling et al., 1989). It was later
discovered that the Type II kinases actually produced PI-4,5-P2
by phosphorylating the 4-position of phosphatidylinositol 5-
phosphate (PI-5-P), a previously unknown PI at time and
interestingly the last PI to be discovered in higher organisms
(Rameh et al., 1997), whereas the Type I kinases phosphorylated
the 5-position of phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI-4-P) to
produce the same PI-4,5-P2 species. Thus, giving rise to the
current nomenclature of the PI families as the Type I kinases
or PI4P5Ks (Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinases) and the
Type II or PI5P4Ks (Phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate 4-
kinases). Moreover, in mammalian cells, both kinase families
have three distinct isoforms each, namely, α, β, and γ (Bulley

et al., 2015; Clarke and Irvine, 2012; Clarke and Irvine, 2013).
Apart from having very diverse immunological and catalytic
functions, these kinases also generate PI-4,5-P2 on different
cellular membranes (Table 1) (Balla, 2013).

PI-4,5-P2 Functions on Cellular Membranes
and Correlations for Organellar
Cooperation
With PI-4-P being 10 times more abundant than PI-5-P on the
plasma membrane (PM), PI-4,5-P2 generated here is
predominantly by the action of Type I PIPKs or PI4P5Ks and
constitute only 1–3% of the total lipid content on the membrane
(King et al., 1987; King et al., 1989; McLaughlin et al., 2002). As a
substrate, PI-4,5-P2 can be hydrolyzed to IP3 (inositol 1,4,5-
trisphosphate) and DAG (diacylglycerol), by the activity of
phospholipase C (PLC), which in turn serve as second
messengers in various intracellular signaling cascades
(Falkenburger et al., 2013). PI-4,5-P2 is also a precursor for
PI-4-P and PI-3,4,5-P3 both of which play a role themselves in
signaling and membrane dynamics (Auger et al., 1989; Varnai
et al., 2006).

Additionally, PI-4,5-P2 plays a major role in membrane
remodeling and trafficking. As will be discussed in the later
sections, this function is essential not only at the level of the
PM but is also a feature in key inter-organellar events mediated by
these lipids to regulate cellular and metabolic homeostasis. At the
PM, fusion and fission cycles can lead to exocytosis and
endocytosis, both of which are invariably dependent on PI-

TABLE 1 | PI-4,5-P2 at the organelles: Binding partners and functions. PI-4,5-P2 interacting partners and organellar regulation. The table highlights some of the major
interacting partners of PI-4,5-P2 on the plasma membrane, nucleus and other organelles and the functions they regulate. While the PM and nucleus functions are
attributed to the type I kinases (PI4P5Ks), Golgi and ER have been shown to have roles regulated by PI-4,5-P2 generates by both family of kinases. Whereas
autophagosome, lysosome and peroxisome interactions are carried out predominantly by PI-4,5-P2 generated by PI5P4Ks (Type II kinases).

Organelle Binding partner(s) Function References

Plasma membrane PLCδ Hydrolysis to IP3 and DAG – second messengers Falkenburger et al.
(2013)

CAPS, Synaptogamin1 and
Syntaxin

Exocytosis Martin (2015)

AP2 Endocytosis Jost et al. (1998)
F-actin regulatory protein Migration Sun et al. (1999)
? Cell adhesion, spreading and migration Yoneda et al. (2020)
E-Syts on the ER Ca2+ signaling Giordano et al. (2013)

Nucleus Pol I and Pol II Transcription Sobol et al. (2018)
Sobol et al. (2013)
Castano et al. (2019)

Endoplasmic
reticulum

? ER-Golgi transport Itoh et al. (1998)

Golgi Dynamin2, PAP1, PLD1 Transport carrier formation from TGN Jones et al. (1998)
Andreev et al. (1999)
Freyberg et al. (2001)

βIII-spectrin Golgi-ER transport Godi et al. (1998)
ARNO family Golgi structure Monier et al. (1998)

Autophagosome ? Inhibition of autophagy initiation Vicinanza et al. (2015)
Lysosome ESCRTIII (?) Lysosome-autophagosome fusion and possibly cholesterol trafficking into the

lysosome
Lundquist et al. (2018)

Peroxisome Syt-7 on the lysosome Trafficking of cholesterol from lysosome Chu et al. (2015)
E-Syts on the ER Trafficking to cholesterol to the ER Xiao et al. (2019)
ESCRTIII (?) Trafficking of VLCFA from LDs Ravi et al. (2021)
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4,5-P2. These are mediated by the ability of PI-4,5-P2 to bind
various proteins via structured basic regions such as pleckstrin
homology (PH) and C2-domains (Balla, 2013). PI-4,5-P2 is also a
requisite for Ca2+ dependent PM-Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)
interaction by binding C2-domain containing E-Syts (Extended-
synaptogamins) that are embedded in the ER membrane
(Giordano et al., 2013). Interestingly, for a lipid that is
quantitatively low on the PM, PI-4,5-P2 has shown to be a
central mediator of a multitude of cellular functions and not
surprisingly, loss of or mutation in kinases and phosphatases that
regulate PI-4,5-P2 levels can lead to various diseased states
(Pendaries et al., 2003; McCrea and De Camilli, 2009). Even
though the bulk of the PI-4,5-P2 in the cell is generated by the
Type I kinases, here we are focusing on the small but significant
pool of PI-4,5-P2 that is created by the action of the Type II
kinases, which to date is under appreciated yet is emerging to be
fundamental for many essential cellular and metabolic events.
The role of Type I kinases and their product is discussed in detail
in another review (Katan and Cockcroft, 2020). Figure 1 and
Table 1 also highlight some of the interactions mediated by PI-
4,5-P2 generated via the activity of the Type I kinases.

With the Type I or PI4P5Ks being considered the main
pathway for PI-4,5-P2 synthesis and PI-4-P being more
abundant compared to the minor phosphoinositide, PI-5-P,
the Type II or PI5P4Ks were relegated to the role of merely

regulating the level of this lipid in the cells. However, recent
studies have eloquently shown that PI-4,5-P2 generated by
PI5P4Ks are not just by-products but have the capacity to
modulate cellular metabolism by regulating organellar
functions (Hu et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2019; Ravi et al., 2021).
Of the three isoforms described, PI5P4Kα is the most active and
PI5P4Kγ the least active (Clarke and Irvine, 2013; Giudici et al.,
2016). As a substrate, PI-5-P is also the most elusive of the
phosphoinositides, with its separation and identification in the
cell made difficult due to technical limitations. Since its discovery
almost 25 years ago (Rameh et al., 1997), new roles and
localization in the cellular compartments is being constantly
uncovered. Studies have shown that the levels of PI-5-P
change in response to various stimuli such as insulin,
oxidative stress, bacterial infection etc. and in turn regulate
numerous cellular functions such as cell signaling, vesicular
transport and even play a role in the nucleus (Hasegawa et al.,
2017; Ghosh et al., 2019).

One of the first biochemical studies of cellular compartments
showed enrichment of PI-5-P at both the Golgi and the PM
(Sarkes and Rameh, 2010). The product of its phosphorylation,
PI-4,5-P2 has been detected on the stacked cisternae of the Golgi
and its role has been studied in connection with maintaining the
structural and functional integrity of the Golgi. PI-4,5-P2-
mediated interactions with various proteins at the Golgi is

FIGURE 1 | PI-4,5-P2 regulation of organellar interactions and cellular metabolism. Organelle-organelle interactions within the cell are key to regulating various
cellular processes and transport of nutrients and materials to maintain metabolic homeostasis. Disruption of these interactions can lead to various diseased states such
as cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. Here we summarize the various functions regulated by PI4P5K-generated PI-4,5-P2 (yellow hexagons) and PI5P4K-
generated PI-4,5-P2 (red hexagons). This figure also highlights organellar interactions regulated by PI5P4Ks and their products as well the proteins involved and the
metabolic pathways impacted by such interactions. Refer also to Table 1 for details of PI-4,5-P2 interactors and functions on the plasma membrane.
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essential for its structural organization, formation of carriers from
the trans-Golgi network (TGN) as well as Golgi-ER transport (De
Matteis et al., 2002; De Matteis and D’Angelo, 2007). Moreover,
PI5P4Ks are functionally involved in various signaling events at
the Golgi (Mackey et al., 2014). In fact, PI5P4Kγ has been
localized to the ER suggesting PI-4,5-P2 synthesis at this
organelle by these kinases (Itoh et al., 1998) and with PI-4,5-
P2 playing a role in ER-Golgi transport, it remains to be seen
whether and what percent of the lipid is generated by PI5P4Ks
(De Matteis et al., 2002). However, this is contradictory to the
studies demonstrating that the gamma isoform has very little
inherent kinase function in vitro (Clarke et al., 2008). The
mechanism by which PI5P4Kγ functions, and the role it plays
in regulating cellular processes, remains to be explored further.

Interestingly, PI-5-P has also been found in the nucleus where
it not only serves as a substrate for PI5P4Ks at that location but
has been implicated in various nuclear outputs (Poli et al., 2019).
PI5P4Kβ is the only isoform that has a unique nuclear
localization signal that allows it to be targeted to the nucleus.
However, the PI5P4Ks are dimeric enzymes and therefore the
beta isoform has been shown to dimerize with the alpha, directing
it into the nucleus as well (Bultsma et al., 2010). While PI-4,5-P2
has been shown to have nuclear functions such as the
involvement with Pol I and Pol II mediated transcription as
well as associating with splicing compartments, these functions
have mostly been attributed to the canonical Type I PI4P5Ks.
Thus far, the main function of the Type II PI5P4Ks at the nucleus
seems to be quelling the starvation-induced increase in levels of
PI-5-P. Details of the role of PI-4,5-P2 at the organelles
mentioned thus far are discussed in Tan X et al. (2015) Also,
see Table 1 for various interacting proteins of PI-4,5-P2 and the
roles played in inter-organellar communication.

Vicinanza et al., show that PI-5-P is essential for
autophagosome formation and overexpression studies showed
that PI5P4Kγ localizes to the autophagosomes more frequently
than both the PI5P4Kα and β isoforms. Knockdown of the
kinases leads to the increase in the autophagosome formation,
indicating that PI-4,5-P2 generation attenuates autophagosome
biogenesis (Vicinanza et al., 2015). On the contrary another study
showed that ATG16L1 interacts with PI-4,5-P2 on the PM to
activate this process (Ravikumar et al., 2010). PI5P4Ks have also
been shown to localize to the lysosome (Lundquist et al., 2018).
Further, the loss of PI5P4Kα and PI5P4Kβ is sufficient to prevent
the fusion of autophagosomes with lysosomes, which inhibits the
process of autophagy and leads to accumulation of
autophagosomes. This function of the PI5P4Ks requires a
concomitant loss of p53 or a similar cellular stress (Lundquist
et al., 2018). Together, these data indicate an important role for
PI-4,5-P2 in the process of autolysosome formation. Moreover, a
recent study showed that the endosomal sorting complex
required for transport (ESCRT) is essential for lysosomal
membrane repair (Gupta et al., 2021). These complexes are
involved in membrane remodeling, which follows fusion
events such as those between organelles. Interestingly, ESCRT
complex proteins interact specifically with PI-4,5-P2
(McCullough et al., 2015), which could explain the importance
of the lipid on the lysosomal membrane and its role in autophagy.

For an in-depth discussion of PI-4,5-P2, and other
phosphoinositide in autophagy, refer to Palamiuc et al. (2020).

Studies have also shown the localization of PI5P4Kα and the
role of the PI5P4Ks in general at the peroxisomes. Peroxisomes,
though highly essential for regulating various metabolic
functions, are not well studied in mammalian cells. In the
recent years, peroxisomes, their actions, as well as their role in
regulating lipid metabolism have come to the forefront, bringing
with them the PI5P4Ks and their product, PI-4,5-P2 into the
spotlight.

PI5P4Ks as Key Regulators of Peroxisomal
Functions by Sustaining PI-4,5-P2

Homeostasis
Peroxisomes are single-membraned organelles with multifaceted
functions, ranging from ether lipid biosynthesis to fatty acid (FA)
oxidation and reactive oxygen species (ROS) metabolism (He
et al., 2021). They respond to metabolic and environmental cues,
putting them at the center of various signaling nodes in the cell.
Also, because of their roles, peroxisomes interact with and
regulate other organellar functions such as the lysosomes, lipid
droplets (LDs) and the mitochondria (He et al., 2021). Multiple
studies have placed PI-4,5-P2 at the peroxisomes (Jeynov et al.,
2006; Chu et al., 2015; Ravi et al., 2021). Furthermore, recent work
has showed that this pool of PI-4,5-P2 is generated by PI5P4Kα
(Hu et al., 2018). We, in a recent publication, were the first to
physically localize PI5P4Kα to the peroxisome in the mouse
prostate tissue (Ravi et al., 2021). Further, using imaging
techniques, we showed the localization of PI-4,5-P2 to the
peroxisomes, confirming the lipid blot data from Chu et al.
We also categorically demonstrated that the knockout of the
twomost active isoforms of the Type II kinases, namely, PI5P4Kα
and PI5P4Kβ were sufficient to deplete the peroxisomal pool of
PI-4,5-P2 and this can be rescued by adding back the wild-type
(WT) but not by the kinase-dead PI5P4Kα (Ravi et al., 2021).

PI-4,5-P2, as mentioned earlier, can bind to a wide range of
proteins with PH- or C2- domains to mediate diverse cellular
functions. Similarly, as shown by Chu et al., peroxisomal PI-4,5-
P2 interacts with the C2 domain containing Synaptogamin VII
(Syt7) on the lysosomal membrane to regulate cholesterol
trafficking from the lysosome to the peroxisome. Their work
revealed a previously unappreciated role for peroxisomes in
cholesterol transport. While NPC1 (Niemann-Pick disease,
type C1) on lysosomes and ABCD1 (ATP Binding Cassette
Subfamily D Member 1) on peroxisomes are indispensable for
the formation of lysosome-peroxisome membrane contact
(LPMC), Syt7 allows for the stabilization of these sites by
binding to PI-4,5-P2 on the peroxisome. Knockdown on Syt7
leads to accumulation of cholesterol in the lysosomes of the cells,
uncovering a crucial role for the LPMC in cholesterol transport
(Chu et al., 2015). In their following paper, they further
demonstrated that knockdown of PI5P4Kα but not PI5P4Kβ
or PI5P4Kγ leads to accumulation cholesterol in the lysosome,
similar to the loss of Syt7 (Hu et al., 2018). Notably, we showed
that the β isoform of the kinases is also able to rescue, albeit to a
lesser extent than the α isoform, PI-4,5-P2 on peroxisomal
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membranes (Ravi et al., 2021). This correlates with the fact that
PI5P4Kα is the most catalytically active of the isoforms and also
may explain why Hu et al., did not observe a marked increase in
cholesterol accumulation in the lysosome upon PI5P4Kβ or
PI5P4Kγ knockdown. They also go on to show that while the
loss of PI5P4Kα is sufficient to regulate peroxisomal PI-4,5-P2 it
does not seem to affect lysosomal PI-4,5-P2 (Hu et al., 2018). This
supports the role of the PI5P4Ks in autophagosome-lysosome
fusion, which requires the loss of both the α and the β isoforms
(Lundquist et al., 2018). Since both lysosomes and peroxisomes
are sites of localization for the PI5P4Ks, it was also elegantly
demonstrated in vitro that, peroxisomes and not lysosomes
isolated from PI5P4Kα knockdown affect LPMC formation,
conclusively showing the role of PI-4,5-P2 on the peroxisomes
in this process (Chu et al., 2015). Further, similar to the PM-ER
interaction, the PI-4,5-P2 on the peroxisomes also binds E-Syts on
the ER, to traffic cholesterol. This lysosome-peroxisome-ER
transport explains a previously not understood mechanism
about the how exogenous cholesterol is trafficked from
lysosomes to the ER (Xiao et al., 2019).

Other than cholesterol metabolism, peroxisomes are also sites
of breakdown of very long chain fatty acids (VLCFAs) to medium
chain fatty acids (MCFAs), known as peroxisomal β-oxidation
(Poirier et al., 2006). Our study has shown a role for the PI5P4Ks
in peroxisomal β-oxidation as seen by the change in peroxisomal
gene signature upon loss of α and β isoforms (Ravi et al., 2021).
For this process to occur, the peroxisomes need to take up
VLCFAs, which are stored in the form of LDs. Concisely,
peroxisome-LD interactions, which as with the LPMC
formation, require ABCD1 on peroxisomal membranes and
M1 Spastin on LDs, following which the FAs are trafficked
across the membranes of the organelles (Chang et al., 2019).
While loss of the PI5P4Ks does not affect the peroxisome’s
interaction with LDs, they are no longer able to take up the
FAs. This phenotype can be rescued by adding back the WT but
not the kinase-dead PI5P4Kα, indicating that PI-4,5-P2 is
essential for the trafficking event (Ravi et al., 2021). Chang
et al., showed that upon tethering LDs to the peroxisomes, M1
Spastin is also responsible for recruiting ESCRT-III proteins to
the surface, which is essential for FA uptake (Chang et al., 2019).
Interestingly, as previously mentioned, ESCRT-III complex
proteins preferentially associate with PI-4,5-P2. This could
provide a possible explanation for the involvement of PI-4,5-
P2 in regulating FA trafficking. The chain shortened FAs from
peroxisomal β-oxidation are then utilized by mitochondria to
break them down into carbon dioxide and water, in a process that
generates ATP (Fransen et al., 2017). Studies have shown that
peroxisomal storage and biogenesis disorders lead to
mitochondrial dysfunction (Lismont et al., 2015; Tanaka et al.,
2019). Similarly, knockdown of the PI5P4Ks leads to major
structural and functional defects in the mitochondria
downstream of peroxisome dysregulation (Ravi et al., 2021).
These two organelles not only play a key role in lipid
metabolism, but in redox mechanisms as well, tying them
together in maintaining cellular homeostasis and PI-4,5-P2
generated by the PI5P4Ks is surfacing to be crucial in
maintaining this balance. See Figure 1 and Table 1.

Health and Disease: PI5P4Ks Emerge as
Exciting Targets
It is not surprising, considering the wide-ranging role PI-4,5-P2
plays, that PI5P4Ks will have such a drastic effect on cellular
signaling and metabolism. Depending on the disease state, the
activity of PI5P4Ks can be leveraged to bring about a change in
the system. While targeting a kinase might seem like a daunting
task, PI5P4Ks are a more feasible target. This is predominantly
because their substrate, PI-5-P, mainly accumulates under
conditions of stress. Our previous work demonstrated that
PI5P4Ks are essential for tumor formation upon loss of p53,
suggesting the PI5P4Ks are attractive targets for p53 mutant
cancers (Emerling et al., 2013) and become relevant in
regulating autophagosome-lysosome fusion under these
conditions (Lundquist et al., 2018). Further, we have shown
elevated expression of the PI5P4Ks in breast tumors compared
to normal breast tissue (Emerling et al., 2013) and other studies
have shown the impact of the kinases in breast cancer (Luoh
et al., 2004; Keune et al., 2013). Similarly, PI5P4Ks have been
demonstrated to be upregulated in several cancer subtypes,
including glioblastomas, AML, and sarcomas (Fiume et al.,
2015; Jude et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018; Lima et al., 2019;
Shin et al., 2019; Ravi et al., 2021). Moreover, we recently
illustrated the requirement of the PI5P4Ks for not only the
establishment of sarcoma tumors but also in maintaining them,
possibly through their role in regulating peroxisome-
mitochondrial interplay (Ravi et al., 2021). While in diseases
such as cancer, it might be necessary to inhibit the PI5P4Ks,
other diseases/conditions might benefit from enhancing their
activity. Accordingly, inhibiting autophagy is an appealing
strategy in cancer therapeutics, whereas the reverse is true
from an ageing standpoint. Studies have shown that PI-4,5-
P2 levels are often lowered in neurodegenerative disorders, such
as Alzheimer’s disease (Arancio, 2008). Lysosomal and
peroxisomal storage disorders, encompass a large group of
metabolic diseases, which are associated with the inability of
the cells to properly process their cargo, such as cholesterol.
These could serve as prime targets where we could possibly
exploit the enzymatic function of the PI5P4Ks to our advantage.
All things considered, in the recent past, PI5P4Ks and their
product PI-4,5-P2 have risen from insignificance to being
without a doubt one of the key metabolic sensors and
regulators within the cell as well as pivotal players for inter-
organelle communication necessary for cell survival. With drugs
being developed against these kinases (Davis et al., 2013; Clarke
et al., 2015; Al-Ramahi et al., 2017; Kitagawa et al., 2017; Manz
et al., 2020; Sivakumaren et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021),
targeting them in the near future in various diseases is
looking brighter.
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Peroxisomal ATP Uptake Is Provided
by Two Adenine Nucleotide
Transporters and the ABCD
Transporters
Carlo W. T. van Roermund1*, Lodewijk IJlst1, Nicole Linka2, Ronald J. A. Wanders1 and
Hans R. Waterham1*

1Laboratory Genetic Metabolic Diseases, Amsterdam Gastroenterology, Endocrinology and Metabolism, Amsterdam University
Medical Centers—Location AMC, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2Department of Plant Biochemistry,
Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

Peroxisomes are essential organelles involved in various metabolic processes, including
fatty acid β-oxidation. Their metabolic functions require a controlled exchange of
metabolites and co-factors, including ATP, across the peroxisomal membrane. We
investigated which proteins are involved in the peroxisomal uptake of ATP in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Using wild-type and targeted deletion strains, we measured
ATP-dependent peroxisomal octanoate β-oxidation, intra-peroxisomal ATP levels
employing peroxisome-targeted ATP-sensing reporter proteins, and ATP uptake in
proteoliposomes prepared from purified peroxisomes. We show that intra-peroxisomal
ATP levels are maintained by different peroxisomal membrane proteins each with different
modes of action: 1) the previously reported Ant1p protein, which catalyzes the exchange of
ATP for AMP or ADP, 2) the ABC transporter protein complex Pxa1p/Pxa2p, which
mediates both uni-directional acyl-CoA and ATP uptake, and 3) the mitochondrial Aac2p
protein, which catalyzes ATP/ADP exchange and has a dual localization in both
mitochondria and peroxisomes. Our results provide compelling evidence for a
complementary system for the uptake of ATP in peroxisomes.

Keywords: peroxisome, ABCD, beta oxidation, SLC25A, ATP uptake

INTRODUCTION

Peroxisomes are single-membrane bounded organelles found in cells of all eukaryotic species. They
can be involved in a large variety of metabolic pathways which may differ per species but always
includes the degradation of fatty acids through β-oxidation. In mammals, including humans,
peroxisomes also play an important role in ether phospholipid biosynthesis, fatty acid alpha-
oxidation, bile acid synthesis, glyoxylate detoxification and H2O2 degradation (Wanders and
Waterham, 2006; Van Veldhoven, 2010). Genetic defects in the biogenesis and/or functioning of
peroxisomes affect these metabolic pathways and usually have severe clinical consequences, as is
demonstrated in the Zellweger spectrum disorders (Waterham et al., 2016) and the various single
peroxisomal enzyme deficiencies (Wanders, 2018).

In most metabolic pathways, peroxisomes only catalyze a specific subset of enzyme reactions with
other reactions catalyzed in the cytosol, mitochondria and/or endoplasmic reticulum (Wanders, 2014).
The involvement of different cellular compartments implies that the various metabolites involved, i.e.
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substrates and products, and co-factors, i.e. NAD, ATP, CoA, need
to be transported across the peroxisomal membrane. In the past
decades, the enzymology and biochemical functions of peroxisomes
have largely been resolved. However, the mechanisms involved in
peroxisomal metabolite transport have remained largely unknown.
Yet, the importance of this transport is underlined by the existence of
two inherited human diseases that are caused by defects in the
peroxisomal half ABC transporter proteins ABCD1 and ABCD3
(Wanders, 2018), which function in the peroxisomal import of the
CoA esters of very-long-chain fatty acids and branched-chain fatty
acids, respectively.

Current consensus holds that peroxisomes are equippedwith two
fundamentally different mechanisms for metabolite transport across
their membrane, which includes 1) diffusion of small Mw
metabolites (<400 Da) via channel-forming membrane proteins,
and 2) carrier-mediated transport of higher Mw metabolites, such
as acyl-CoAs and ATP. Genetic complementation approaches,
sequence similarity searches, and proteomic analyses of highly
purified peroxisomes of mouse (Mi et al., 2007; Wiese et al.,
2007), human (Gronemeyer et al., 2013), plants (Plett et al.,
2020), and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yi et al., 2002;
Chen and Williams, 2018) have led to the identification of
several integral peroxisomal membrane proteins which, based on
(partial) sequence similarity shared with known transport proteins,
may function as peroxisomal metabolite transport proteins.

In mammals, including humans, three half ABC transporter
proteins have been identified in the peroxisomal membrane:
ABCD1 (also known as adrenoleukodystrophy protein, ALDP)
(Aubourg et al., 1993; Mosser et al., 1993), ABCD2 (also known
as adrenoleukodystrophy-related protein, ALDRP) (Lombard-Platet
et al., 1996; Holzinger et al., 1997) and ABCD3 (also known as 70-
kDa peroxisomal membrane protein, PMP70) (Kamijo et al., 1993).
These proteins were shown to function as homodimers and import
long, very-long-chain and branched-chain acyl-CoA esters into
peroxisomes (van Roermund et al., 2012; Okamoto et al., 2018).
So far, only three additional mammalian peroxisomal membrane
proteins with a presumed function in metabolite transport have
been identified. The first one is SLC25A17, also known as PMP34,
which, based on sequence similarity, is a member of the
mitochondrial carrier family (MCF). Reconstitution experiments
in proteoliposomes followed by substrate exchange studies
revealed that, in vitro, this protein is able to transport CoA, FAD,
FMN, andAMP, and to a lesser extent NAD+, PAP (adenosine 3′,5′-
diphosphate) and ADP (Agrimi et al., 2012).

The second protein is PXMP2, which was shown to have
channel-forming properties (Rokka et al., 2009). The third
protein is PXMP4, which shares some similarity with bacterial
permeases, but has not been functionally studied (Reguenga et al.,
1999; Visser et al., 2007).

Peroxisomes in S. cerevisiae contain two half ABC transporters,
Pxa1p and Pxa2p, which are involved in the import of long-chain
acyl-CoA esters (e.g., C18:1) (Hettema et al., 1996; Shani et al., 1996;
Swartzman et al., 1996; Roermund et al., 2008). In contrast to their
human orthologues, Pxa1p and Pxa2p were shown to function as
heterodimers. Two additional peroxisomal membrane proteins with
a presumed function in metabolite transport have been identified in
S. cerevisiae.

Ant1p is anMCFmemberwith strong similarity to humanPMP34
but, in contrast to PMP34, demonstrated to catalyze the exchange of
cytosolic ATP for peroxisomal AMP or ADP. AMP is generated upon
the intra-peroxisomal ATP-dependent activation of fatty acids by the
acyl-CoA synthetase Faa2p (Palmieri et al., 2001; van Roermund et al.,
2001) while ADP is generated by the peroxisomal nudix family
members NPY1 and PCD1 (Plett et al., 2020).

The second protein, Pex11p, is known to be involved in
peroxisomal fission, but also was reported to have transport or
channel-forming properties (van Roermund et al., 2000;
Mindthoff et al., 2016).

We use S. cerevisiae as model system (van Roermund et al., 2003)
to unravel the mechanism of metabolite transport across the
peroxisomal membrane. In contrast to human cells, in which
both mitochondria and peroxisomes perform β-oxidation, fatty
acid degradation in yeast cells takes place exclusively in
peroxisomes and thus requires the import of fatty acids, and the
co-factors ATP and CoA. Medium-chain fatty acids with carbon
lengths of 8–12 enter yeast peroxisomes in their free acid form and
are activated into CoA esters inside peroxisomes via the peroxisomal
acyl-CoA synthetase Faa2p (Hettema et al., 1996; Roermund et al.,
2008). This activation is ATP- andCoA-dependent. Long-chain fatty
acids, however, are first activated outside peroxisomes and then
imported as acyl-CoA ester by the ABC transporter protein complex
Pxa1p/Pxa2p (Hettema et al., 1996; Roermund et al., 2008), followed
by release of coenzyme A at the luminal side of peroxisomes and re-
esterification by a peroxisomal synthetase (van Roermund et al.,
2012; Carrier et al., 2019; van Roermund CWT et al., 2020).

Although in yeast, intra-peroxisomal ATP is essential for the
peroxisomal β-oxidation of fatty acids following their import via
the free fatty-acid route as well as the ABC transporter protein-
mediated pathway, relatively little is known about the
peroxisomal uptake of ATP except for the above mentioned
involvement of Ant1p (Palmieri et al., 2001; van Roermund
et al., 2001). Our observation that a knock-out of Ant1p in S.
cerevisiae does not completely abolishes peroxisomal β-oxidation,
however, implied the existence of additional ways to import ATP
into peroxisomes. In this study we show that the uptake of ATP
into peroxisomes is indeed mediated by different peroxisomal
membrane proteins. In addition to Ant1p, these include the ABC
transporter protein complex Pxa1p/Pxa2p, which thus catalyzes
peroxisomal ATP uptake as well as acyl-CoA import, and the
MCF carrier Aac2p, a predominantly mitochondrial protein,
which we found partially localized to peroxisomes and which
catalyzes the exchange of cytosolic ATP for peroxisomal ADP.

RESULTS

Ant1p and the ABC Transporter Protein
Complex Pxa1p/Pxa2p Transport ATP
Across the Peroxisomal Membrane
We previously showed that in the yeast S. cerevisiae, medium chain
fatty acids such as octanoate (C8:0) are imported into peroxisomes as
free fatty acids. To become substrate for β-oxidation they
subsequently are activated into their corresponding fatty acyl-
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CoA ester by the intra-peroxisomal ATP-dependent acyl-CoA
synthetase Faa2 (Figure 1A) (Hettema et al., 1996; Roermund
et al., 2008). In accordance with this, the β-oxidation of C8:0 in
mutant cells in which the FAA2 gene is deleted (faa2Δ) is fully
deficient, similar as in fox1Δ cells in which the FOX1 gene encoding
acyl-CoA oxidase, the first enzyme of the β-oxidation pathway, is
deleted (Figure 1B). Earlier work also showed that the peroxisomal
membrane protein Ant1p functions as an antiporter of ATP against
AMP or ADP and thus most probably is responsible for the
peroxisomal uptake of ATP required for the intra-peroxisomal
activation of fatty acids (Palmieri et al., 2001; van Roermund
et al., 2001). Indeed, deletion of ANT1 resulted in a significant
decrease in the C8:0 β-oxidation activity (Figure 1B). However, the
C8:0 β-oxidation activity in the ant1Δ cells was still ∼30% of the
activity measured in wild-type cells, which implied the involvement
of additional ATP uptake system(s) in the peroxisomal membrane.
To identify these, we measured C8:0 β-oxidation activities in ant1Δ
cells in which, in addition, genes encoding other known peroxisomal
membrane proteins were deleted. Surprisingly, we observed that
C8:0 β-oxidation activity was further reduced to ∼10% when we
also deleted both PXA1 and PXA2 in the ant1Δ cells (Figure 1B).
In pxa1Δ pxa2Δ double mutant cells, the C8:0 β-oxidation was
only slightly decreased compared to wild-type cells. These findings
pointed to a novel, unanticipated role for the ABC transporter
protein complex Pxa1p/Pxa2p in peroxisomal ATP uptake in
addition to its established role in the peroxisomal import of
fatty acyl-CoAs.

ATP Uptake in Proteoliposomes Prepared
From Peroxisomes of Different Mutant
Strains
To provide additional evidence for a role of Pxa1p/Pxa2p in
peroxisomal ATP uptake, we next studied the uptake of radio-

labeled ATP in proteoliposomes prepared from peroxisomal
membranes isolated from wild-type cells, ant1Δ, pxa1Δ pxa2Δ,
and ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells.

In the absence of internal adenine nucleotides as counter-
exchange substrate, we observed low and similar levels of
ATP uptake in proteoliposomes prepared from ant1Δ and
wild-type cells, while no ATP uptake was observed in
proteoliposomes prepared from pxa1Δ pxa2Δ and ant1Δ
pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells (Figure 2A). When we
preloaded the proteoliposomes with AMP, ATP uptake was
reduced to ∼30% in proteoliposomes prepared from ant1Δ
mutant cells, similar in proteoliposomes prepared from
pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells, and virtually absent in
proteoliposomes prepared from ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ
mutant cells when compared to ATP uptake in
proteoliposomes prepared from wild-type cells
(Figure 2B). Combined, these findings 1) show that Ant1p
is responsible for most of the peroxisomal ATP uptake, 2) confirm
that Ant1p functions as peroxisomal antiporter of ATP against AMP
(Palmieri et al., 2001; van Roermund et al., 2001); 3) are in agreement
with the C8:0 β-oxidation activities measured in the corresponding
mutant cells; and 4) support a role for Pxa1p/Pxa2p in unidirectional
peroxisomal uptake of ATP.

When we preloaded the proteoliposomes with ADP, ATP
uptake was similar in proteoliposomes prepared from pxa1Δ
pxa2Δ mutant cells and wild-type cells, and reduced to ∼45%
in proteoliposomes prepared from ant1Δ mutant cells. This
confirms that Ant1p can also function as an antiporter of ATP
against ADP as previously shown (Palmieri et al., 2006).
Interestingly, ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells still showed
∼20% ATP uptake when compared to wild-type cells
(Figure 2C), which indicated the involvement of at least one
additional peroxisomal ATP transporter that can mediate the
exchange of ATP for ADP.

FIGURE 1 | C8:0 β-oxidation activity in wild-type and mutant yeast strains. (A) In yeast, β-oxidation of fatty acids occurs exclusively in peroxisomes requiring the
import of fatty acids, ATP and CoA. Medium-chain fatty acids (C8–C12) enter yeast peroxisomes as free fatty acids and are subsequently activated to their
corresponding CoA ester by the peroxisomal enzyme acyl-CoA synthetase Faa2p. This activation step is ATP and CoA dependent. For completeness, the acyl-CoA
uptake route, not involved in the uptake of medium-chain fatty acids, and a yet to identify CoA transporter are depicted in gray. (B) Yeast cells were cultured
overnight in oleate medium and β-oxidation rates were measured using [1–14C] labelled octanoate (C8:0) as substrate. Data are means ± SD of values from 5–18
independent experiments. Only most relevant statistic relations are indicated in Figure 1B, all are given in Supplementary Table S1. ****, ***, **, and * indicate
significance with a p-value of p < 0.0001, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05 respectively.
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Direct Measurement of Intra-Peroxisomal
ATP Levels
To provide in vivo evidence for the role of Ant1p and Pxa1p/Pxa2p
in peroxisomal ATP uptake, we expressed modified versions of the
FRET-basedATeam reporter protein (Imamura et al., 2009; Bermejo
et al., 2010) in the different yeast strains to measure the relative ATP
levels in the peroxisomes (ATeam-per), i.e. extended with a carboxy-
terminal peroxisomal targeting signal) and the cytosol (ATeam-cyt).
To correct for ATP-independent background fluorescence, we used
mutated versions of the same reporter proteins that have no affinity
for ATP (ATeam-per (mut) and ATeam-cyt (mut)). The relative
ATP levels in cytosol and peroxisomes of pxa1Δ pxa2Δmutant cells
were similar as observed in cytosol and peroxisomes of wild-type
cells (Figure 3). However, the relative ATP levels in peroxisomes of
ant1Δ and ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells were significantly
reduced (Figure 3A) while the relative cytosolic ATP levels in
these strains were similar when compared to wild-type cells

(Figure 3B). The observation that the relative peroxisomal ATP
levels in the ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells were significantly
lower than in the ant1Δ cells confirmed that Pxa1p/Pxa2p also
mediates ATP uptake, in addition to Ant1p.

Identification of an Additional Peroxisomal
ATP Transporter
The ∼10% residual C8:0 β-oxidation activity measured in the ant1Δ
pxa1Δ pxa2Δmutant cells (Figure 1B) as well as the ∼20% residual
in vitro ATP/ADP exchange observed in proteoliposomes prepared
from peroxisomes of the ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells
(Figure 2C), indicated the involvement of at least one additional
peroxisomal ATP transporter. We hypothesized that in addition to
Ant1p, which is a member of the MCF family and exclusively
localized to peroxisomes, theremight be one ormore othermembers
of this carrier family that have a dual localization in both the

FIGURE 2 | ATP uptake into liposomes reconstituted with peroxisomal membranes purified from different yeast strains. Isolated peroxisomal membranes were
reconstituted in proteoliposomes with no counter substrate (A), or pre-loaded with AMP (B) or ADP (C). Uptake of [α-32P]ATP was measured as described in Methods.
Data are means ± SD of values from three independent experiments. Only most relevant statistic relations are indicated in Figure 2, all are given in Supplementary
Table S1. ****, ***, **, and * indicate significance with a p-value of p < 0.0001, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05 respectively and # indicates significant difference
between ADP or no counter substrate.

FIGURE 3 |Comparison of ATP levels determinedwith FRET-based ATeam reporter proteins in wild-type andmutant yeast strains. Cells were transformed with the
different ATeam reporter proteins, grown overnight in oleate medium and transferred to 25 mM MES buffer (pH 6.0) supplemented with 20 g/L glucose prior to
measurements. (A) Peroxisomal ATP levels determined with reporter proteins ATeam-per and ATeam-per (mut) (B) ATP levels determinedwith reporter proteins ATeam-
cyt and ATeam-cyt (mut). FRET was determined by measuring 527/475 nm. Ratios were calculated after subtraction of the background signal from wild-type cells
transformed with an empty vector. The semi-relative ATP levels were then calculated by subtracting the 572/475 ratio of the ATeam(mut) reporter from the 572/475 of
ATeam reporter. Data are means ± SD of values from 4–13 independent experiments. Only most relevant statistic relations are indicated in Figure 3, all are given in
Supplementary Table S1. ****, ***, **, and * indicate significance with a p-value of p < 0.0001, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05 respectively.
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mitochondrial and the peroxisomal membrane. In order to study
this, we developed a sensitive cell-based assay employing self-
assembling GFP (Cabantous and Waldo, 2006) that allows to
determine a possible peroxisomal localization of MCF proteins
(see Supplementary Figure S2). To this end, we tagged the
C-terminus of selected MCF proteins with the GFP(11) peptide
sequence and co-expressed these with a peroxisome-targeted
GFP(1–10)-PTS1 in wild-type yeast cells. We tested five
mitochondrial MCF proteins that are known to function as
adenine nucleotide carriers: Aac1p, Aac2p, Aac3p, Yea6p, and
Leu5p. As positive control we used Ant1p, and as negative
control we used the mitochondrial MCF protein Sco2p, which is
known to mediate copper transport to cytochrome c oxidase and
thus is assumed not to show co-localization in peroxisomes.

In contrast to GFP(11)-tagged Ant1p, we did not observe GFP
fluorescence for GFP(11)-tagged Aac1p, Aac3p, Yea6p, Leu5p
and Sco2p when co-expressed with peroxisome-targeted
GFP(1–10)-PTS1. GFP(11)-tagged Aac2p, however, displayed a
clear punctated GFP fluorescence pattern similar as observed for
GFP(11)-tagged Ant1p, which indicated a peroxisomal co-
localization. To confirm the peroxisomal co-localization of
Aac2p, we co-expressed GFP(11)-tagged Aac2p with
GFP(1–10)-PTS1 in wild-type cells expressing a peroxisomal
RFP-PTS1 reporter protein. This revealed co-localization of
the punctated green GFP fluorescence with the peroxisomal
red RFP-PTS1 fluorescence similar as observed for Ant1p
(Figure 4). These findings imply that Aac2p has a dual
subcellular localization in both mitochondria and peroxisomes
and thus could be responsible for the residual peroxisomal ATP
in peroxisomes observed in the ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δmutant cells.
Interestingly, Aac2p was shown previously to function as an
ATP/ADP carrier (Palmieri et al., 2006; Bamber et al., 2007;
Klingenberg, 2008; Duncan et al., 2018), which fits very well with
the residual in vitro ATP/ADP exchange we measured in

proteoliposomes prepared from peroxisomes of the ant1Δ
pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells (Figure 2C).

IncreasedMitochondrial Targeting of Aac2p
Diminishes Residual Peroxisomal ATP
Levels
In order to demonstrate that peroxisome-localized Aac2p is
responsible for the residual C8:0 β-oxidation activity in the
ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells, we attempted to delete the
AAC2 gene in these cells, but this did not result in a viable
strain. As an alternative approach, we introduced a strong
mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS) to the N terminus of
Aac2p (van Roermund et al., 2016) in order to increase
mitochondrial and decrease peroxisomal targeting of
Aac2p. Using our self-assembling GFP assay, we observed
that the addition of the strong MTS indeed reduced the
peroxisomal localization of GFP(11)-tagged Aac2p to 2–3%
of cells compared to 15% of GFP(11)-tagged Aac2p without
the MTS (Figure 5).

Next, we introduced the MTS sequence via homologous
genomic recombination to the N terminus of Aac2p in wild-
type, the ant1Δ and ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δmutant cells. In all three
strains, the expression of MTSAAC2 resulted in lower C8:0 β-
oxidation activities when compared to the activities in the same
strains that do not express MTSAAC2 (Figure 6A).

These findings strongly suggest that peroxisome-localized
Aac2p indeed is responsible for the residual C8:0 β-oxidation
activity observed in ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells.

We also observed a decrease in the peroxisomal ATP levels in
wild-type cells expressing MTSAAC2, but this did not reach
significance (p � 0.089) (Figure 6B). Thus, the combined activity
of Ant1p and Pxa1p/Pxa2p appears sufficient to maintain the
ATP levels in wild-type cells expressing MTSAAC2. Expression

FIGURE 4 | Peroxisomal localisation of Aac2p using self-assembling GFP assay. Wild-type cells were transformed with GFP(1–10)-PTS1, GFP(11)-tagged Ant1p,
Sco2p, or Aac2p, as well as RFP-PTS1 for confirmation of peroxisomal localisation. All cells were cultured overnight in ethanol medium. Images show bright field to
visualize the localization of the cells (left); fluorescence of self-assembling GFP (GFP(1–10)-PTS1; left centre), RFP-PTS1 (right centre) and the overlay of bright field, self-
assembling GFP and RFP-PTS1 (Merge; right).
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of MTSAAC2 in ant1Δ cells resulted in a significant decrease in
ATP levels. We did not study the effect of MTSAAC2 on the
peroxisomal ATP levels in ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells
because the residual ATP levels in this mutant strain were
already near the detection limit of the ATeam reporter proteins.

Human ABCD1, ABCD2, and ABCD3 Can
Also Transport ATP
After having established that Pxa1p/Pxa2p can mediate ATP
uptake into peroxisomes, we studied whether the human
orthologues HsABCD1, HsABCD2, and HsABCD3 can also
mediate peroxisomal ATP uptake in addition to transport of
fatty acyl-CoAs. We previously showed that yeast-codon

optimized HsABCD1, HsABCD2 and HsABCD3 can be
functionally expressed as homodimers in S. cerevisiae, and
display different substrate specificities (van Roermund et al.,
2014).

Expression of HsABCD1 in ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells
cultured on oleate medium resulted in a more than 3-fold
increase in C8:0 β-oxidation activity (Figure 7A) and co-
expression with the peroxisomal ATeam reporter proteins
showed a marked increase in the relative peroxisomal ATP
levels (Figure 7D). Thus, similar as its yeast orthologues,
HsABCD1 can also mediate ATP uptake. Expression of
ABCD2 or ABCD3 in ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ mutant cells did
not result in a significant increase in C8:0 β-oxidation activity
(Figure 7A).

C8:0 β-oxidation activity was not increased when HsABCD2
or HsABCD3 were expressed in ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δmutant cells
cultured on oleate medium (Figure 7A). Since the CoA ester of
oleate, oleoyl-CoA, is also a good substrate for HsABCD2 and
HsABCD3, but less for HsABCD1, we hypothesized that the
uptake of oleoyl-CoA competes for the uptake of ATP by the
ABCD proteins. To study this, we cultured the ant1Δ pxa1Δ
pxa2Δ cells expressing HsABCD1, HsABCD2, or HsABCD3 on
ethanol instead of oleate and repeated the C8:0 β-oxidation
activity measurements. Under these conditions we indeed
measured not only a significant increase in C8:0 β-oxidation
activity in the cells expressing HsABCD1 but also in the cells
expressing HsABCD2 or HsABCD3 when compared to the same
cells expressing neither of these proteins (Figure 7B).

The substrate preference of ABCD1 for very-long-chain acyl-
CoAs also allowed us to study whether acyl-CoA and ATP
compete for the same binding site of ABCD1. To this end, we
measured C8:0 β-oxidation activity in oleate-grown cells in the
presence (Figure 7C) and absence (Figure 7A) of docosanoic acid
(C22:0), which is a good substrate for ABCD1 after intracellular
conversion into its CoA-ester (van Roermund et al., 2014). Both
the C8:0 β-oxidation activity (Figure 7C) and the peroxisomal
ATP levels (Figure 7D) were lower in the presence of C22:0,

FIGURE 5 | Quantification of cells with Ant1p, Aac2p or MTSAac2p
located in the peroxisomal membrane. Wild-type cells co-expressing the
indicated GFP(11)-taggedMCF protein and the peroxisomal GFP(1–10)-PTS1
protein were analyzed for the number of cells displaying punctated GFP
fluorescence, resulting from the physical interaction between GFP(11)-tagged
MCF proteins and the peroxisomal GFP(1–10)-PTS1 protein. Expressed as
percentage of number of analyzed cells indicated next to the bars. A one-way
ANOVA test with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was performed. ***, **,
and * indicate significance with a p-value of p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05
respectively.

FIGURE 6 | C8:0 β-oxidation activity and ATP levels in wild-type and mutant yeast strains expressing MTS-Aac2p. (A) Untransformed strains and the same strains
expressing MTSAAC2 were cultured overnight in oleate medium and β-oxidation rates were measured using [1–14C] labelled octanoate (C8:0) as substrate. Data are
means ± SD of values from 5–14 independent experiments. (B) Untransformed wild type and ant1Δ strains and the same strains expressing MTSAAC2 were
transformed with ATeam-per or ATeam-per (mut) to determine relative peroxisomal ATP levels as described in legend of Figure 3. Data are means ± SD of values
from 3–8 independent experiments. (C) Untransformed wild type and ant1Δ strains and the same strains expressing MTSAAC2p were transformed with ATeam-cyt and
ATeam-cyt (mut) to determine relative cytosolic ATP levels as described in legend of Figure 3. Data are means ± SD of values from 2–11 independent experiments. Only
most relevant statistic relations are indicated in Figure 6, all are given in Supplementary Table S1. ** and * indicate significance with a p-value of p < 0.01 and p < 0.05
respectively.
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which strongly suggests that the fatty acyl-CoAs and ATP
compete for the same binding site in HsABCD1.

Taken together, these results show that all three human ABCD
transporters can mediate peroxisomal ATP uptake in addition to
transport of fatty acyl-CoAs.

DISCUSSION

Peroxisomes are generally considered to be selectively permeable
organelles, which allow molecules with an Mw < 400 Da to cross
the peroxisomal membrane passively via one or more (putative)
channel-forming proteins, including Pxmp2 (Rokka et al., 2009)
and Pex11beta (van Roermund et al., 2000; Mindthoff et al.,
2016). Transport across the peroxisomal membrane of more
bulky molecules, such as fatty acyl-CoAs and ATP, however,
requires dedicated transport proteins. Among others, intra-
peroxisomal ATP is essential for the peroxisomal β-oxidation
of fatty acids. Previous work has shown that the transport of fatty
acyl-CoAs is mediated by different dimeric half-ABC
transporters of the ABCD family, which includes the
heterodimer Pxa1p/Pxa2p in peroxisomes of S. cerevisiae and
homodimers of ABCD1, ABCD2, and ABCD3 in human
peroxisomes. In this paper we have studied which proteins are
involved in the peroxisomal uptake of ATP. ATP has to be

transported from the cytosol into the peroxisome since
peroxisomes do not possess an ATP-synthesizing or
regenerating system. To this end, we generated and used a
series of S. cerevisiae mutant strains in which we deleted single
or combinations of genes encoding putative peroxisomal ATP
transporters. As readouts for peroxisomal ATP uptake we used
three different and independent assays, including 1)
measurement of in vivo C8:0 β-oxidation activity, which in
yeast is strictly dependent on intra-peroxisomal ATP; 2)
in vitro ATP uptake/exchange by proteoliposomes prepared
from peroxisomal membranes isolated from the different
mutant strains; and 3) in vivo measurement of relative ATP
levels using FRET-based ATeam reporter proteins targeted to the
peroxisomes or the cytosol.

We demonstrated that peroxisomes in S. cerevisiae contain at
least three different transport systems that can mediate ATP
uptake, each with a different mode of action. As anticipated, we
found the previously reported peroxisomal membrane protein
Ant1p to be responsible for most of the peroxisomal ATP uptake
as can be concluded from the observation that in vivo, a deletion
of ANT1 resulted in a ∼70% reduction of the peroxisomal ATP-
dependent C8:0 β-oxidation activity and in a marked reduction of
the intra-peroxisomal ATP levels. As reported previously and
confirmed in our in vitro proteoliposome uptake studies, Ant1p
functions as an antiporter of ATP against AMP and ADP

FIGURE 7 | C8:0 β-oxidation activity in wild-type and mutant yeast strains expressing human ABCD proteins. Wild-type and mutant strains, including
ant1Δpxa1Δpxa2Δ strains expressing ABCD1, ABCD2, or ABCD3 were cultured overnight in oleate medium (A), ethanol medium (B) or oleate medium supplemented
with 100 µM C22:0 (C). Fatty acid ß-oxidation activity was measured with [1–14C] labelled octanoate (C8:0) (A–C). (D) Wild-type and mutant strains, including
ant1Δpxa1Δpxa2Δ strains expressing ABCD1 were transformed with ATeam-per and ATeam-per (mut) to allow quantification of peroxisomal ATP levels as
described in legend of Figure 3. Cells were grown overnight in oleate medium or oleate medium supplemented with 100 µM C22:0. Data are means ± SD of values from
3–12 independent experiments. Only most relevant statistic relations are indicated in Figure 7, all are given in Supplementary Table S1. ****, ***, **, and * indicate
significance with a p-value of respectively p < 0.0001, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05.
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(Palmieri et al., 2001; van Roermund et al., 2001). Unexpectedly,
we found that the remaining peroxisomal ATP uptake capacity is
mediated by the ABC transporter protein complex Pxa1p/Pxa2p,
which most probably functions as an ATP uniporter, and Aac2p,
a predominantly mitochondrial ATP/ADP antiporter (Bamber
et al., 2007; Klingenberg, 2008; Duncan et al., 2018; van
Roermund CWT et al., 2020), which we here showed to be
partly localized in peroxisomes.

Our finding that heterodimeric Pxa1p/Pxa2p, as well as the
human orthologues HsABCD1, HsABCD2, and HsABCD3 as
homodimers, can also mediate peroxisomal uptake of non-
hydrolyzed ATP in addition to fatty acyl-CoAs was unexpected
and is very intriguing. Indeed, ABC transporter proteins
typically use ATP hydrolysis to catalyze the transport of
substrates across membranes, although few ABC transporter
proteins have been reported to function as ATP channels
(Abraham et al., 1993; Reisin et al., 1994; Roman et al.,
1997; Jansen et al., 2014). Our in vivo substrate competition
experiments in which we added C22:0 during the C8:0 β-
oxidation measurement suggested that ATP and acyl-CoAs
compete for the same binding site of HsABCD1, which thus is
different from the binding site at which ATP is hydrolyzed to
drive the transport of fatty acyl-CoAs across the peroxisomal
membrane. This competition is also suggested by the
significant increase in C8:0 β-oxidation activity when the
ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ cells expressing HsABCD1, HsABCD2,
or HsABCD3 are cultured on ethanol instead of oleate. We
recently reported that Pxa1p/Pxa2p is also involved in
peroxisomal uptake of CoA (Roermund et al., 2021). This
may suggest that the increased C8:0 β-oxidation observed in
the ant1Δ pxa1Δ pxa2Δ cells expressing HsABCD1 and
cultured on ethanol could also be due to an ABCD1-
mediated increase of intra-peroxisomal CoA levels.
However, this explanation seems unlikely because if intra-
peroxisomal CoA would be limiting for C8:0 β-oxidation, one
would expect that addition of C22:0, which is a good substrate
for ABCD1, would increase intra-peroxisomal CoA levels
resulting in increased C8:0 βoxidation, while we observed a
decrease of the latter. Unfortunately, we and others have not
succeeded in reconstituting purified ABCD proteins in
liposomes to study these and other aspects in more detail
in vitro.

Aac2p is a well-established ATP/ADP antiporter localized in
the inner mitochondrial membrane (Bamber et al., 2007;
Klingenberg, 2008; Duncan et al., 2018; van Roermund CWT
et al., 2020). Our finding that Aac2p is partly localized in
peroxisomes and thus constitutes a third protein mediating
peroxisomal ATP uptake is equally intriguing as the finding of
the involvement of Pxa1p/Pxa2p. It also raises the question on
how Aac2p is targeted to peroxisomes in addition to its primary
targeting to mitochondria, given that the mechanisms of
membrane protein import into mitochondria and peroxisomes
must be very different, although this is still largely unknown for
peroxisomal membrane proteins. It should be noted, however,
that a dual localization in mitochondria and peroxisomes is not
unique and has been reported for several proteins, including
DLP1, FIS1, MIRO, and VDAC (Costello et al., 2018). In the case

of Aac2p, the introduction of a stronger mitochondrial targeting
signal (MTS) to its N terminus reduced the peroxisomal
localization and, consequently, reduced the peroxisomal ATP
uptake mediated by peroxisomal Aac2p.

The different substrate affinities and modes of action of
Ant1p, Pxa1p/Pxa2p, and Aac2p not only ensure that
peroxisomes can maintain their ATP levels to support the
intra-peroxisomal ATP-dependent enzyme reactions, but also
take care of the export of AMP and ADP generated after intra-
peroxisomal hydrolysis of ATP. Indeed, peroxisomes in yeast
harbor several enzymes the activity of which depends on ATP
hydrolysis leading to the generation of AMP or ADP. These
include several acyl-CoA synthetases (Hettema et al., 1996; van
Roermund et al., 2012), PCD1 (Cartwright et al., 2000), NPY1
(Xu et al., 2000), VPS34 kinase (Stjepanovic et al., 2017) and
LonP proteases (Bartoszewska et al., 2012; Pomatto et al.,
2017).

Taken together, our results provide compelling evidence for
the presence of multiple systems for the uptake and exchange of
ATP in peroxisomes in yeast. Our finding that also the human
peroxisomal ABC transporters can mediate peroxisomal ATP
uptake strongly suggests that our findings in yeast are transferable
to humans.

METHODS

Yeast Strains
We used S. cerevisiae BJ1991 (MATα, pep4-3, prbl-1122, ura3-52,
leu2, trp1) as wild-type strain and for the generation of targeted
deletion mutant strains. Gene deletions in BJ1991 were created by
replacement of specific genes by the yeast LEU2 gene, the
Kanamycin (KAN) or the Bleomycin (BLE) resistance gene
using homologous recombination. For this study we generated
and used the following deletion mutant strains: ant1Δ (ant1:
KAN), pxa1Δ pxa2Δ (pxa1:LEU2, pxa2:KAN), and ant1Δ pxa1Δ
pxa2Δ (ant1:KAN, pxa1:LEU2, pxa2:BLE), and used two
previously described mutant strains faa2Δ (faa2:LEU2) and
fox1Δ (fox1:KAN).

Culture Conditions
We cultured yeast cells at 28°C under continuous shaking at
225 rpm. For standard growth, cells were cultured in glucose
medium containing 6.7 g/L yeast nitrogen base without amino
acids (Difco) and 5 g/L D-glucose. Amino acids were
supplemented to the medium when required; 30 mg/L leucine,
20 mg/L uracil, or 20 mg/L tryptophan. To induce peroxisome
proliferation, yeast cells were cultured for at least 24 h in glucose
medium and then transferred to and cultured overnight in YPO
medium (3 g/L yeast extract, 5 g/L peptone, 25 mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH � 6), 1.07 g/L oleate, 2.16 g/L Tween-80)
with supplemented amino acids when required.

For fluorescent microscopy of self-assembling GFP, yeast cells
were cultured in ethanol medium containing 1 g/L yeast extract,
25 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH � 6), 6.7 g/L yeast
nitrogen base and 2% ethanol and supplemented amino acids
when required.
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Octanoate (C8:0) β-Oxidation
Measurements
We measured β-oxidation activity in intact yeast cells as follows.
Cells were cultured overnight in YPO media, harvested by
centrifugation, washed and resuspended in 9 g/L NaCl at a cell
density of OD600 nm � 1 (∼1.48 × 107 cells/mL). Incubations were
performed in 20 mL vials with a rubber septum, containing two
tubes, one with the cells in incubation mixture and the other with
500 μL NaOH (2 M). To start the measurements, 20 μL of cell
suspension was added to the reaction mixture composed of 20 μL
MES buffer (0.5 M; pH � 6), 140 μL NaCl (9 g/L), and 20 μL of
100 μM [1–14C] octanoate (200,000 dpm) as substrate. The
reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 h at 28°C after which
the reaction was terminated by the addition of 50 μL of
perchloric acid (2.6 M). Radiolabelled [14C]-CO2, released
during the β-oxidation of octanoate was trapped overnight in
the tube with 500 µL of 2 M NaOH. Acid soluble products (ASP)
were collected after extraction with chloroform/methanol/
heptane (van Roermund CWT et al., 2020). Both CO2 and
ASP were quantified in a liquid scintillation counter and the
β-oxidation rate was determined as the sum of CO2 and ASP
production. The octanoate β-oxidation rate in wild-type cells was
3.2 ± 0.4 nmol/h/107 cells.

ATP Uptake Measurements in
Proteoliposomes
We isolated peroxisomes in duplicate from wild-type and the
ant1Δ, pxa1Δpxa2Δ and ant1Δpxa1Δpxa2Δ mutant strains
cultured overnight in oleate medium using cell fractionation
and Nycodenz gradient centrifugation as described previously
(van Roermund et al., 2001). Gradient fractions were analysed for
peroxisomal 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (3-HAD) and
mitochondrial fumarase activity (van Roermund et al., 2001).
Purified peroxisomes from fractions 2–4 of the gradients
(Supplementary Figure S1) and equivalent to 375 units of
peroxisomal 3HAD activity were harvested and dissolved in
150 µL of 50 mM Hepes (pH � 7.4) and 5 mM MgCl2. Of
these, peroxisomes equivalent to 50 units of 3HAD activity
were added to 1 mL 30 g/L L-α-glycerophosphorylcholine only
or supplemented with 10 mM ADP or 10 mM AMP after which
the mixtures were frozen in liquid nitrogen. The samples
were then thawed at room temperature, resulting in the
formation of proteoliposomes, and subjected to size-exclusion
chromatography using Sephadex G-25 (Medium) columns (GE
Healthcare Life Science) to remove external ADP or AMP. The
eluate was used to start the uptake experiment by adding 0.2 mM
[α-32P]-ATP (6,000 Ci/mmol). The uptake reaction was
terminated via passing the proteoliposomes over Dowex AG1-
X8 anion-exchange columns using 150 mM sodium acetate (pH �
7.4) as elution buffer. The incorporated [α-32P]-ATP was
quantified by liquid scintillation counting. Time-dependent
uptake data were fitted using nonlinear regression analysis
based on one-phase exponential association using GraphPad
Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad, www.graphpad.com). The
initial velocity of uptakes were calculated using the equation
slope � (Plateau–Y0)*k, with Y0 set to 0.

Measurement of ATP Levels Using
FRET-Based ATeam Reporter Proteins
We measured the relative in vivo ATP levels in peroxisomes and
the cytosol of wild-type cells and different mutant strains through
expression of modified versions of the previously described
ATeam sensors (Imamura et al., 2009). As source for the
generation of the ATeam reporter proteins used in this study,
we ordered the pDR-GW AT1.03 and pDR-GW AT1.03 R122K/
R126K plasmids (Bermejo et al., 2010) from Addgene (deposited
by Wolf Frommer). The pDR-GW AT1.03 plasmid (http://www.
addgene.org/28003) codes for a cytosolic ATeam reporter protein
and the pDR-GW AT1.03 R122K/R126K plasmid (http://www.
addgene.org/28005) codes for a mutated version of the same
ATeam reporter protein that no longer binds ATP. To allow
constitutive, carbon source-independent ATeam gene expression
in yeast, we first replaced the CTA1 promoter of pIJL30 with the
TEF1 promoter generating the yeast expression vector pMK05
(TEF1pr, ARS1/CEN4, Trp1, ampR). The XbaI-HindIII
fragments from pDR-GW AT1.03 and pDR-GW AT1.
03R122K/R126K were then subcloned downstream of the
TEF1 promoter into the XbaI-HindIII sites of pMK05. The
resulting plasmids were designated pATeam-cyt (expressing
cytosolic AT1.03) and pATeam-cyt (mut) (expressing the
mutated cytosolic AT1.03 R122K/R126K), respectively.

To target the ATeam reporter proteins to peroxisomes, we
replaced by site directed mutagenesis the stop codon of the
AT1.03 ORFs in pATeam-cyt and pATeam-cyt (mut) by a
flexible loop and the coding sequence for the twelve
C-terminal amino acids of Fox2p, including the strong
peroxisomal targeting sequence PTS1. This resulted in
pATeam-per (expressing peroxisomal AT1.03) and pATeam-
per (mut) (expressing the mutated peroxisomal AT1.03
R122K/R126K), respectively.

Yeast cells were transformed with the different pATeam
plasmids, plated and individual colonies were cultured
overnight in YPO medium. The cells were harvested by
centrifugation at 230 g for 5 min at 4°C, washed once with and
then suspended in coldMES-glucose buffer (pH 6.0) composed of
25 mM 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid and 20 g/L
D-glucose. We resuspended the cells in MES + glucose to
assure that the cytosolic ATP levels (i.e. the substrate for
import) during the measurement were comparable in all
strains (as confirmed in Figures 3B, 6C) and thus would not
provide an additional variable in the measurement of
peroxisomal ATP import. Cells were kept on ice until analysis
was conducted (5 h max). Prior to the measurements, the
suspended cells were diluted with MES-glucose buffer until
OD600 nm � 3, and 200 μL was transferred in duplicate into a
96-wells microplate (Greiner, black round bottom). FRET
analysis was then performed in on a Tecan Infinite M200
pro plate reader using an excitation of 435/9 nm and detecting
emission at 475/20 nm and 527/20 nm, respectively.
Fluorescence intensities at each wavelength were measured
10 times. To assure accurate measurements, prior to the start
of each cycle the microplate was shaken in orbitals with an
amplitude of 2 mm, a Z position height of 20,000 μm, settle
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time of 200 ms, and 0 s lag time. Ratios were calculated after
subtraction of the background signal in wild-type cells
transformed with an empty plasmid (no ATeam
expression). The relative ATP levels were obtained by
subtracting the 572/475 ratio of the ATeam-cyt/per (mut)
reporter protein from the 572/475 ratio of the
corresponding ATeam-cyt/per reporter protein.

Construction of ABCD Expression Plasmids
We designed and ordered a yeast-codon optimized open reading
frame (ORF) coding for ABCD1 and flanked by SacI and KpnI,
and cloned this into the yeast expression vectors pIJL30 and
pEL30. Construction of ABCD2 and ABCD3 expression plasmids
have been described previously (van Roermund et al., 2014).

Subcellular Localisation of MCF Proteins
Using a Self-Assembling GFP Assay
We adapted the self-assembling GFP assay (Cabantous and
Waldo, 2006) to study the subcellular localization of MCF
proteins. To this end, we designed and ordered from
Genscript a yeast-codon optimized open reading frame (ORF)
coding for GFP(1–10) in pUC57 and re-cloned this into the yeast
expression vector pIJL30 (CTA1pr, ARS1/CEN4, Trp1, ampR)
allowing cytosolic expression of GFP(1–10). To generate a
peroxisome-localized GFP(1–10), we used the pUC57-
GFP(1–10) as template and added via PCR amplification the
coding sequences of the twelve C-terminal amino acids of FOX2,
which include a strong peroxisomal targeting signal PTS1, spaced
with a flexible linker. The resulting GFP(1–10)-PTS1 ORF was
also subcloned into the pIJL30 expression vector.

To generate a basic cloning vector that allows expression of
MCF proteins with a C-terminal extension coding for the
GFP(11) domain, we introduced a linker encoding a flexible
loop and yeast-codon optimized GFP(11) into the BamH1 and
HindIII sites of yeast expression vector pEL30 (van Roermund
et al., 2012) (CTA1pr, ARS1/CEN4, URA3, ampR). The
resulting plasmid pEL30-GFP(11) allows upstream cloning
of ORFs into SacI, KpnI, SmaI and BamHI sites in frame
with GFP(11).

ORFs encoding the yeast MCF proteins Ant1p, Aac1p, Aac2p,
Aac3p, Yea6p, Leu5p, and Sco2p were PCR amplified from
genomic DNA of S. cerevisiae using ORF-specific PCR primers
with small extensions to introduce the appropriate restriction
sites and, after restriction, sub-cloned in frame with GFP(11) into
pEL30-GFP(11). All PCR-amplified sequences were verified by
Sanger sequencing.

Wild-type cells were co-transformed with pEL30-GFP(11)
containing one of the MCF proteins and either pIJL30-
GFP(1–10)-PTS1 or pIJL30-GFP(1–10). After transformation
the cells were cultured in 2% ethanol medium for 24 h,
harvested, re-suspended in sterile water and examined on a
ZEISS Axio Observer A1 fluorescence microscope using a
450 nm excitation and a 515–565 nm emission filter. The Leica
Application Suite was used to capture the images.

Enhancing Mitochondrial Targeting of
Aac2p
We introduced the mitochondrial targeting signal (MTS) from
the mitochondrial succinate/fumarate carrier of Arabidopsis
thaliana to the N-terminus of Aac2p (van Roermund et al.,
2016), to increase mitochondrial and decrease peroxisomal
targeting of Aac2p. To this end, we amplified the ORF of AAC2
by PCR using an AAC2-specific forward primer with a 5′
extension comprising the coding sequence for the MTS. The
MTS-AAC2 ORF was cloned in frame with GFP(11) into
pEL30-GFP(11) and verified by Sanger sequencing. Wild-
type cells were co-transformed with the resulting pEL30-
MTS-Aac2p-GFP(11) vector and the pIJL30-GFP(1–10)-
PTS1 vector and used in the self-assembling GFP assay
described above to compare the subcellular localization of
MTS-Aac2p with Aac2p.

In order to introduce the MTS by homologous recombination
at the N terminus of genomically encoded Aac2p, we generated by
PCR amplification a DNA fragment comprising a 5′ AAC2 non-
coding sequence followed by the NAT1 resistance gene under
control of the TEF1 promoter, the sequence for the MTS under
control of the NOP1 promoter, and a 5′ AAC2 coding sequence.
The fragment was transformed into wild-type, ant1Δ and ant1/
pxa1/pxa2Δ mutant strains. After transformation, cells were
washed and incubated for 5 h in 5 g/L glucose supplemented
with amino acids, so that the NAT1 resistance gene could be
expressed. Cells were then plated on YPD plates supplemented
with 100 μg/mL NTC to select for cells expressing theNAT1 gene.
Correct integration of the DNA fragment at the AAC2 locus was
verified by Sanger sequencing. Normal growth was observed in all
knock-in strains on either YPD or 5 g/L glucose medium
supplemented with amino acids. The different knock-in strains
were used to determine the relative peroxisomal and cytosolic
ATP levels using the ATeam reporter constructs as
described above.
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Low-Density Lipoprotein
Internalization, Degradation and
Receptor Recycling Along Membrane
Contact Sites
Mohammad Majharul Islam, Iryna Hlushchenko and Simon G. Pfisterer*

Department of Anatomy, Faculty of Medicine, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) internalization, degradation, and receptor recycling is a
fundamental process underlying hypercholesterolemia, a high blood cholesterol
concentration, affecting more than 40% of the western population. Membrane contact
sites influence endosomal dynamics, plasma membrane lipid composition, and cellular
cholesterol distribution. However, if we focus on LDL-related trafficking events we mostly
discuss them in an isolated fashion, without cellular context. It is our goal to change this
perspective and to highlight that all steps from LDL internalization to receptor recycling are
likely associated with dynamic membrane contact sites in which endosomes engage with
the endoplasmic reticulum and other organelles.

Keywords: low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), hypercholesterolemia, membrane
contact site, endosomal recycling, endosomal degradation

INTRODUCTION

Lipoproteins are transport shuttles in the circulation, delivering cholesterol to different destinations.
The balance of lipoprotein production and clearance determines a person’s blood cholesterol
level. Accumulation of cholesterol-enriched low-density lipoprotein (LDL) is a hallmark of
hypercholesterolemia, the main risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD), one of the most
common causes of death worldwide (Mach et al., 2019; Borén et al., 2020).

Here we focus on how cells take up LDL in a regulated process mediated by the LDL receptor
(LDLR). Patients with a homozygous mutation in LDLR can display more than five-fold higher LDL
levels and experience severe cardiovascular complications before adolescence. Also, heterozygous
carriers of LDLR mutations are at severe CVD risk, experiencing drastically elevated LDL
concentrations (Cuchel et al., 2014). Interestingly, genetic defects in LDLR and proteins associated
with LDLR trafficking predispose to a greater CVD risk, even when compared to individuals with
similar blood cholesterol levels (Trinder et al., 2020). Probably, this is due to life-long exposure to
elevated LDL levels or longer residence time of LDL particles in the bloodstream. This highlights the
relevance of cellular LDL internalization in the development of hypercholesterolemia and CVD, and
the importance of elucidating additional aspects of this pathway.

LDL binds to LDLR on the cell surface and is internalized via clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(Brown and Goldstein, 1979). In the acidic environment of the early endosome, LDL dissociates from
LDLR. Whilst a majority of LDLR is recycled back to the plasma membrane, LDL remains in the
maturing endosomal system, resulting in degradation in late endosomes and lysosomes (LELs)
(Figure 1A) (Brown and Goldstein, 1986). LDLR can join the path to degradation when it does not
dissociate from LDL (Davis et al., 1987) or when it is specifically targeted by proprotein convertase
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subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) (Zhang et al., 2007) or inducible
degrader of LDLR (IDOL) (Zelcer et al., 2009).

Efficient cholesterol export from LELs and transport to the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) plays an important role in regulating
cholesterol synthesis and LDLR expression. Low cholesterol
concentrations in the ER result in nuclear translocation of the
transcription factor sterol regulatory element-binding protein 2
(SREBP-2) and activation of cholesterol synthesis and LDLR
expression. On the other hand, an elevated cholesterol concen-
tration in the ER results in SREBP-2 retention in the ER, reduced
LDLR expression and lower LDL uptake. Consequently, defective
cholesterol egress from LELs and reduced transport to the ER leads
to higher LDL internalization rates (Ikonen 2008; Luo et al., 2020).

The majority of endosomes are in close contact with the ER
and membrane contacts between both organelles influence
endosomal function as well as fission of recycling vesicles
from early endosomes (Eden et al., 2016; Rowland et al., 2014)
(Figure 1A). Furthermore, membrane contact sites between the
ER and endosomes, Golgi or the plasma membrane facilitate
intracellular cholesterol transport, controlling cellular cholesterol
balance and influencing transcriptional regulation of LDLR
(Wilhelm et al., 2017; Mesmin et al., 2013b; Sandhu et al.,
2018). Here we want to highlight those contact sites that
appear relevant for LDL internalization and degradation, or
enable an efficient retrieval of LDLR to the plasma membrane.

LDL-LDLR Internalization in Light of
Membrane Contact Sites
For efficient internalization of the LDL-LDLR complex from the
plasma membrane, LDLR is clustered into coated pits (Anderson
et al., 1977; Anderson et al., 1982). The initiation, growth, and

maturation of coated pits and vesicles is a tightly regulated
process dependent on the plasma membrane levels of
phosphatidylinositol-(4,5)-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2) (Antonescu
et al., 2011). Internalization of the LDL-LDLR complex starts with
the binding of the adaptor proteins ARH (autosomal recessive
hypercholesterolemia) or Dab2 (disabled-2) to the LDLR
cytoplasmic tail (Sirinian et al., 2005; Maurer and Cooper,
2006). Adaptor protein interaction with LDLR and PI(4,5)P2 is
crucial for the formation of clathrin-coated pits, and recruitment
of accessory proteins such as AP2 and clathrin stimulate clathrin-
coated vesicle generation (Figure 1B) (Mettlen et al., 2010).

There are two main routes how membrane contact sites could
contribute to the regulation of LDLR internalization. 1) Via
influencing the lipid and PI(4,5)P2 composition of the plasma
membrane. 2) Through direct connection with the nascent
endosome, regulating the vesicle formation process.

Several mechanisms have been proposed on how membrane
contact sites can influence plasma membrane PI(4,5)P2 levels.
Oxysterol-binding protein (OSBP)-related proteins (ORP) 5 and
8 localize to plasma membrane-ER (PM-ER) contact sites
dependent on PI(4,5)P2 and appear to transport
phosphatidylserine to the plasma membrane in exchange for
PI(4,5)P2, with ORP5/ORP8 depletion resulting in PM
accumulation of PI(4,5)P2 (Ghai et al., 2017) (Figure 1B). In
an alternative mechanism, ORP5/ORP8 plasma membrane
localization is influenced by both PI4P and PI(4,5)P2 and in
this case plasma membrane PI(4,5)P2 levels are modulated by
PI4P transport at PM-ER contacts (Sohn et al., 2018). Overall,
PI(4,5)P2 formation is limited by the amount of available PI4P
and PI precursors, of which PI is synthesized at the ER (Kim et al.,
2015; Chang and Liou, 2015; Chang et al., 2013). Nir3 localizes to
PM-ER contact sites and maintains a basal PI pool at the plasma

FIGURE 1 | LDLR trafficking in an interconnected membrane system (A) Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor (LDLR) bound to its cargo is internalised via clathrin-
mediated endocytosis.Within early endosomes (EE) LDLR separates from LDL and is sorted to recycling endosomes (RE) for transport to the plasmamembrane. Receptors
that fail to separate from LDL or are marked for degradation by extracellular or intracellular factors remain in the maturing endosomal system, resulting in their degradation in
late endosomes and lysosomes (LELs). (B)Membrane contact sites between endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and plasma membrane are lipid exchange routes in both S.
cerevisiae and mammalian cells, affecting sterol and PI(4,5)P2 abundance. In S. cerevisiae sterol transfer to the budding vesicle is important for fission. In mammalian cells
PI(4,5)P2 is shuffled between PM and ER via ORP5 and ORP8 proteins and PM PI(4,5)P2 pools can be replenished by PI transfer via Nir2, Nir3 and TMEM24. (C) Sorting of
LDLR is enhanced by sorting nexin 17 (SNX17) and requires the WASH and COMMD/CCDC22/CCDC93 (CCC) complex for efficient recycling.
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membrane from which PI(4,5)P2 can be generated via PI 4-kinase
and PI4P 5-kinase (Chang and Liou, 2015). Activation of
signaling receptors can lead to a rapid local PI(4,5)P2
depletion through stimulation of phospholipase C (PLC). This
evokes Nir2 translocation to PM-ER contact sites and rapid
transfer of PI from the ER to the PM in exchange for
phosphatidic acid resulting in PI(4,5)P2 reformation
(Figure 1B) (Chang and Liou, 2015; Kim et al., 2015).
Furthermore, transmembrane protein 24 (TMEM24) can
mediate plasma membrane PI replenishment at PM-ER
contact sites, resulting in PI4,5P2 reformation during glucose-
stimulated signaling (Lees et al., 2017) (Figure 1B).

Therefore, even though we lack direct support for this
hypothesis, it appears likely that membrane contact sites
influence clathrin-mediated endocytosis in a localized fashion
through the modulation of PI(4,5)P2 abundance, acting together
with lipid kinases and phosphatases (Posor et al., 2015).

Interestingly, in S. cerevisiae membrane contact sites between
the ER and the forming endosome have been observed. This
involves the yeast ORP protein Osh2 and results in actin
recruitment and vesicle fission (Figure 1B) (Encinar del Dedo
et al., 2017). Furthermore, Osh2 is involved in mediating sterol
transport at these contact sites, which appears to be important for
endocytosis when plasma sterol availability is limited (Encinar del
Dedo et al., 2021). Also in plants PM-ER contact sites can
influence endocytosis. Plant VAP (Vesicle-Associated
Membrane Protein-Associated Protein) proteins (VAP27-1 and
VAP27-3) mediate contact formation through interaction with
PIPs and clathrin at endocytic membranes, facilitating
endocytosis (Stefano et al., 2018). This highlights multiple
options of how membrane contact sites could influence
clathrin-mediated endocytosis and internalization of the LDL-
LDLR complex.

Soon after the clathrin-coated vesicle detaches from the
plasma membrane, the coat proteins disassemble, PI(4,5)P2 is
hydrolyzed and the vesicles merge into the early endosomal
system (Kaksonen and Roux, 2018). Around 80% of early
endosomes are in contact with the ER (Friedman et al., 2013),
indicating that this is also the case for those containing the LDL-
LDLR complex. At this stage, separate trafficking routes emerge,
LDLR can be sorted into recycling endosomes, whilst LDL and
some LDLRs are staying on a path to degradation in late
endosomes and lysosomes (Wijers et al., 2015).

LDLR Recycling in an Interconnected
Endosome-ER Meshwork
LDLR recycling is activated once the ligand and receptor
dissociate in the early endosomal system. At this stage, a
conformational change of the LDLR impedes its degradation
andmakes it available for recycling (Davis et al., 1987; Surdo et al.,
2011). Possibly, sorting nexins (SNXs) play an important role in
redirecting LDLR towards the plasmamembrane. SNX17 binds to
the LDLR cytoplasmic tail and SNX17 overexpression increases
the LDL internalization rate (Stockinger, 2002; Burden et al.,
2004), suggesting a role in LDLR recycling. However, we lack
loss-of-function information to say that LDLR sorting depends

on SNX17. Therefore, it is possible that other proteins can initiate
LDLR recycling as well.

We know that efficient LDLR recycling requires an intact
Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein and SCAR homolog (WASH)
and COMMD/CCDC22/CCDC93 (CCC) complex (Figure 1C)
(Bartuzi et al. 2016; Wijers et al., 2019; Rimbert et al., 2020). The
WASH components WASH1 and FAM21 co-precipitate with
LDLR and WASH1 deficient cells show increased LDLR
degradation, reduced surface expression, and LDL uptake.
Defects in LDLR recycling in WASH1 deficient cells can be
rescued by re-expressing a wild type but not a WASH1
mutant, which fails to initiate F-actin polymerization via
Arp2/3 activation (Bartuzi et al., 2016). WASH-mediated actin
polymerization plays a pivotal role in endosome fission from the
sorting endosome (Derivery et al., 2009). 80% of endosomal
tubules undergo fission at an intersection point with the ER.
Interestingly, FAM21 localizes to the neck of endosomal tubules
and nearly all of these sites overlap with the ER (Rowland et al.,
2014). Moreover, WASH activity is regulated by endosomal PI(4)
P levels which in turn are influenced by OSBP (Oxysterol Binding
Protein) and VAP acting at endosome-ER contact sites (Dong
et al., 2016). Tight control of endosomal PI(4)P levels appears
important in endosomal fission as OSBP inactivation leads to
PI(4)P accumulation and exaggerated actin polymerization
(Dong et al., 2016). On the other hand, PI(4)P is coupled to
phosphatidylserine delivery to the endosome from the ER via
ORP10. A defect in this process also impairs effective retrograde
trafficking of endosomal cargo and endosomal fission (Kawasaki
et al., 2021).

Even though endosomal fission has mostly been studied in
connection with endosomal sorting towards the Golgi (Rowland
et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2016; Hoyer et al., 2018), it is fair to
speculate that ER/endosome interconnections are important for
LDLR recycling towards the plasma membrane as well.

LDL Degradation: Holding on to the ER
Whilst Reaching out to Other Organelles
LDL embarks on a path to degradation in late endosomes/
lysosomes upon dissociating from LDLR. LDLR can join this
path if targeted by PCSK9, IDOL, or upon failure to dissociate
from LDL. On this path endosome association with the ER
increases to nearly 100% (Friedman et al., 2013). This close
association appears to play a key role in exporting LDL-
derived cholesterol from endosomes to the ER (Figure 2).
Whilst there are multiple pathways for cholesterol export from
endosomes (Kanerva et al., 2013; Takahashi et al., 2021) it has
been shown that 30% of endosomal cholesterol is transported
directly to the ER (Neufeld et al., 1996). Lysosomal acid lipase
liberates LDL-derived cholesterol in the endosomal lumen
(Chang et al., 2006). Then cholesterol gets inserted into the
LEL limiting membrane through the concerted action of
Nieman Pick Type C 2 (NPC2) and NPC1 proteins (Infante
et al., 2008).

The first evidence for the involvement of membrane contact
sites in redistributing LDL-derived cholesterol came from studies
involving oxysterol binding protein (OSBP) related protein
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(ORP) 5 (ORP5) (Du et al., 2011). ORP5, an ER-resident protein,
interacts with NPC1 in the LEL limitingmembrane, establishing a
connection between both organelles. Upon LDL load, depletion of
ORP5 leads to cholesterol accumulation in LEL membranes (Du
et al., 2011). Recent findings further strengthen that protein-
protein interactions with NPC1 facilitate LEL-ER contact site
formation and cholesterol transport towards the ER (Höglinger
et al., 2019). NPC1 depletion reduces ER-lysosome contacts,
whilst NPC1 overexpression increases them. Moreover, NPC1
interacts with Gramd1B/AsterB, a novel contact site protein
previously implied in PM to ER cholesterol transport (Sandhu
et al., 2018; Höglinger et al., 2019). Similar to NPC1, Gramd1B
influences LEL-ER contact site formation, and Gramd1B
depletion results in endosomal cholesterol accumulation.
Interestingly, LEL-ER contact site restoration stimulates
cholesterol export even without NPC1 (Höglinger et al., 2019)
suggesting that either close proximity itself can lead to cholesterol
transport, or that other proteins mediate transport. One such
protein could be ORP1L, which localizes to LELs and influences
LEL-ER contact site formation (Rocha et al., 2009). Deficiency of
ORP1L leads to cholesterol accumulation in LELs and reduced
transport towards the ER (Zhao and Ridgway, 2017). Whilst this
can indicate that ORP1L affects transport of LDL derived
cholesterol along LEL-ER contact sites, this could also happen
via more indirect means of transport.

Besides LEL-ER contact sites, LELs engage in membrane
contacts with multiple organelles to ensure efficient cholesterol
delivery within cells. Contacts between LELs and recycling
endosomes facilitate cholesterol transport towards the plasma
membrane (Takahashi et al., 2021) and also LEL-Peroxisome

contacts can stimulate LEL cholesterol export (Figure 2) (Chu
et al., 2015). Moreover, defective ER-Lysosome contacts are
compensated by increased LEL-mitochondria contacts,
resulting in increased cholesterol transport towards
mitochondria, a process which is dependent on the StarD3
protein (Charman et al., 2010; Höglinger et al., 2019). This is
a striking effect, especially as StarD3 itself is involved in
mediating ER-LEL contacts in cholesterol-depleted conditions
to deliver newly synthesized cholesterol towards endosomes
(Wilhelm et al., 2017). Reverse cholesterol transport from the
ER to endosomes is important for efficient multivesicular body
formation as blocking this step results in defective degradation of
signaling receptors when access to LDL-cholesterol is limited
(Eden et al., 2016). Furthermore, reverse cholesterol transport at
LEL-ER contact sites, mediated by OSBP influences mTOR
recruitment and activation at LELs, contributing to the
regulation of autophagy (Lim et al., 2019).

There are many open questions regarding LDL-cholesterol
redistribution via LEL-ER contact sites. These involve the spatio-
temporal involvement of proteins in multiple contact sites with
different organelles (Gramd1B (Sandhu et al., 2018; Höglinger
et al., 2019; Naito et al., 2019; Ferrari et al., 2020; Ercan et al.,
2021), ORP5 (Sohn et al., 2018; Du et al., 2011, 2019), ORP1L
(Rocha et al., 2009; Boutry and Kim 2021), OSBP (Mesmin et al.,
2013a; Lim et al., 2019) and StarD3 (Wilhelm et al., 2017;
Höglinger et al., 2019)), and influence of the cellular
cholesterol distribution on the formation of LEL-ER contact
sites by different players (Rocha et al., 2009; Höglinger et al.,
2019; Lim et al., 2019).

CONCLUSION

Multiple different membrane contact sites can converge with
the LDL internalization and degradation path. Whilst most
reliable data exists for the involvement of contact sites in
transporting cholesterol between LELs and the ER, we can
only extrapolate that membrane contact sites also influence
LDL internalization and LDLR recycling events. We believe
that more emphasis should be directed to elucidate how
membrane contact sites influence clathrin-mediated
endocytosis and LDLR trafficking.
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FIGURE 2 | Multiple routes of endosomal cholesterol transport via
membrane contact sites. LDL-derived cholesterol is liberated in late
endosomes and lysosomes (LEL) and is made available to other cellular
compartments via different mechanisms. Here we highlight several
contact sites involved in this process. NPC1 via interaction with ORP5 or
GramD1B can stimulate contacts between LELs and ER mediating
cholesterol efflux to the ER. If NPC1 mediated export to the ER is impaired,
cholesterol can be transferred to mitochondria via contacts established via
StarD3. Also LELs can engage in contacts with peroxisomes and recycling
endosomes for cholesterol export and cholesterol can be transported in
reverse direction from ER to LEL.
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Yeast Vps13 is Crucial for Peroxisome
Expansion in Cells With Reduced
Peroxisome-ER Contact Sites
Wei Yuan†, Arman Akşit†, Rinse de Boer, Arjen M. Krikken and Ida J. van der Klei *

Molecular Cell Biology, Groningen Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology Institute, University of Groningen, Groningen,
Netherlands

In the yeast Hansenula polymorpha the peroxisomal membrane protein Pex11 and three
endoplasmic reticulum localized proteins of the Pex23 family (Pex23, Pex24 and Pex32)
are involved in the formation of peroxisome-ER contact sites. Previous studies suggested
that these contacts are involved in non-vesicular lipid transfer and important for expansion
of the peroxisomal membrane. The absence of Pex32 results in a severe peroxisomal
phenotype, while cells lacking Pex11, Pex23 or Pex24 show milder defects and still are
capable to form peroxisomes and grow on methanol. We performed transposon
mutagenesis on H. polymorpha pex11 cells and selected mutants that lost the
capacity to grow on methanol and are severely blocked in peroxisome formation. This
strategy resulted in the identification of Vps13, a highly conserved contact site protein
involved in bulk lipid transfer. Our data show that peroxisome formation and function is
normal in cells of a vps13 single deletion strain. However, Vps13 is essential for peroxisome
biogenesis in pex11. Notably, Vps13 is also required for peroxisome formation in pex23
and pex24 cells. These data suggest that Vps13 is crucial for peroxisome formation in cells
with reduced peroxisome-endoplasmic reticulum contact sites and plays a redundant
function in lipid transfer from the ER to peroxisomes.

Keywords: peroxisome, yeast, contact site, VPS13, endoplasmic reticulum

INTRODUCTION

Peroxisomes are ubiquitous organelles. Their function and abundance continuously changes in
response to cellular needs (Smith and Aitchison, 2013). During peroxisome growth, the organelles
incorporate matrix and membrane proteins a well as membrane lipids. In mammals, membrane
contact sites (MCSs) between peroxisomes and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) function in non-
vesicular transport of lipids from the ER to the peroxisomal membrane. These MCSs contain
peroxisome bound members of the Acyl-CoA binding domain containing proteins (ACBDs),
ACBD5 and ACBD4, and the ER-localized VAP proteins VAPA and VAPB. VAP proteins are
highly conserved ER membrane proteins that play a role in various processes, including lipid
transport (Lev et al., 2008). At mammalian peroxisome-ER contact sites ACBD5/ACBD4 interact
through a FFAT-like motif with both VAP proteins (Costello et al., 2017; Hua et al., 2017; Islinger
et al., 2020). Recent studies showed that human VPS13D, a bulk lipid transporter, is also important
for peroxisome biogenesis and transport of lipids from the ER to peroxisomes (Baldwin et al., 2021;
Guillen-Samander et al., 2021).

Studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae revealed that also in this organism the peroxisomal membrane
can receive membrane lipids via non-vesicular transport (Raychaudhuri and Prinz, 2008). These
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lipids may derive from various sources including the ER, the
vacuole, the mitochondrion and the Golgi apparatus
(Rosenberger et al., 2009; Flis et al., 2015). Also, in S.
cerevisiae peroxisomes form contact sites with many other
cellular membranes (Shai et al., 2016; Shai et al., 2018).
However, proteins involved in non-vesicular lipid transport to
yeast peroxisomes have not been identified yet. In the yeast
Hansenula polymorpha peroxisomes can form various MCSs.
Contacts have been described with the plasma membrane, the
ER, mitochondria and vacuoles (Wu et al., 2019). ER-localized
peroxins of the Pex23 family (Pex23, Pex24 and Pex32) together
with the peroxisomal membrane protein (PMP) Pex11 play a role
in the formation of peroxisome-ER contacts (Wu et al., 2020).
Similarly, members of the S. cerevisiae Pex23 family (called Pex28,
Pex29, Pex30, Pex31 and Pex32 (Jansen et al., 2021)) have been
implicated in the formation of peroxisome ER contact sites
(David et al., 2013; Mast et al., 2016). S. cerevisiae Pex23
family proteins also have been implicated in other processes,
such as the regulation of pre-peroxisomal vesicle (PPV)
formation from the ER (David et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2016;
Mast et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) and the biogenesis of lipid
bodies (Joshi et al., 2018). Studies in S. cerevisiae suggested that
Inp1, a protein essential for retention of peroxisomes in yeast
mother cells, plays a role in the formation of peroxisome-ER
contact sites (Knoblach et al., 2013). However, recent studies
showed that Inp1 associates peroxisomes to the plasma
membrane (Hulmes et al., 2020; Krikken et al., 2020).

The absence of H. polymorpha Pex23, Pex24 or Pex32 leads to
reduction, but not a complete loss, of peroxisome-ER contacts.
This reduction is accompanied by a decrease in the cellular
peroxisomal membrane surface, suggesting that these
peroxisome-ER contacts are important for lipid transfer.

The absence of the H. polymorpha Pex32 causes the most
severe peroxisome-ER MCS defect, which is accompanied by
mislocalization of a portion of the peroxisomal matrix proteins to
the cytosol. As a consequence pex32 cells are unable to grown on
media containing methanol as sole carbon source (van der Klei
et al., 2006). pex23, pex24 and pex11 cells show milder
peroxisomal defects and still are capable to grow on methanol,
although the doubling times are increased (Krikken et al., 2009;
Wu et al., 2020).

We hypothesized that these weaker phenotypes are due to
functional redundancy of proteins of the peroxisome-ER
MCS. To identify these redundant proteins, we performed
transposon mutagenesis of H. polymorpha pex11 cells and
selected mutants that fully lost the capacity to grow on
methanol. This screen resulted in the identification of
Vps13, a highly conserved protein that is responsible for
lipid transport and localizes to multiple MCSs in
eukaryotic cells. We show that like cells of the pex11 vps13
double deletion strain, also pex23 vps13 and pex24 vps13 cells
are unable to utilize methanol. In these double deletion strains
very small peroxisomes still occur. PMPs are normally sorted
to these organelles, but the bulk of the matrix proteins
mislocalize to the cytosol. This suggests that peroxisomes
can still form but are unable to grow and incorporate all
matrix proteins. Cells of a single vps13 deletion strain contain

normal peroxisomes and grow on methanol like wild type
control cells.

These data indicate that Vps13 is essential for peroxisome
growth in cells that have reduced peroxisome-ER MCSs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and Growth Conditions
The H. polymorpha and S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are
listed in the Supplementary Table S1and S2.H. polymorpha cells
were grown in batch cultures at 37°C on mineral media (MM)
(van Dijken et al., 1976) containing 0.5% glucose, 0.5% methanol
or a mixture of 0.5% methanol and 0.05% glycerol (MM-M/G) as
carbon sources and 0.25% ammonium sulfate as nitrogen sources.
S. cerevisiae cells were grown at 30°C on media containing 0.5%
glucose and 0.25% ammonium sulfate. When required, amino
acids were added to the media to a final concentration of 30 μg/
ml. Escherichia coli DH5α and DB3.1 were used for cloning.

Plasmids and Molecular Techniques
GFP-SKL and DsRed-SKL are peroxisomal matrix markers
appended with the peroxisomal targeting signal -SKL. In H.
polymorpha the encoding genes were expressed under control
of the TEF1 orAOX promoter, in S. cerevisiae under control of the
MET25 promoter. For expression of H. polymorpha genes
encoding various peroxisomal membrane proteins under
control of their endogenous promoter, approximately 500
nucleotides upstream from the ORF were included. For the
expression under control of a strong promoter the full length
gene was cloned. All plasmids were linearized and integrated in
the genome as described before (Faber et al., 1994). Plasmids used
in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S3. All deletions
were confirmed by Southern blotting. For DNA and amino acid
sequence analysis, the Clone Manager 5 program (Scientific and
Educational Software, Durham, NC) was used. Transposon
mutagenesis of H. polymorpha pex11 DsRed-SKL, isolation of
total genomic DNA and sequencing of genomic insert was
performed as described before (van Dijk et al., 2001).

DNA restriction enzymes were used as recommended by the
suppliers (Thermo Scientific or New England Biolabs).
Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) for cloning were carried out
with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo
Scientific). Colony PCR was carried out using Phire
polymerase (Thermo Scientific). For DNA and amino acid
sequence analysis, the Clone Manager 5 program (Scientific
and Educational Software, Durham, NC) was used.

Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy images were captured using an Axio
Scope A1 (Carl Zeiss) with a 100 × 1.30 NA Plan Neofluar
objective, Micro-Manager 1.4 software and a Coolsnap HQ2
camera (Photometrics). GFP was visualized with a 470/40 nm
band pass excitation filter, a 495 nm dichromatic mirror, and a
525/50 nm band-pass emission filter. mCherry was visualized
with a 587/25 nm band pass excitation filter, a 605 nm
dichromatic mirror, and a 647/70 nm band-pass emission
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FIGURE 1 | VPS13 is required for peroxisome formation in pex11 cells. H. polymorpha cells were grown for 16 h on methanol medium unless indicated otherwise.
(A) FM analysis of the indicated H. polymorpha strains producing the peroxisomal membrane marker PMP47-GFP. Scale bar 2 µm. (B) Percentage of peroxisomes with
a diameter >1 μm. 2 × 660 peroxisomes from two independent cultures were quantified. Two-tailed Student’s t test was performed. *, p < 0.05. pex11: 0.016, pex23:
0.003, pex24: 0.005. The error bars represent standard deviation (SD). (C) Average number of peroxisomes per cell (±SD) of the indicated strains. 2 × 660 cells
from two independent cultures were quantified. (D) Schematic representation of theH. polymorpha VPS13 gene, showing the four positions where transposon insertion

(Continued )
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filter. DsRed fluorescence was visualized with a 546/12 nm
bandpass excitation filter, a 560 nm dichromatic mirror, and a
575–640 nm bandpass emission filter. Image analysis was carried
out using ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop CS6 software.

To quantify peroxisomes random images of cells were taken as
a stack using a confocal microscope (LSM510, Carl Zeiss) and
photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics) and Zen 2009
software (Carl Zeiss). Z-Stack images were made containing 14
optical slices and the GFP signal was visualized by excitation with
a 488 nm argon ion laser (Lasos), and a 500–550 nm bandpass
emission filter. Peroxisomes were quantified using a custommade
plugin for ImageJ (Thomas et al., 2015).

Electron microscopy was performed as described previously
(Knoops et al., 2014). For morphological analysis cells were fixed
in 1.5% potassium permanganate, post-stained with 0.5% uranyl
acetate and embedded in Epon. Immuno-EM was performed as
described previously (Knoops et al., 2014) using anti-Pex14
antibodies (Komori et al., 1997) followed by goat-anti-mouse
antibodies conjugated to 6 nm gold (Aurion, Netherlands).
Ultrathin sections were viewed in a Philips CM12 TEM.

RESULTS

Vps13 is Required for Peroxisome
Biogenesis in Yeast pex11 Cells
Previously, we showed that like H. polymorpha pex11, pex23 and
pex24 cells still contain peroxisomes (Krikken et al., 2009; Wu
et al., 2020). However, peroxisome numbers are reduced
accompanied by the occurrence of organelles with a relatively
large diameter. We confirmed these observations by quantitative
analysis of fluorescence microscopy (FM) images of these three
deletion strains. The percentage of relatively large peroxisomes
(diameter >1 µm) is significantly enhanced in pex11, pex23 and
pex24 cells (Figures 1A,B). The lowest peroxisome numbers were
observed in pex11 cells (Figures 1A,C), which we selected to
perform transposon mutagenesis.

Transformants were isolated that were still capable to grow on
glucose, but not on methanol (Mut−), indicative for severe
peroxisome biogenesis defects. FM analysis revealed that out
of the 100 Mut− strains obtained, 42 displayed mislocalization
of the red fluorescent peroxisomal matrix marker DsRed-SKL.
Sequencing of the genomic regions flanking the integrated
pREMI-Z cassette resulted in the identification of 17 different
genes (Supplementary Table S4). As expected these included
various PEX genes, because mutations inmost PEX genes result in
a Mut− phenotype due to mislocalization of matrix proteins. In 9
of the 17 identified mutants the transposon was integrated in
VPS13. In four mutants the transposon was integrated at different
positions in the VPS13 open reading frame, whereas in the

remaining five mutants deletions or truncations of the VPS13
gene occurred (Figure 1D).

To validate this result, we constructed a pex11 vps13 double
mutant (Figure 1D). Cells of this strain, but not of the pex11 or
vps13 single deletion strains, were unable to grow on methanol
(Figure 1E). Moreover, peroxisomal matrix proteins were
mislocalized to the cytosol of cells in the pex11 vps13 double
deletion strain, but not in pex11 or vps13 cells. This phenotype
was observed both when cells were grown in peroxisome inducing
media (methanol; Figure 1F) or peroxisome repressing media
(glucose; Figure 1G).

In S. cerevisiae essentially the same observations were made:
the peroxisome matrix marker GFP-SKL was properly imported
into peroxisomes of pex11 and vps13 cells, but mislocalized to the
cytosol in pex11 vps13 double deletion cells (Figure 1H).

Summarizing, in H. polymorpha and S. cerevisiae deletion of
VPS13 in a pex11 deletion strain strongly affects peroxisome
biogenesis.

pex11 vps13 Cells Contain Small, Import
Competent Peroxisomes
Electron microscopy (EM) revealed that H. polymorpha pex11
vps13 cells harbor clusters of very small peroxisomes (Figures
2AI,II), which contain the peroxisomal membrane marker Pex14
(Figure 2AIII). In the larger organelles small alcohol oxidase
(AO) crystalloids could be observed, indicating that these
peroxisomes still are capable of importing of matrix protein
(Figure 2AIII, inset). The bulk of the AO protein mislocalizes
to the cytosol, as evident from the large AO crystalloids in the
cytosol of the double mutant (Figure 2AIV). Fluorescence
microscopy showed that Pex14-mCherry localized in spots in
pex11 vps13 cells, which most likely represent the clusters of small
peroxisomes observed by EM (Figure 2B). All other PMPs,
C-terminally tagged with GFP and produced under the control
of their endogenous promoters, co-localized with Pex14-
mCherry (Figure 2B). Based on these data we conclude that
PMPs normally localize to the membranes of the small
peroxisomes in pex11 vps13 cells. The small peroxisomes are
competent to import a minor fraction of the matrix proteins, but
the bulk of the matrix proteins mislocalizes to the cytosol.

VPS13 is also Required for Peroxisome
Biogenesis in H. polymorpha pex23 and
pex24 Cells
Next, we analyzed whether deletion of VPS13 also affects
peroxisome biogenesis in pex23 and pex24 cells, two other
mutants in which peroxisome-ER MCSs are reduced (Wu
et al., 2020). As shown in Figure 3A, peroxisomal matrix

FIGURE 1 | occurred as well as the region that was replaced (nt 2430–5436) by Zeor to disrupt VPS13. (E) Growth curves of the indicated H. polymorpha strains on
methanol medium. Error bars represent SD (n = 2). (F) FM images of the indicated H. polymorpha strains producing GFP-SKL. Cells were grown for 16 h on medium
containing amixture of methanol and glycerol. Scale bar: 2 µm. (G) FM images of the indicated strains grown on glucosemedium (pex11.PTEFGFP-SKL, vps13PTEFGFP-
SKL and pex11 vps13PTEFGFP-SKL). (H) FM analysis of the indicated S. cerevisiae strains producing GFP-SKL and grown on glucose. Scale bars: 2 μm.
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FIGURE 2 | H. polymorpha pex11 vps13 cells contain small peroxisomes. (A) Electron microscopy analysis of thin sections of KMnO4-fixed pex11 vps13 cells
grown for 8 h on a mixture of glycerol and methanol. Cells contain clusters of small peroxisomes (arrows). I—overview, II—magnification. III—Immunolabelling of
cryosection of pex11 vps13 cells using anti-Pex14 antibodies. The inset shows a small peroxisome labelled with anti-Pex14 antibodies, containing an alcohol oxidase
crystalloid. IV—Cryosection showing a large, cytosolic alchol oxidase crystalloid. Scale bars: I: 500 nm, II: 100 nm, III 100 nm, inset: 50 nm, IV—100 nm.
M-mitochondrion; N—nucleus, V-vacuole. (B) FM images of pex11 vps13 cells producing Pex14-mCherry together with the indicated mGFP fusion proteins, all
produced under control of the endogenous promoters. Cells were grown for 8 h on glycerol/methanol medium. Cells producing Pex10-GFP were grown for 4 h on
glycerol/methanol. Scale bar: 2 µm.
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markers mislocalized to the cytosol in pex23 vps13 and pex24
vps13 cells. In line with these observations, both double deletion
strains are unable to grow on methanol, while pex23 and pex24
single deletion strains grow on methanol (Figure 3B).

The decrease in peroxisome numbers in pex11, pex23 and
pex24 cells is related to reduced ER-peroxisome contacts (Wu
et al., 2020). InH. polymorpha dnm1 cells peroxisome abundance
is also decreased, but not due to reduced contacts but caused by a
block in peroxisome fission (Nagotu et al., 2008). Hence, we
reasoned that deletion of VPS13 in dnm1 cells should not lead to
enhanced peroxisome biogenesis defects. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 3A, the peroxisome phenotypes of dnm1 and dnm1 vps13
cells are comparable. This observation supports the redundant
function of Vps13 with peroxisome-ER contacts. Peroxisome-ER
contacts still occur in vps13 cells (Figure 3C). Also, in the absence
of Vps13 all other peroxisomal contacts that were identified inH.
polymorpha wild-type cells are normally present (peroxisome-
plasmamembrane, Figure 3C; peroxisome-mitochondrion (M)
and peroxisome-vacuole (V), Figure 3D).

An Artificial Peroxisome-ER Tether
Suppresses the pex11 vps13, pex23 vps13
and pex24 vps13 Phenotypes
The peroxisomal defects that occur in H. polymorpha pex23 and
pex24 cells are largely suppressed upon introduction of an
artificial peroxisome-ER tether (Wu et al., 2020). This tether
consists of full-length Pex14 and the tail anchor of the ER protein
Ubc6, separated by two heme-agglutinin tags. Deletion of VPS13
enhances the peroxisomal defects in pex11, pex23 or pex24 cells
(Figure 1). Introduction of the artificial peroxisome-ER tether
resulted in partical suppression of the severe peroxisomal
phenotypes of the pex11 vps13, pex23 vps13 and pex24 vps13
double deletion strains (Figures 4A,B). This was not observed in
control strains in which Pex14, which is part of the artificial
tether, was overproduced (Pex14++; Figures 4A,B). These data
suggest that upon artificially enhancing peroxisome-ER contacts
again, Vps13 becomes less important for peroxisome biogenesis
in the three indicated double deletion strains.

FIGURE 3 | H. polymorpha pex23 vps13 and pex24 vps13 cells show a severe peroxisome biogenesis defect. (A) FM analysis of the indicated strains producing
DsRed-SKL or GFP-SKL, grown for 16 h on a mixture of glycerol and methanol. Scale bar: 2 μm. (B) Growth curves of the indicated strains on medium containing
methanol. The optical density is expressed as OD660. Error bars represent SD (n = 2). (C,D) Electron microscopy analysis of KMnO4 fixed WT and vps13 cells grown on
glucose (C) or methanol (D). Like the WT controls vps13 cells still contain peroxisome-ER, peroxisome-plasma membrane (PM), peroxisome-mitochondrion (M)
and peroxisome-vacuole (V) contacts. Scale bar in C 200 nm, size bar in D 500 nm. N—nucleus.
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DISCUSSION

Here we identified VPS13 as a gene required for peroxisome
biogenesis in H. polymorpha cells with disturbed peroxisome-ER
contacts. Previous data suggested that these contacts are involved
in lipid transfer from the ER to peroxisomes to allow membrane
expansion (Wu et al., 2020). This is in line with observations in S.
cerevisiae indicating that the peroxisomal membrane can receive
membrane lipids via non-vesicular transport (Raychaudhuri and
Prinz, 2008) and that the ER is one of the lipid sources
(Rosenberger et al., 2009; Flis et al., 2015).

Cells of the H. polymorpha pex11, pex23 and pex24 single
deletion strains still contain peroxisomes, but show reduced
growth on methanol media, due to a partial defect in
peroxisome function (Wu et al., 2020). We now show that
deletion of VPS13 in each of these mutants results in a
complete defect in methanol growth, accompanied by much
more severe peroxisome biogenesis defects, including
mislocalization of the bulk of the peroxisomal matrix enzymes
in the cytosol (Figures 1E,F; Figures 3A,B). The latter is unlikely
to be caused by defects in the importomer. First, peroxisomal
membrane proteins, including proteins of the importomer, are
still normally sorted to peroxisomes (Figure 2B). Second,
peroxisomes still can incorporate a minor portion of the
matrix proteins (Figure 2A). Third, the matrix protein import
defect of the double mutants is largely restored by the

introduction of an artificial ER-peroxisome tethering protein
(Figure 4). Hence, the matrix protein import defect is most
likely an indirect effect of the inability of the peroxisomes to
sufficiently expand as a result of reduced membrane lipid supply.

Like for H. polymorpha also the S. cerevisiae pex11 vps13
double mutant, but not the pex11 and vps13 single deletion
strains, show severe peroxisome biogenesis defects, indicating
that a role for Vps13 in peroxisome biogenesis is conserved in
yeast (Figure 1G).

Vps13 was initially characterized as an S. cerevisiae protein
involved in vacuolar protein sorting (Bankaitis et al., 1986). Later
studies indicated that ScVps13 is required for many other
processes, which all probably relate to a function in lipid
transport. Vps13 is a very large (>300 kDa), highly conserved
protein. In yeast, there is a single VPS13 gene, while mammals
contain four VPS13 isoforms: VPS13A-D. Protein structure
analysis and biochemical studies revealed the presence of a
large hydrophilic groove, which can bind and transfer a
variety of glycerophospholipids. Most likely Vps13 is
responsible for bulk transport of lipids between membranes,
because its hydrophilic groove can bind multiple lipids at once
(Leonzino et al., 2021).

H. polymorpha Vps13 is very similar to S. cerevisiae Vps13
(sequence identity 40%). Also, their length is similar (3135 and
3144 residues, respectively). Like the four human Vps13
homologues and S. cerevisiae Vps13, H. polymorpha Vps13

FIGURE 4 | Suppression of peroxisome biogenesis defects by an artificial ER-peroxisome tether. (A) FM analysis of methanol-glycerol grown pex11 vps13, pex23
vps13 and pex24 vps13 cells producing PPMP47PMP47-GFP alone or in combination with PADH1PEX14 (Pex14++) or PADH1PEX14-HAHA-UBC6

TA (ER-PER). Scale bar:
2 μm. (B) Quantitative analysis of the presence of peroxisomes in thin sections of methanol-glycerol grown cells of the indicated strains. Thin sections of KMnO4 fixed
cells were analyzed by electron microscopy. The number of cell sections containing one or more peroxisomes with a diameter >200 nm were counted. 100 cell
sections were analyzed per strain (n = 100). (C) Hypothetical model of the peroxisome-ER contact site in H. polymorpha, with the currently known components.
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contains a chorein domain at the N-terminus and a VAB domain
folllowed by an APT1, ATG2_C and plekstrin homology domain
at the C-terminus (Dziurdzik and Conibear, 2021). H.
polymorpha Vps13 has 23% identity with each of the four
human Vps13 proteins.

S. cerevisiae Vps13 localizes to multiple MCSs, including the
Nuclear Vacuolar Junction (NVJ), the vacuole-mitochondria
patch (vCLAMP) and endosome-mitochondrial contact sites
(Dziurdzik and Conibear, 2021). In addition, S. cerevisiae
Vps13 localizes to prospore membranes (Park and Neiman,
2012), the Golgi apparatus (Kolakowski et al., 2021) and
peroxisomes (John Peter et al., 2017). Most likely H.
polymorpha Vps13 also localizes to multiple organelles.
Human VPS13 isoforms also localize to different MCSs and
cell organelles (Dziurdzik and Conibear, 2021). Moreover,
recent studies showed that human VPS13D plays a role in
peroxisome formation (Baldwin et al., 2021) and localizes to
these organelles (Guillen-Samander et al., 2021).

VPS13D associates to both peroxisomes and mitochondria via
Miro proteins that have a dual localization at both organelles. In
addition, VPS13D associates to ER localized VAP proteins. In this
way VPS13D connects the ER to peroxisomes and mitochondria
to mediate bulk lipid transport (Guillen-Samander et al., 2021).

We generated a functional, internally GFP-tagged H.
polymorpha Vps13 variant, but unfortunately the fluorescence
levels were too low to determine its localization. However, given
the peroxisomal localization of S. cerevisiae Vps13 and human
VPS13D it is very likely that H. polymorpha Vps13 localizes to
peroxisomes as well.

We were unable to detect a peroxisomal phenotype of H.
polymorpha or S. cerevisiae vps13 cells. Moreover, electron
microscopy revealed that all described peroxisomal MCSs still
occur in H. polymorpha vps13 cells (Figure 3C). Similarly,
Baldwin and others reported that S. cerevisiae vps13 cells show
no peroxisomal defects (Baldwin et al., 2021). This observation
indicates that yeast Vps13 is redundant for peroxisome
formation, but becomes important for lipid transport to
peroxisomes, when the peroxisome-ER MCS formed by Pex23,
Pex24, Pex32 and Pex11 are disturbed (Figure 4C). The defects
were not only observed in methanol-grown pex11 vps13 cells, but
also when cells were grown on glucose (Figure 1C). In these cells
peroxisomes mostly form contacts with the plasma-membrane
and the ER (Wu et al., 2019). The contacts with the plasma
membrane function in peroxisome retention (Krikken et al.,
2020). Therefore Vps13 possibly performs its redundant
function at peroxisome-ER contacts (Figure 4C). However,
given the ambiguity of Vps13 function, other models cannot
be excluded yet.

Further studies are required to understand the molecular
mechanisms of Vps13 function in peroxisome formation. For
instance, it would be important to know whether Vps13 plays a
role in lipid transport, membrane tethering or both. This could be
achieved by the introduction of mutations that affect lipid
transfer in Vps13. Such mutations have been reported for S.
cerevisiae Vps13 (Li et al., 2020). Hence, it would be interesting to

learn whether corresponding mutations in H. polymorpha Vps13
abolish peroxisome formation in pex11, pex23 and pex24 cells.
Our data indicate that H. polymorpha Vps13 functions together
with Pex23 and Pex24 in peroxisomal membrane expansion. Like
other protein of the Pex23 family, Pex23 and Pex24 contain a
dysferlin (DysF) domain (Jansen et al., 2021). DysF was first
identified in dysferlin, a human protein important for membrane
repair of the sarcolemma at the site of muscle injury. The function
of this domain is still unknown (Bulankina and Thoms, 2020).
Interestingly, S. cerevisiae Spo73, another yeast DysF domain
containing protein, also functions together with Vps13. Spo73 is
required for extension of the prospore membrane and interacts
with Spo71, which recruits Vps13 to the prospore membrane
(Parodi et al., 2015; Okumura et al., 2016). It is tempting to
speculate that members of the Pex23 family and Vps13 are
components of a protein complex at peroxisome-ER contacts
together with a yet unknown Vps13 recruiting protein at the
peroxisomal membrane. Possibly the DysF domain is involved in
the formation of this complex.
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Lipid droplets (LDs) have emerged not just as storage sites for lipids but as central
regulators of metabolism and organelle quality control. These critical functions are
achieved, in part, at membrane contact sites (MCS) between LDs and other
organelles. MCS are sites of transfer of cellular constituents to or from LDs for energy
mobilization in response to nutrient limitations, as well as LD biogenesis, expansion and
autophagy. Here, we describe recent findings on themechanisms underlying the formation
and function of MCS between LDs andmitochondria, ER and lysosomes/vacuoles and the
role of the cytoskeleton in promoting LD MCS through its function in LD movement and
distribution in response to environmental cues.

Keywords: membrane contact sites, lipid droplets, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, lysosome, vacuole,
cytoskeleton, lipophagy

1 INTRODUCTION

Lipid droplets (LDs) have an established function in storing lipids, which are used for energy
production, membrane biogenesis and synthesis of signaling molecules. LDs also function in storage
of signaling proteins, their precursors and hydrophobic vitamins, and for sequestering toxic lipids,
which is critical to reduce lipotoxicity and oxidative stress (Welte and Gould, 2017; Jarc and Petan,
2019; Geltinger et al., 2020; Roberts and Olzmann, 2020; Renne and Hariri, 2021). Finally, recent
studies support a role for LDs in ER protein quality control (Garcia et al., 2018; Roberts and
Olzmann, 2020).

The physical properties of LDs are distinct from those of other organelles. They consist of neutral
lipids, primarily triacylglycerol (TAG) and sterol esters (SE), surrounded by a phospholipid
monolayer. Although proteins are associated with LDs, conventional transport proteins that are
integrated into lipid bilayers do not take part in transfer of lipids and other constituents from LDs to
other organelles. Instead, specialized proteins, such as lipases that associate with the LD boundary
membrane, release lipids and vitamin A from LDs (Schreiber et al., 2012; O’Byrne and Blaner, 2013;
Grumet et al., 2016; Olzmann and Carvalho, 2019). Moreover, transfer of LD components to other
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organelles as well as communication between LDs and other
subcellular compartments occurs at membrane contact sites
(MCS) between LDs and other organelles.

MCS are sites of close apposition between two organelles.
While these contacts may be homotypic (between identical
organelles) or heterotypic (between different organelles), the
focal point for this review article is heterotypic interactions
between LDs and mitochondria, ER, lysosomes (the vacuole in
yeast) and the role of the cytoskeleton in promoting contact site
formation at LDs. LD MCS are not as well understood as other
MCS. Nonetheless, LDMCS are enriched in proteins that mediate
specific functions at those sites and are produced and stabilized by
tethering proteins. Moreover, in yeast the distance between LDs
and other organelles at MCS has been determined by electron
microscopy to be <30 nm (Perktold et al., 2007; Binns et al.,
2006), which is in the range of that observed in other MCS,
typically 10–80 nm (Scorrano et al., 2019; Vance, 2020).

Although the structural components of many LD MCS have
not been identified, the function of many LD MCS is well
established. The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) constitutes the
major site for the biogenesis of LDs and lipids that are
incorporated into nascent LDs. Therefore, LD-ER contact sites
are essential for LD formation, growth and budding from the ER
(Olzmann and Carvalho, 2019; Choudhary and Schneiter, 2021).
Recent studies revealed that LDs mediate removal of unfolded or
damaged proteins from the ER, and that this occurs at LD-ER
contact sites (Vevea et al., 2015; Garcia et al., 2021). At
mitochondria, LDs deliver fatty acids, which are produced
from neutral lipids that are stored in LDs and oxidized for
energy production (Finn and Dice, 2006; Rambold et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2021). Toxic lipids or proteins that are sequestered in
LDs can be delivered to lysosomes (the vacuole in yeast) by
multiple pathways, including transfer events at LD-lysosome
contact sites and piecemeal or wholesale uptake of LDs into
the lysosome/vacuolar compartment (Tsuji et al., 2017; Schulze
et al., 2020; Garcia et al., 2021; Liao et al., 2021). Finally, contacts
between LDs and the cytoskeleton contribute to LD MCS
formation through effects on LD movement and positional
control (Pfisterer et al., 2017; Valm et al., 2017; Kilwein and
Welte, 2019). Here, we review recent findings on the structure
and function of LD MCS in yeast and mammalian cells, and how
these membrane contacts respond to cellular or
environmental cues.

2 LD INTERACTIONS WITH
MITOCHONDRIA

Mitochondria are the metabolic centers of the cell. Fatty acids
(FAs) that are stored as TAG and other lipids in LDs are used for
energy production by β-oxidation in mitochondria. Conversely,
mitochondria are the source of ATP and other components that
contribute to growth or expansion of LDs. Close contacts between
LDs and mitochondria were described in 1959 (Palade, 1959) and
have been detected in many cell types (Novikoff et al., 1980;
Stemberger et al., 1984). They are the sites for transfer of
constituents between mitochondria and LD for LD

consumption and expansion and are prominent in tissues with
high energy demands such as heart (Kuramoto et al., 2012),
skeletal muscle (Shaw et al., 2008), brown adipose tissue (Yu et al.,
2015) and liver (Shiozaki et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2021). Although
these contact sites have been evident for decades, recent studies
have revealed important details of their function and structure.

2.1 LD-Mitochondria MCS Function in
Transfer of Fatty Acids From LDs to
Mitochondria
During periods of nutrient deprivation, cells reprogram their
metabolism from glycolysis to oxidation of FAs for ATP
production. During this process, FAs that are stored in TAG
in LDs are transferred from LDs to mitochondria (Finn and Dice,
2006). Emerging evidence supports a role for LD-mitochondria
MCS in this FA transfer event. First, starvation of cultured
mammalian cells results in an increase in contact site
formation between LDs and mitochondria (Herms et al., 2015;
Rambold et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2017; Valm et al., 2017). Live-
cell imaging of fluorescent FAs revealed that FAs move from LDs
into mitochondria when nutrients are limiting. This process
requires close association of mitochondria with LDs. It is also
dependent on release of FA from TAG stored in LDs: depletion of
an LD-associated neutral lipase, adipose triglyceride lipase
(ATGL), or drug-induced inhibition of lipase activity reduces
the mitochondrial accumulation of fluorescent FAs (Herms et al.,
2015; Rambold et al., 2015; Valm et al., 2017).

Several proteins have been implicated in formation of these
LD-mitochondria MCS (Figure 1). The SNARE proteins
SNAP23 and VAMP4 localize to LDs in mouse fibroblasts
(Boström et al., 2005), and SNAP23 has been detected on LDs
and mitochondria in skeletal muscle (Strauss et al., 2016). More
importantly, deletion of SNAP23 produces a decrease in both LD-
mitochondria MCS and β-oxidation of radiolabeled FAs in mouse
fibroblasts (Jägerström et al., 2009). A proximity labeling study
revealed that ACSL1, a long-chain acyl-CoA synthetase that
directs FAs to mitochondria for β-oxidation, interacts with
SNAP23 and VAMP4 in hepatocytes (Young et al., 2018). In
addition, glucose deprivation, a condition that stimulates FA
oxidation, promotes co-immunoprecipitation of SNAP23,
VAMP4 and ACSL1 in hepatocytes. (Young et al., 2018).
These findings support the notion that increased association of
LD and mitochondria contributes to elevated FA oxidation and
indicate a role for SNAP23, VAMP4 and ACSL1 in establishing
physical and functional interactions between LDs and
mitochondria during this process.

Other studies support a role for the vacuolar protein sorting
13D (VPS13D) protein in FA transfer from LD to mitochondria
at MCS between these organelles (Wang et al., 2021). VPS13D is a
VPS13 family protein (Velayos-Baeza et al., 2004; Wang et al.,
2021) that localizes to LD-mitochondria contact sites in response
to oleic acid stimulation and starvation in cultured cells (Wang
et al., 2021). Structure-function analysis revealed that the
N-terminal region of VPS13D is responsible for mitochondrial
targeting and that two amphipathic helices in the C-terminal
region of the protein target VPS13D to the LDs. Moreover,
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VPS13D has a putative lipid transfer domain (LTD) at its N
terminus that binds to FAs and is required for VPS13D function
in FA transfer from LD to mitochondria. Finally, VPS13D
recruits a subunit of the ESCRT (the endosome sorting
complex required for transport), a complex that produces
changes in membrane curvature (Vietri et al., 2020), to LD-
mitochondria MCS. Specifically, the VAB (VPS13 adaptor
binding) domain of VPS13D interacts with the ESCRT protein
TSG101 and is required for recruitment of TSG101 to LD-
mitochondria MCS. Moreover, localization of the VAB
domain and TSG101 to this MCS results in the formation of a
constricted or tubular structure at the surface of LDs (Wang et al.,
2021). Finally, pulse-chase assays of FA transfer from LD to
mitochondria revealed that the deletion of VPS13D or TSG101
results in a significant reduction of FA transfer (Wang et al.,
2021). Collectively, these findings support a model for VPS13D in
energy mobilization by FA oxidation in cells exposed to nutrient
limitation. According to this model, VPS13D is recruited to LD-
mitochondria junctions in response to starvation, where it
contributes to FA transfer from LDs to mitochondria 1) as a
lipid transfer protein and 2) by recruiting ESCRT components to
LD-mitochondria MCS and facilitating ESCRT-dependent
membrane remodeling at those sites.

Finally, the perilipin family protein perilipin 1 (PLIN1) has
been implicated in LD-mitochondria contact site formation in
brown adipose tissue through interactions with themitochondrial
outer membrane fusion GTPase, mitofusin 2, MFN2 (Boutant
et al., 2017). MFN2 and its homolog MFN1 mediate the fusion of
mitochondrial outer membranes. In addition, MFN2 is involved
in mitochondria-ER contact sites (Giacomello et al., 2020).
Nonetheless, depletion or knockout of MFN2 in brown
adipose tissue results in fewer LD-mitochondria MCS, altered
lipid metabolism and reduced FA oxidation by mitochondria
(Boutant et al., 2017). In addition, co-immunoprecipitation
studies show that MFN2 directly interacts with PLIN1, and

this interaction is enhanced by a treatment with an adrenergic
agonist. Finally, PLIN1 expression increases in mice subjected to
cold treatment (Yu et al., 2015). These observations suggest that
increased mitochondria-LD contacts mediated by MFN2-PLIN1
facilitate the coupling of TAG hydrolysis with FA oxidation upon
exposure of brown adipose tissue to cold (Boutant et al., 2017).

2.2 LD-Mitochondria Contact Site Function
in LD Expansion
Contact sites between LD and mitochondria can also function in
expansion of LD under conditions that promote lipid storage. In
brown adipose tissue, a subpopulation of mitochondria is closely
associated with large LDs. Benador et al. (2018) developed a
method to separate LD-associated mitochondria from LD-free
mitochondria and found that these two populations of
mitochondria are physically and functionally distinct. LD-
associated mitochondria exhibit 1) elevated TCA cycle, ATP
synthetic and pyruvate oxidation activities, 2) reduced β-
oxidation activity, and 3) increased incorporation of free FAs
into TAG in ATP synthase-dependent processes. Thus, contact
site formation between LD and mitochondria is associated with
lipid storage and generation of energy for this process by
oxidation of glucose, not FAs. In contrast, LD-free
mitochondria display higher FA oxidation. These observations
support the idea that LD-associated mitochondria promote LD
expansion and lipid storage by providing ATP for acyl-CoA
synthesis during TAG production (Benador et al., 2018).

The LD protein perilipin 5 (PLIN5) has been implicated in
LD-mitochondria interactions during LD expansion. PLIN5 is
highly expressed in oxidative tissues, such as skeletal and cardiac
muscle, brown adipose tissue and liver (Wolins et al., 2006), and
is upregulated in response to exercise in muscle tissue
(Tarnopolsky et al., 2007). Moreover, PLIN5 overexpression
increases the number of LDs and the incorporation of

FIGURE 1 |Molecular constituents of LD-mitochondria MCS. MIGA2 is the only LD-mitochondria tether that binds directly to both organelles. Other tethers include
the VAMP4-SNAP2-ACSL1 or MFN2-PLIN1 protein complexes. VPS13D and PLIN5 are components of tethers that bind to LDs but have binding partners on
mitochondria that have not been identified. In addition, VPS13D interacts with ESCRT on the LD surface and may contribute to membrane remodeling at that site.
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radiolabeled lipids into TAG in brown adipose tissue and in
cultured liver cells (Wang et al., 2011b; Benador et al., 2018). On
the other hand, deletion of PLIN5 in mice results in a loss of LDs,
and cultured cardiomyocytes from Plin5-null mice exhibit more
FA oxidation activity compared to cardiomyocytes from wild-
type mice (Kuramoto et al., 2012). Other studies indicate that
PLIN5 function in LD expansion may be due to its function in
LD-mitochondria MCS. PLIN5 can localize to the mitochondrial
surface independent of LD-mitochondria MCS, and localizes to
LD-mitochondria interfaces by super-resolution imaging
(Gemmink et al., 2018). Moreover, overexpression of PLIN5 in
CHO cells induces the recruitment of mitochondria to LD, and
this recruitment depends on the presence of 20 amino acids at the
C-terminal of the protein (Wang et al., 2011b). This observation
supports the notion that PLIN5 is part of a tethering complex that
promotes LD expansion at LD-mitochondria MCS.

Interestingly, in hepatocyte-specific Plin5 null mice, the
decreased LD-mitochondria interactions resulted in reduced
fatty acid oxidation and reduced fatty acid storage into TAGs
(Keenan et al., 2019). Therefore, it is possible that even in tissues
where PLIN5 is highly expressed, it can promote different aspects
of LD-mitochondria interactions. Moreover, PLIN5 has been
detected at mitochondria and in the cytoplasm independently
of LD (Bosma et al., 2012; Gemmink et al., 2018), suggesting that
it may also regulate lipid metabolism. Indeed PLIN5 also
regulates the lipolytic activity of ATGL (Granneman et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2011a). These findings raise the possibility
that PLIN5 affects TAG production via its regulatory activities on
lipolysis independently from its mitochondrial tethering activity.

Mitoguardin 2 (MIGA2) is a mitochondrial outer membrane
protein that promotes mitochondrial fusion and modulates body
fat in mice by regulating mitochondrial phospholipid metabolism
(Zhang et al., 2016). MIGA2 has also been implicated in LD-
mitochondria MCS formation in differentiating white adipocytes
(Freyre et al., 2019). Overexpression of MIGA2 in adipocytes leads
to increased LD-mitochondriaMCS formation (Freyre et al., 2019).
Structure-function analysis of MIGA2 revealed a direct role for the
protein in these MCS: its N-terminal transmembrane domains
bind to mitochondria and its C-terminal amphipathic region is
exposed to the cytosol and binds directly to LDs (Freyre et al.,
2019). Finally, pre-adipocytes lacking MIGA2 exhibit reduced
adipocyte differentiation, decreased LD abundance, and
diminished TAG synthesis. Consistent with this, radiolabeled
glucose is not converted into TAGs in MIGA2-knockout pre-
adipocytes (Freyre et al., 2019). Collectively, these data suggest that
MIGA2 is a tether that links LDs to mitochondria and raise the
possibility that MIGA2 affects LD expansion through effects on de
novo lipogenesis at MCS in adipocytes.

3 LD-ER CONTACT SITES

LDs form at and bud from the ER in all eukaryotes. LD biogenesis
sites are the most complex and best characterized LDMCS. These
MCS develop at specialized domains within the ER membrane,
are enriched in specific lipids and proteins, and have a well-
defined function in LD formation, directional growth and

budding. These LD-ER MCS have activities found in other
MCS including transfer of lipids and proteins between
organelles. However, unlike other MCS in which a pre-existing
organelle makes contacts with and is tethered to another
organelle, LD-ER MCS develop within the ER membrane
during LD biogenesis. While other MCS involve transitory
interactions between two physically separate structures, the
ER-LD MCS is not so simple. LDs and ER have different
membrane and protein composition and different functional
characteristics, but the distinction between these two
compartments is less stark than, for example, that between ER
and mitochondria. There is evidence from electron microscopy
(Kassan et al., 2013) and fluorescence imaging (Jacquier et al.,
2011; Valm et al., 2017) that in yeast, LDs and ER maintain long-
term continuity. Fluorescence and biochemical studies in fly
(Wilfling et al., 2013) and mammalian (Zehmer et al., 2009)
cells have supported this model, although there are differences
among cell types (Hugenroth and Bohnert, 2020).

Here, we describe formation of LD-ER contact sites, their
function in LD biogenesis and the environmental cues that
modulate these processes.

3.1 Formation of LD-ER MCS at Sites of LD
Biogenesis
In light of the critical function of LDs in lipid storage and
homeostasis, it is not surprising that LD biogenesis is
regulated in response to changes in nutrient availability.
Indeed, LD biogenesis is induced by nutrient limitations
including the transition from mid-log to stationary phase in
yeast, or nitrogen starvation (Jacob, 1987; Kurat et al., 2006; Li
et al., 2015). It is also induced by supplementation with oleic acid
(Callies et al., 1993; Fujimoto et al., 2006). In contrast, LD
biogenesis is required for the survival of nutrient-limited cells
(Sandager et al., 2002; Garbarino et al., 2009). One critical step in
LD-ER contact site formation during LD synthesis is coalescence
of neutral lipids (NL) to form a lens-shaped structure between the
leaflets of the ER lipid bilayer. When the NL TAG reaches a
threshold concentration (3–5 mol%), it undergoes a phase
separation within the ER membrane leading to formation of
the TAG lens (Khandelia et al., 2010; Duelund et al., 2013). In
yeast, where these structures were first identified, NL lenses are ca.
50 nm in diameter (Choudhary et al., 2015).

The major molecular components and processes in LD-ER
biogenesis are illustrated in Figure 2. Lens formation is induced
by and requires synthesis of TAG and sterol esters (SE). In yeast,
TAG is generated by acylation of the precursor diacylglycerol
(DAG) by the diacylglycerol acyltransferases Dga1 and Lro1
(Lecithin cholesterol acyl transferase Related Open reading
frame 1). SE are generated from sterols by the acyl-CoA:sterol
acyltransferases Are1 and Are2. Indeed, inhibition of NL
synthesis by deletion of all SE and TAG biosynthetic enzymes
(DGA1, LRO1, ARE1 and ARE2) blocks LD biogenesis (Sandager
et al., 2002). Similarly, inhibition of DAG synthesis from
phosphatidic acid by deletion of lipin (Pah1, phosphatidic acid
phosphohydrolase 1, in yeast) results in reduced LD abundance
(Adeyo et al., 2011).
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The seipin protein complex determines the site of lens
formation, mediates MCS formation between LDs and ER at
those sites, and promotes TAG incorporation into lenses and
nascent LDs. Seipin is encoded by the BSCL2 (Berardinelli-Seip
Congenital Lipodystrophy 2) gene in humans and SEI1/FLD1
(Seipin/Few LDs) gene in yeast. It is an integral ER membrane
protein that localizes to LD-ER contact sites (Szymanski et al.,
2007; Fei et al., 2008; Salo et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Seipin
contains a highly conserved ER lumen domain, short N- and
C-terminal cytosolic domains and two transmembrane domains
(Lundin et al., 2006). The luminal domain contains a
hydrophobic helix (HH) near the ER bilayer and a β-
sandwich fold (Sui et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018). The β-
sandwich fold binds anionic phospholipids such as
phosphatidic acid (Yan et al., 2018) and is similar in
structure to β-sandwich domains in the sterol-binding
Niemann-Pick C2 (NPC2) proteins. Recent, cryo-EM studies
revealed that seipin oligomerizes to form a ring-like structure
containing 10–12 subunits and that luminal HHs in that ring-
like structure bind to TAG, which promotes TAG cluster
formation at low concentrations (Prasanna et al., 2021; Zoni
et al., 2021). Interestingly, yeast seipin lacks the HH domain
found in human or Drosophila seipins. However, yeast seipin
binds to Ldb16 (low dye binding 16), which contains HH-like
regions and supports HH function in the yeast seipin complex
(Klug et al., 2021).

Seipin functions in LD-ER MCS and LD formation through
its interactions not just with lipids but with proteins including
Nem1 (nuclear envelope morphology 1) and LDAF1 (LD
activator factor 1), also known as Tmem159 and promethin
in mammals, and Ldo45 (LD organization 45 kD protein) in
yeast. Seipin-Nem1 interactions promote NL biosynthesis at
sites of lens formation. Both proteins localize to and co-localize
at punctate structures at sites of lens formation and do so
independent of NL biosynthesis or the presence of LDs
(Choudhary et al., 2020). Nem1 activates DAG production,
and functions with seipin to recruit TAG biosynthetic
enzymes (Dga1 and Lro1) at LD-ER MCS during lens
initiation and growth (Choudhary et al., 2020).

Interaction of seipin with LDAF1 is also critical for the TAG
phase transition during initiation of lens formation. Although
small lens-likes structures can form in the ER membrane in the
absence of seipin (Salo et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016), recent
studies support the model that seipin and LDAF1 stimulate lens
formation by lowering the critical concentration of TAG for
phase conversion within membranes. Specifically, deletion of
LDAF1 inhibits LD formation during early stages of that
process at all TAG concentrations tested, indicating that
LDAF1 is required for initiation of LD biogenesis. Notably, it
is released from seipin and recruited to the surface of nascent LDs
as they mature (Chung et al., 2019). Consistent with this,
molecular simulation studies revealed that binding of seipin to
TAG promotes its association with LDAF1, which stabilizes
nascent lens structures (Prasanna et al., 2021; Zoni et al.,
2021). Finally, targeting of LDAF1 to the plasma membrane
(PM) results in formation of PM-ER MCS, as well as
recruitment of seipin and LD biogenesis at that site. Thus,
seipin and LDAF1 can drive lens formation and LD biogenesis
in vivo (Chung et al., 2019).

3.2 Generation of Lipid and Protein
Asymmetry at LD-ER MCS During LD
Growth and Budding
LD-ER interactions at sites of LD biogenesis are disrupted when
nascent LDs bud from the ER into the cytosol. Budding of LDs
from the ER and the size of LDs that are released from ER are
influenced bymembrane curvature and surface tension at the LD-
ER MCS. Phospholipids that promote negative membrane
curvature, such as DAG or phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),
stabilize the LD-ER contact site and favor retention of LDs in
the ER. In contrast, lysolipids, which promote positive membrane
curvature, destabilize LD-ER MCS and favor LD budding
(Choudhary et al., 2018) and generation of small LDs (Ben
M’barek et al., 2017).

Fat storage-inducing transmembrane protein 2 (FITM2) is an
evolutionarily conserved ER-localized transmembrane protein
that is required for budding of LDs from ER membranes

FIGURE 2 | LD biogenesis at LD-ERMCS. TAG accumulates between leaflets of the ER bilayer during lens formation. Seipins, Nem1, and LDAF1 localize to and are
required for LD-ER MCS formation at sites of LD biogenesis. Other LD biogenesis proteins including FITM2 and Pex30 are recruited to LD-ER MCS and LDAF1 is later
transferred from MD-ER MCS to the surface of LDs during LD budding from the ER membrane. Finally, LDs are separated from ER and released to cytosol during LD
scission.
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(Choudhary et al., 2015). Studies in yeast indicate that FITM2
proteins promote this process by regulating the levels of DAG.
Although DAG is a precursor for TAG and therefore required for
LD biogenesis, DAG can inhibit budding of nascent LDs from
LD-ERMCS by promoting negative membrane curvature at those
contact sites. Therefore, its levels must be tightly regulated during
LD biogenesis. Indeed, lysolipids promote positive membrane
curvature and budding of LDs from ER in the absence of FITM2
in yeast. This suggest that the increase of membrane curvature by
lysolipids reduces the defects in LD biogenesis caused by high
DAG levels in the absence of FITM2 (Choudhary et al., 2018).
The FITM2 proteins of yeast (Yft2 and Scs3) are recruited to sites
of LD biogenesis by binding to seipin and Nem1 (Choudhary
et al., 2018; 2020). Moreover, deletion of both FITM2 proteins in
yeast results in increased DAG and this defect is rescued by
deletion ofNEM1 (Choudhary et al., 2018). Since Nem1 promotes
DAG production, FITM2 proteins may modulate DAG levels
though effects on Nem1.

Interactions between seipin and Pex30 (Peroxisome-related
30) have been implicated in modulation of the phospholipid
composition at LD-ER MCS during lens formation. This process
is downstream of the recruitment of FITM2 proteins to seipin-
Nem1 sites (Choudhary et al., 2020). Pex30 is an ER membrane
protein with established functions in control of peroxisome size,
shape and formation (Joshi et al., 2016; Vizeacoumar et al., 2003;
2004). Interestingly, Pex30 is associated with seipin complexes at
LD-ER contact sites during LD formation. Moreover, deletion of
Pex30 results in abnormal LD morphology, and deletion of seipin
and Pex30 results in inhibition of LD biogenesis, abnormal ER
morphology, and growth defects (Joshi et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018). Notably, the defect in LD biogenesis in sei1Δ pex30Δ
double mutants is rescued by deletion of Pct1 (phosphocholine
cytidylyltransferase 1), the rate-limiting enzyme in the
phosphatidylcholine (PC) biosynthesis Kennedy pathway. PC
is the most abundant phospholipid in the LD membrane.
Thus, Pex30 may contribute to LD biogenesis by modulating
phospholipid composition in the LD-ER contact site and on the
surface of the nascent LD during LD biogenesis (Wang et al.,
2018). Interestingly, Pex30 contains membrane-shaping
reticulon-like regions (Joshi et al., 2016) and may also
contribute to deforming the membrane at LD-ER MCSs and
budding of the nascent LDs from the ER membrane.

3.3 Role for ERAD in Removal of Surplus LD
Proteins From the ER Membrane
The ER-associated degradation pathway (ERAD) was originally
identified as a pathway for degradation of unfolded or damaged
proteins in ER membranes. In ERAD, unfolded proteins are
ubiquitinated, recognized and extracted by the AAA-ATPase
Cdc48 in yeast (p97/VCP in mammals), and degraded by
proteasomes (Christianson and Ye, 2014). Recent studies
support a novel role for ERAD in degrading LD proteins
within the ER membrane.

In mammals, diacylglycerol acyltransferase 2 (DGAT2), an
enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of DAG to TAG, is
degraded by ERAD with the aid of the ubiquitin ligases gp78

and Hrd1 (Choi et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2018). In yeast, a subset of
LD proteins, Pgc1 (phosphatidyl glycerol phospholipase C),
Dga1, and Yeh1 (yeast steryl ester hydrolase), are substrates
for the ERAD ubiquitin ligase Doa10 and degraded by ERAD.
The HH domain of Pgc1 has been implicated as a degron for
ERAD: it is both necessary and sufficient for Doa10-dependent
degradation (Ruggiano et al., 2016). Interestingly, degradation of
Pgc1 by ERAD is accelerated in the absence of yeast FITM2 (Yap
et al., 2020). Moreover, the regions for ERAD degradation and for
targeting of proteins to LDs overlap (Ruggiano et al., 2016). These
findings raise the possibility that proteins that are not
incorporated into LDs are degraded in the ER by ERAD.

3.4 LD-ER Contact Sites and ER
Proteostasis
As described above, resident LD proteins are recruited to nascent
LDs at LD-ER MCS. Recent evidence indicates that unfolded ER
proteins, which accumulate in ER under conditions of ER stress
and compromise ER and cellular function and fitness, are
removed from the ER in LDs by transport from ER to LDs at
LD-ER MCS. In contrast to the ERAD system which relieves ER
stress by removing individual unfolded proteins from the
organelle, this LD-based ER proteostasis mechanism enables
high-throughput removal of unfolded ER proteins (Figure 3)
(Vevea et al., 2015).

Early studies revealed that ER proteins are recovered in
isolated LDs. Although these proteins were first interpreted as
contaminants in LD preparations, several lines of evidence
indicate that ER proteins are recruited to LDs by ER stress.
Specifically, treatment of yeast with a reducing agent,
dithiothreitol, which inhibits oxidative folding in the ER,
results in recruitment of 1) proteins that contain disulfide
linkages and undergo oxidative folding in the ER, 2) protein
disulfide isomerase (PDI) proteins, multifunctional ER redox
chaperones, and 3) other ER chaperones to LDs. Similarly,
treatment with tunicamycin, an agent that induces protein
misfolding by inhibiting protein glycosylation in the ER,
results in recruitment of proteins that are glycosylated in ER
and the ER chaperones described above to LDs. Imaging studies
revealed that ER proteins that are recovered with LDs also co-

FIGURE 3 | ER proteostasis at LD-ER MCS. Unfolded ER proteins are
marked for degradation by ubiquitination. Ubiquitinated proteins are
transferred from ER to LDs at LD-ER MCS. LDs containing ubiquitinated
proteins bud from the ER and are delivered to vacuoles for degradation
by microautophagy.
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localize with LDs in living yeast exposed to ER stress. These
imaging studies also provide documentation of 1) association of
LDs with protein aggregates in the ER membrane, 2) co-
localization of those protein aggregates with LDs as they bud
from ER membranes and move away from the ER, and 3)
localization of LDs and their associated ER protein aggregates
in the vacuole (yeast lysosome) (Garcia et al., 2021).

Equally important, LD function in ER protein quality control
is a physiologically relevant stress response. Indeed, LD
biogenesis or abundance is up-regulated in response to ER
stressors in yeast (Fei et al., 2009; Vevea et al., 2015; Garcia
et al., 2021), in mammalian cells (Lee et al., 2012) and in mouse
liver (Yamamoto et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). Furthermore,
inhibition of LD biogenesis dramatically reduces cellular growth
and survival in yeast challenged by ER stressors (Garcia et al.,
2021). Overall, these studies support a model for LD function in
ER protein quality control whereby unfolded proteins are
transferred from ER membranes to nascent LDs at LD-ER
MCS, removed from ER by LDs as they bud from the ER and
degraded in response to ER stress.

4 LD-LYSOSOME/VACUOLE MCS

The lysosome (vacuole in yeast) plays a major role in catabolism,
recycling of cellular waste, excretion of waste products and
cellular signaling. Contact site formation between LDs and
lysosomes/vacuoles plays direct and indirect roles in LD
autophagy (lipophagy). Lipophagy, in turn, is essential for the
mobilization of LD-bound lipids for energy production in
response to nutrient limitations and other stressors, and for
degradation of excess or toxic lipids or unfolded proteins that
are stored and sequestered in LDs during ER stress. Lipophagy is
also critical for delivery of sterols and other lipids in LD to the
vacuolar membrane in the stationary phase in yeast (Tsuji et al.,
2017; Garcia et al., 2018; Jarc and Petan, 2019).

LD-lysosome/vacuole MCS have been implicated in three
forms of lipophagy. In LD macroautophagy, which is the
primary form of lipophagy in mammalian systems, LDs are
encapsulated within autophagosomes, and delivered to the
lumen of the lysosome by fusion of autophagosomes with the
lysosomal membrane (Singh et al., 2009). In LD microautophagy
or microlipophagy (µLP) which is predominantly understood in
yeast, LDs make direct contact with the lysosome/vacuole and
partial or wholesale uptake of LDs into the lysosome/vacuole at
sites of invagination in the lysosome/vacuole membrane (Garcia
et al., 2018; Schulze et al., 2020). Finally, in chaperone-mediated
autophagy (CMA), specific LD proteins are targeted to the
lysosome by chaperones and translocated across the lysosomal
membrane by the lysosome-associated membrane protein type
2A (LAMP2A) (Kaushik and Cuervo, 2015; 2016). All three forms
of autophagy are induced by nutrient limitation and other
environmental cues. Below, we review the two forms of
lipophagy that occur by direct contact between LDs and the
lysosome/vacuole at MCS between the organelles: LD
microlipophagy (Figures 4I–III) and CMA (Figure 4IV).

4.1 LD-Vacuole MCS During LD
Microautophagy in Yeast
Microlipophagy (µLP) was first identified in yeast, and has
emerged as the primary mechanism for lipophagy in yeast.
µLP can be induced by stressors including nitrogen or glucose
limitation, entry into stationary phase, lipid imbalance, and ER
stress. Although these conditions all induce µLP, two forms of
µLP occur at distinct LD-vacuole MCS and require distinct
factors that modulate vacuolar membrane dynamics,
invagination and scission (van Zutphen et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2014; Vevea et al., 2015; Oku et al., 2017; Seo et al.,
2017; Tsuji et al., 2017; Garcia et al., 2021; Liao et al., 2021).
Below, we describe these two mechanisms of µLP at LD-vacuole
MCS in yeast and the role of specific proteins and lipids in that
process.

4.1.1 LD-Vacuole MCS at Lo Microdomains During
µLP in Yeast
In µLP induced by entry into stationary phase or nitrogen
starvation, LDs make contacts with the vacuole at liquid
ordered (Lo) microdomains in the vacuolar membrane (Tsuji
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014) (Figure 4II). Lo microdomains are
lipid raft-like regions that are enriched with sterols and have
distinct protein and lipid composition compared to the bulk of
the vacuolar membrane, which has been referred to as a liquid
disordered (Ld) domain. Transfer of sterols from LDs to vacuoles
at LD-vacuole MCS during Lo microdomain formation in
stationary-phase yeast cells (Wang et al., 2014) and
intravacuolar transfer of sterols to Lo microdomains by
Neiman-Pick proteins mediates formation of these
microdomains under multiple stress conditions (Tsuji et al.,
2017; Liao et al., 2021). These microdomains form in response
to various stresses including entry into stationary phase, nitrogen
or glucose starvation, osmotic stress, cycloheximide (CHX)-
mediated translation inhibition, weak acids, heat, and ER
stress induced by lipid imbalance, DTT, or TM (Toulmay and
Prinz, 2013; Liao et al., 2021). Thus, Lomicrodomain formation is
a general stress response (Figures 4I, II).

Moreover, vacuolar membrane proteins are enriched in and
excluded from vacuolar Lo microdomains. Vph1, a component of
vacuolar proton pump ATPase, is excluded from Lo
microdomains. In contrast, sterol transporters (LaM6/Ltn1 and
Nce102), TORC1 (target of rapamycin complex 1) subunits
(Tco89, Tor Complex I 89) and subunits or interactors of the
TORC1-regulating EGO/ragulator complex (Ivy1, Interacting
with Vps33 and Ypt7; Gtr1 and 2, GTP binding protein
resemblance 1 and 2; Iml1, increased minichromosome loss 1)
are enriched in Lo microdomains (Toulmay and Prinz, 2013;
Wang et al., 2014; Murley et al., 2015, 2017; Numrich et al., 2015;
Varlakhanova et al., 2018; Vaskovicova et al., 2020).

The mechanisms underlying LD MCS formation at Lo
microdomains and the vacuolar membrane dynamics and
invagination at those MCS during release of LDs into the
vacuolar lumen are not well understood. However, Ivy1 can
bind to Ypt7, the Rab7 GTPase of yeast, and requires Ypt7 for
localization to invaginations in the vacuolar membrane in
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response to nutrient limitation (Lazar et al., 2002; Numrich et al.,
2015). Moreover, as described below, Rab7 has been implicated in
LD-lysosome MCS formation in mammalian cells (Schroeder
et al., 2015). Thus, Ivy1 may contribute to µLP through effects on
MCS formation between LDs and Lo microdomains on the
vacuolar membrane. Interestingly, Ivy1 is also a phospholipid-
binding protein that contains a putative I-BAR domain, which
binds to and stabilizes membranes with negative membrane
curvature (Itoh et al., 2016). Therefore, Ivy1 may contribute to
the invagination of the vacuolar membrane at contact sites
between LDs and vacuolar membrane Lo microdomains
(Figure 4IV).

4.1.2 Lo Microdomain-Independent,
ESCRT-Dependent µLP in Yeast
µLP is induced by the diauxic shift from glycolysis to respiration-
driven metabolism during late log phase in yeast (Oku et al.,
2017). Moreover, in response to ER stress, LDs that contain
unfolded ER proteins are targeted for degradation by µLP (Vevea
et al., 2015; Garcia et al., 2021). Although many stressors induce
Lo microdomain formation in the vacuolar membrane, LDs do
not form MCS with the vacuole at Lo microdomains during µLP
induced by ER stressors or the diauxic shift in yeast. Rather, under
these conditions, LD-vacuole MCS form at Ld domains in the

vacuolar membrane that contain Vph1, which is excluded from
Lo microdomains (Vevea et al., 2015; Oku et al., 2017; Garcia
et al., 2021). In addition, ESCRT complex proteins are up-
regulated and recruited to sites of membrane scission at these
LD-vacuole MCS, and are required for Lo microdomain-
independent µLP in yeast (Vevea et al., 2015; Oku et al., 2017;
Garcia et al., 2021) (Figure 4I).

The mechanisms underlying LD-vacuole MCS formation
during ER stress-induced µLP are not well understood.
However, recent studies indicate that ER stressors induce
vacuolar fragmentation in yeast. Moreover, LDs develop
persistent interactions with clusters of fragmented vacuoles
during Lo microdomain-independent µLP, which supports
MCS between LDs and one or more vacuoles during this
process. The fragmented vacuoles fuse to form a cup-shaped
structure surrounding LDs, and then engulf the LDs. ER stress-
induced µLP is blocked by inhibition of this vacuolar fusion
(Garcia et al., 2021). Overall, these studies show that vacuolar
fragmentation, clustering and fusion around LDs occur during
stress-induced µLP, but ongoing studies are needed to determine
tmore of the components and regulators of the MCS involved in
µLP. Additionally, it has been discovered that the deletion of
Rab7, a protein implicated in LD-lysosome MCS, results in
accumulation of enlarged, clustered lysosomal compartments

FIGURE 4 | LD-Lysosome/Vacuole MCS. The four quadrants (I-IV) display the different types of LD-lysosome/vacuole MCS during microlipophagy (µLP, beige)
and chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA, pink). (I, II) MCS between LD and the yeast vacuole form during µLP. (I) The ESCRT machinery is required for µLP under
DTT-, TM-, or lipid imbalance- induced ER stress and during diauxic shift. Ubiquitinated, unfolded proteins on LDs are engulfed by the vacuole for degradation. Small
amounts of Lo microdomains associated with the Ivy1 protein appear in cells under ER stress. However, LDs are not taken up through these Lo microdomains. (II)
Lo microdomain-dependent uptake of LDs is typical of cells in the stationary phase or under nitrogen starvation, and to some extent in cells under lipid imbalance. Ivy1-
containing Lo microdomains are widespread under these conditions. Inset, freeze-fracture EM showing Lo microdomains during stationary phase-induced µLP (image
from Tsuji et al. (2017) with permission, scale bar 0.2 µm). (III, IV) LD-lysosome MCS in mammalian cells are shown during µLP through partial (piecemeal) or whole-LD
uptake and CMA. (III) µLPmay occur via piecemeal uptake of a larger LD into the lysosome, or by wholesale uptake of smaller LDs into the lysosome. Inset, transmission
electron micrograph of rat primary hepatocytes treated with oleic acid to induce LD formation and serum-starved HBSS to induce LD autophagy (image from Schulze
et al. (2020) with permission, scale bar 1 µm). (IV) LD-associated proteins Plin2 and Plin3 are degraded via CMA in the lysosome. Hsc70 binds PLIN2 and PLIN3 and
delivers these LD-associated proteins to LAMP2A to be translocated from the lysosomal surface to the lumen for degradation.
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(MVBs) in mammalian cells (Schroeder et al., 2015), so it is
possible that the clustering and fusion of degradative
compartments is a conserved component of the µLP pathway.

4.2 LD-Lysosome MCS During
Microlipophagy (µLP) in Mammalian Cells
LD degradation by macroautophagy has been studied extensively
in mammalian cells. However, LD microautophagy (µLP) also
occurs in mammalian cells, as revealed in recent studies of
nutrient limitation in hepatocytes (Schulze et al., 2020). These
studies documented formation of MCS between LDs and
lysosomes, and uptake of LD segments or of intact LDs into
lysosomes at invaginations in the lysosome membrane.
Specifically, live-cell visualization of pH-sensing mRFP1-GFP
targeted to the LD marker protein PLIN2 revealed persistent
(>60 s) interactions between LDs and lysosomes and uptake of
LDs into the acidic lumen of the lysosome under nutrient-limited
conditions (Figure 4III). Interestingly, nutrient limitation
resulted in an increase in the frequency of persistent LD-
lysosome contacts. Moreover, silencing of canonical
macroautophagy or CMA components has no effect on
persistent LD-lysosome contacts, and EM studies revealed that
MCS formation between LDs and lysosomes occurs in the
absence of double-membrane, autophagosome-like structures.
These findings provide the first evidence that LD degradation
in response to nutrient limitations can occur by µLP in
mammalian cells (Schulze et al., 2020).

The mechanism underlying µLP in mammalian cells is not
well understood. However, emerging evidence supports a role for
Rab7, a small GTPase and important regulator of endocytic
trafficking, in LD-lysosome MCS formation in hepatocytes
(Schroeder et al., 2015). Specifically, nutrient limitations result
in recruitment of Rab7 to LDs, and an increase in MCS between
LDs and degradative compartments including lysosomes, MVBs
and late endosomes. Moreover, depletion of Rab7, or inactivating
mutation of Rab7, inhibits interactions of LDs and degradative
compartments and results in an accumulation of enlarged,
clustered MVBs and an overall inhibition of starvation-
induced LD degradation. This raises the interesting possibility
that Rab7 mediates contact site formation between LDs and
lysosomes directly, or by promoting MCS formation between
LDs and late endosomes/MVBs (amplisomes) and that late
endosomes/MVBs at these MCS mature to form lysosomes
(Schroeder et al., 2015). Interestingly, Rab7 has also been
implicated in LD activities that may affect LD MCS through
effects on vacuolar fusion or LD motility.

4.3 LD-Lysosome MCS During CMA in
Mammalian Cells
Although CMA typically targets soluble cytosolic proteins, the
LD-associated perilipin proteins PLIN2 and PLIN3 are
degraded by CMA at LD-lysosome MCS in cultured
mammalian cells. (Kaushik and Cuervo, 2015; 2016; 2018).
PLIN2 functions in LD biogenesis, stability and trafficking
and serves as a scaffold that regulates association of LDs with

the macroautophagy machinery (Tsai et al., 2017). PLIN3 also
regulates macroautophagy in a TORC1 (target of rapamycin 1)
-dependent manner (Garcia-Macia et al., 2021). Starvation-
induced CMA of PLIN2 and PLIN3 is mediated by the 70-
kD heat shock protein, hsc70, which binds to the pentapeptide
motifs LDRLQ on PLIN2 and SLKVQ on PLIN3, promotes
phosphorylation of PLIN2 by 5′ AMP-activated protein kinase
(AMPK), and delivers PLIN2 and PLIN3 to the lysosome-
associated membrane protein 2A (LAMP2A) (Kaushik and
Cuervo, 2015; 2016; 2018), the vacuolar membrane protein
that facilitates translocation of CMA substrates from the
lysosomal surface to the lumen (Chiang et al., 1989; Salvador
et al., 2000; Bandyopadhyay and Cuervo, 2008). Deletion of the
pentapeptide CMA recognition motif on PLIN2 results in an
increase in PLIN2 levels and a decrease in association of LDs
with lysosomes (Schweiger and Zechner, 2015). These findings
are consistent with the model that hsc70 binds to LD-associated
PLIN2 and that CMA of PLIN2 occurs at MCS between LD and
the lysosome (Figure 4IV).

CMA of PLIN2 and PLIN3 is triggered by stressors including
nutrient limitation, oxidative and lipogenic stresses, and hypoxia
(Cuervo et al., 1995; Kiffin et al., 2004; Dohi et al., 2012;
Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2012; Kaushik and Cuervo, 2015),
and contributes to stressor-stimulated release of lipids from
LDs. Specifically, removal of PLIN2 and PLIN3 from the LD
surface promotes association of LDs with 1) cytosolic lipases (e.g.,
ATGL) that catalyze release of FA from TAG and 2) the LD
macroautophagy machinery. In turn, this promotes the release of
lipids from LDs after degradation by the lysosome (Kaushik and
Cuervo, 2015). These findings support a function of LD-lysosome
MCS, and a role for CMA in regulation of lipid homeostasis.

5 CYTOSKELETAL MODULATION OF
LD-ORGANELLE INTERACTIONS

As described above, environmental cues including nutrient
availability and exposure to stressors induce MCS formation
between LDs and organelles including mitochondria, ER and
lysosomes. The cytoskeleton plays a fundamental role in this
process by controlling the position and movement of LDs and
organelles that interact with LDs. For example, in response to
nutrient limitation, LDs change from clustered to a dispersed
distribution, which allows LDs to make contact with
mitochondria for up-regulation of lipid metabolism (Herms et al.,
2015; Nguyen et al., 2017; Kong et al., 2020). Although multiple
mechanisms have been identified for cytoskeletal control of organelle
motility, the best characterizedmechanism relies onmotormolecule-
driven, polarized movement of organelles along actin or microtubule
tracks. Here, we summarize cytoskeletal function in LD interactions
and contact site formation with other organelles.

5.1 Evidence of Cytoskeleton-Directed LD
Distribution and Motility
Cytoskeletal components and motors have been found on LDs in
a variety of organisms, including fungi, plants, and mammals.
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Proteomic analysis of LDs revealed actin, tubulin, and motor
proteins on LDs (Turró et al., 2006; Weibel et al., 2012; Brocard
et al., 2017; Pfisterer et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Zhi et al., 2017;
Bersuker et al., 2018). In particular, a high-confidence LD
proteome generated from proximity labeling confirmed that
actin, tubulin, and a kinesin family protein, KIF16B, are
recovered with isolated LDs (Bersuker et al., 2018).
Additionally, immunofluorescence staining in rat
adrenocortical cells and adipocytes showed that beta-actin is
present on the LD surface (Fong et al., 2001).

The actin and microtubule cytoskeletal networks and their
associated motor proteins are involved in LD morphology and
distribution within the cell. For example, destabilization of the
actin cytoskeleton by treatment with either cytochalasin D
(CytD) or latrunculin-A decreases the size of LDs in J774
macrophages (Weibel et al., 2012). Destabilizing microtubules
by nocodazole treatment also decreases LD size (Boström
et al., 2005; van Zutphen et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2019).
Presumably, this change in size results from a change in the
balance between the addition and removal of LD cargo, which
occurs at specific MCS. Consistent with this idea, the position
and dynamics of LDs are also dependent on the cytoskeleton.
Destabilization of actin filaments prevents LD movement from
the vegetal pole to the animal pole in zebrafish embryos (Dutta
and Kumar Sinha, 2015). Post-translational modifications of
tubulin affect LD motility and distribution. For example,
during nutrient deficiency, detyrosinated tubulins
accumulate and form networks that promote LD dispersion
in Vero cells (Herms et al., 2015). In contrast, acetylated
tubulins immobilize LDs in hepatic cells (Groebner et al.,
2019).

Although these studies reveal that morphology and
distribution of LDs depend on the cytoskeleton, it is not

always clear whether the effects observed upon global
destabilization of microtubule or actin cytoskeletons are due to
direct effects on LD-cytoskeleton interactions. However, the
effects of disrupting motor proteins, which drive motility on
cytoskeletal tracks, are less ambiguous. Both the actin-based
motor myosin and the microtubule-based motors kinesin and
dynein drive LD distribution and motility (Figure 5) (Gross et al.,
2000; Andersson et al., 2006; Shubeita et al., 2008; Knoblach and
Rachubinski, 2015; Pfisterer et al., 2017; Rai et al., 2017; Gu et al.,
2019; Veerabagu et al., 2020).

In some cases, specific motor proteins that drive LD motility
have been identified. In budding yeast, anterograde movement of
LDs from mother cells to buds relies on a type V myosin, Myo2p
(Figure 5) (Knoblach and Rachubinski, 2015). During zebrafish
development, inhibiting Myosin-1 with pentachloropseudilin
alters the dynamics and distribution of LDs (Gupta et al.,
2017). Knockdown of non-muscle myosin IIa (NMIIa)
enlarges LDs and promotes their clustering in human
osteosarcoma U2OS cells (Pfisterer et al., 2017). Post-
translational modification of motor proteins also alters motor-
LD interactions. For example, ERK-mediated phosphorylation of
dynein increases its affinity for LDs (Andersson et al., 2006).
Motor knock-down studies are somewhat more specific than
drug-induced cytoskeletal disruption, but still may be subject to
pleiotropic effects because motor proteins are shared by multiple
cargos. A more specific approach is to target the cargo adaptor
proteins that bridge LDs and cytoskeletal/motor proteins,
although these adaptors are less well understood. One recently
identified adaptor is the LD protein perilipin 3 (PLIN3), which
interacts with the dynein intermediate chain subunit, Dync1i1, in
AML12 mouse hepatic cells (Figure 5) (Gu et al., 2019).
Identifying more of these LD-specific cargo adaptor proteins
will allow in-depth characterization of the biological function
of LD-cytoskeletal interaction.

5.2 Functional Consequences of
LD-Cytoskeleton Interactions
MCSs between LD and other organelles play an important role in
exchanging metabolites. Therefore, any change in the distribution
or dynamics of those sites can affect their function. Indeed, not
only the size, but also the lipid composition of LDs in J774
macrophages is changed by actin destabilization (Weibel et al.,
2012). Destabilization of the actin cytoskeleton reduces the
dissociation of LDs from peroxisomes in Arabidopsis (Cui
et al., 2016). Microtubules are required for LD autophagy
(Boström et al., 2005; van Zutphen et al., 2014; Gu et al.,
2019). Nocodazole-treated COS-7 cells have fewer contact sites
between LDs and mitochondria or peroxisomes, as well as fewer
ternary contacts between LDs, peroxisomes, and Golgi (Valm
et al., 2017).

LD-mitochondria interactions are crucial for mobilizing the
energy stored in LDs (Rambold et al., 2015). When nutrients are
depleted, Vero cells exhibit dispersion of LDs, and a concomitant
increase in LD-mitochondria contacts, consistent with the need
for lipid exchange and fatty acid metabolism. Starvation-induced
LD-mitochondria contacts include both relatively short-lived

FIGURE 5 | LD-cytoskeleton interaction. Lipid droplets are transported
on cytoskeletal fibers (actin filaments or microtubules) by cytoskeleton-
associated motor molecules (myosins, kinesins, and dyneins). In most cases
the adaptors linking motors to the LD surface are unknown.
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interactions (“touch and go”) and more stable connections
(Herms et al., 2015). Microtubules are required for formation
of these contacts (Valm et al., 2017), and the dispersion of LDs
from the perinuclear area to the cell periphery specifically
depends on detyrosinated microtubules. Detyrosination is
promoted by the activation of the energy sensor, AMP protein
kinase (AMPK) (Herms et al., 2015). AMPK also phosphorylates
PLIN3, which may induce conformational changes of PLIN3 to
facilitate LD dispersion (Zhu et al., 2019). Given the link between
PLIN3 and dynein and microtubules (Gu et al., 2019), the LD
dispersion caused by phosphorylated PLIN3 may be due to the
altered interaction between PLIN3 and dynein. Taken together,
LD-mitochondria interactions are elevated upon starvation, and
this response requires the microtubule network to shuttle LDs to
mitochondria and facilitate lipid metabolism in this system.

In another well-characterized system, microtubule-based motor
proteins on the surface of LDs stimulate lipid transfer to ER and
therefore facilitate lipoprotein assembly in liver cells (Rai et al.,
2017). In rat hepatocytes, LDs are actively transported by the motor
molecule kinesin-1 on microtubules to the cell periphery, which
promotes MCS formation between LDs and smooth endoplasmic
reticulum (sER) (Barak et al., 2013; Rai et al., 2017; Kumar et al.,
2019). Kinesin-1 is recruited to LDs by directly binding to
phosphatidic acid (PA) (Kumar et al., 2019). However, this
binding is dependent on the metabolic state of the cells. In
nutrient-rich conditions, the GTPase ADP ribosylation factor 1
(ARF1) recruits PA-producing phospholipase-D1 (PLD1) to LDs,
which results in elevation of PA levels on LDs, increased association
of kinesin-1 with LDs (Wilfling et al., 2014; Rai et al., 2017; Kumar
et al., 2019). These LDs are then actively transported to cell periphery
to formMCSwith sER, which facilitates TAGproduction in sER and
very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) assembly (Thiam et al., 2013;
Rai et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2019). In contrast, in the fasted state,
insulin levels decrease, which downregulates the recruitment of
ARF1 to the LDs. This diminishes microtubule-dependent LD
movement and the formation of LD-sER MCSs at the periphery,
resulting in reduced TAG levels (Kumar et al., 2019).

Dynein andmicrotubules are also involved in LD biogenesis in
the alcohol-induced liver damage model (Gu et al., 2019). High-
alcohol diets induce accumulation of LDs and elevate the levels of
perilipins in liver cells, including the dynein-interacting protein
PLIN3. Moreover, immunofluorescence staining revealed that
Dync1i1 colocalizes with LDs, and PLIN3 and LDs are partially
colocalized with microtubules. Depolymerizing microtubules by
nocodazole or knocking down PLIN3 inhibits LD biogenesis from
LD-ER contact sites, which reduces the size and distribution of
LDs in AML12 cells.

The examples discussed above illustrate the importance of
cytoskeletal function in regulating interactions between LDs and
other organelles. Cellular modulation of the number and dynamics
of these MCS is vital for LD biogenesis, lipid secretion and
lipoprotein assembly.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

MCS that form between LDs and organelles including
mitochondria, ER and lysosomes/vacuoles function in LD
biogenesis and in transfer of lipids, FAs, unfolded proteins
and surplus or toxic proteins to or from LDs. Moreover,
emerging evidence supports a role for the cytoskeleton
in formation of MCS between LDs and other organelles
by controlling the position and movement of LDs in
response to environmental cues. However, fundamental
questions regarding LD MCS remain unanswered. While
many tethers that link LDs to mitochondria under conditions
of nutrient limitations have been identified, the
mechanisms that regulate LD-mitochondria MCS formation
and loss are not well understood. Although LD-ER contact
sites have an established function in LD biogenesis, the
mechanism underlying scission of nascent LDs from ER
membranes at LD-ER MCS is not known. The finding that
LDs function in ER proteostasis through transfer of unfolded
proteins from ER to LDs at LD-ER MCS revealed a novel
function for LDs. However, it is not clear whether this
process is linked to LD biogenesis. Indeed, if mature LDs can
associate with LDs to remove unfolded proteins and mitigate
ER stress, the proteins serve as tethers at those LD-ER MCS
and mechanisms that promote those MCS remain unknown.
Moreover, the proteins that tether LDs to lysosomes/vacuoles;
how liquid ordered (Lo) and disordered (Ld) domains in
the vacuolar membrane contribute to MCS and vacuolar
membrane dynamics at those sites, and the mechanism
underlying Rab7 function in LD-lysosome/vacuole MCS
in mammalian cells and yeast during µLP are all open
questions. Finally, while it is clear that cytoskeleton-
dependent LD motility is critical for association of LDs
with other organelles in response to nutritional cues, the
cytoskeleton may contribute to MCS by other mechanisms
including force generation for membrane deformation or
scission or for transfer of constituents to and from LDs.
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VAP Proteins – From Organelle
Tethers to Pathogenic Host
Interactors and Their Role in Neuronal
Disease
Suzan Kors*, Joseph L. Costello and Michael Schrader*

College of Life and Environmental Sciences, Biosciences, University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom

Vesicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP)-associated proteins (VAPs) are ubiquitous
ER-resident tail-anchored membrane proteins in eukaryotic cells. Their N-terminal major
sperm protein (MSP) domain faces the cytosol and allows them to interact with a wide
variety of cellular proteins. Therefore, VAP proteins are vital to many cellular processes,
including organelle membrane tethering, lipid transfer, autophagy, ion homeostasis and
viral defence. Here, we provide a timely overview of the increasing number of VAPA/B
binding partners and discuss the role of VAPA/B in maintaining organelle-ER interactions
and cooperation. Furthermore, we address how viruses and intracellular bacteria hijack
VAPs and their binding partners to induce interactions between the host ER and pathogen-
containing compartments and support pathogen replication. Finally, we focus on the role
of VAP in human disease and discuss howmutated VAPB leads to the disruption of cellular
homeostasis and causes amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

Keywords: VAPB, FFAT motif, membrane contact sites, endoplasmic reticulum, pathogen-host interactions,
amyotrophic lateral scelerosis, VAPA, peroxisomes

INTRODUCTION

VAP was initially cloned from the marine mollusk Aplysia californica and named vesicle-associated
membrane protein (VAMP)-associated protein of 33 kilodaltons (VAP-33) because of its ability to
interact with vesicle fusion protein VAMP (also termed synaptobrevin) (Skehel et al., 1995). Since
then, VAP proteins have been identified in all eukaryotic cells and reported to interact with a large
number of intracellular proteins (Lev et al., 2008; Kamemura and Chihara, 2019). VAPs are C-tail-
anchored (or type II) ERmembrane proteins with a central coiled-coil domain and N-terminal major
sperm (MSP) domain (~125 residues), which faces the cytoplasmic side (Nishimura et al., 1999). This
N-terminal domain consists of an immunoglobulin-like β-sheet and is named after the Ascaris suum
protein MSP due to its 22% sequence identity (Bullock et al., 1996; Kaiser et al., 2005). The highly
conserved VAP protein family consists in mammals of VAPA and VAPB, including the VAPB splice
variant VAPC which lacks both the C-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD) and the coiled-coil
domain (Weir et al., 1998; Nishimura et al., 1999). Five additional VAPB splice variants were
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detected at the mRNA level, although protein levels were
undetectable in human tissue lysates by immunoblotting
(Nachreiner et al., 2010). VAPA and VAPB share 63%
sequence identity, mainly due to similarities in the MSP
domain, and a clear functional difference between the
paralogues has not been established. Recently, the VAP family
was extended with the motile sperm domain-containing proteins
1, 2 and 3 (MOSPD1, MOSPD2 and MOSPD3), which also
possess an MSP domain and share binding partners with
VAPA/B, though with different affinities (Thaler et al., 2011;
Mattia et al., 2018; Cabukusta et al., 2020).

VAP proteins are ubiquitously expressed in mammals (Weir
et al., 1998; Nishimura et al., 1999; Skehel et al., 2000), with tissue-
specific RNA expression patterns during development (Gabetta
et al., 2003). They interact with a wide variety of proteins,
imparting them with various functions, including organelle
membrane tethering (Costello et al., 2017a), lipid transfer
between organelles (Kawano et al., 2006; Ngo and Ridgway,
2009), regulation of calcium homeostasis (De Vos et al., 2012;
Lindhout et al., 2019), autophagy (Zhao et al., 2018) and the
unfolded protein response (UPR) (Kanekura et al., 2006; Gkogkas
et al., 2008). VAP might also have extracellular functions through
its cleaved and secreted MSP domain (Deidda et al., 2014),
although this has been mainly studied in C. elegans and D.
melanogaster (Tsuda et al., 2008; Han et al., 2012).

In this review, we provide a timely update of VAPA/B binding
partners and discuss the role of VAPA/B in maintaining
organelle-ER interactions and cooperation. This includes VAP
hijacking by viruses and intracellular bacteria to induce
interactions between the host ER and pathogen-containing
compartments, and the recruitment of host proteins to these
sites to support pathogen replication. Finally, we focus on how a
mutation in VAPB leads to the disruption of cellular homeostasis,
causing amyotrophic lateral sclerosis type 8 (ALS8).

VAP BINDING PARTNERS AND THE
FUNCTIONS OF THE ENSUING COMPLEX

The VAP Interaction
The interaction of VAP with a multitude of diverse proteins
means that the VAP proteins are important for many cellular
processes, including organelle tethering, lipid transfer, autophagy,
ion homeostasis and viral defence. Table 1 provides an overview
of the current experimentally confirmed VAP interactors and the
proposed functions of the ensuing complex. Many binding
partners interact with the MSP domain of VAP via a “two
phenylalanines in an acidic tract” (FFAT) motif, which
consists of the core consensus sequence 1EFFDA-E7 flanked by
acidic residues (Loewen et al., 2003). In the proposed interaction
model, the acidic tract upstream of the core initially binds in a
non-specific manner to the basic electropositive surface of the
MSP domain followed by a second step, in which the core
residues bind to the FFAT-binding site to form a stable
complex (Kaiser et al., 2005; Furuita et al., 2010). The FFAT
motif can vary in sequence quite considerably, whilst still
allowing binding interaction, potentially giving proteins a

different affinity for VAP (Murphy and Levine, 2016). Many
known VAP interactors contain only one or no phenylalanine in
the FFAT motif, and there is some redundancy in the sequence
(see Table 1). In addition, the acidic tract can vary in length and
the number of acidic residues. Interestingly, the VAP family
proteins MOSPD1 and MOSPD3 favour motifs with “two
phenylalanines in a neutral tract” (FFNT) (Cabukusta et al.,
2020). Furthermore, the interaction with VAP can be
modulated on multiple levels; for instance, the FFAT-VAP
binding can be strengthened and reduced by (de)
phosphorylation of the FFAT motif (Kumagai et al., 2014;
Johnson et al., 2018; Kirmiz et al., 2018; Di Mattia et al., 2020;
Guillén-Samander et al., 2021; Kors et al., 2022). VAP dimerization
via the TMD and coiled-coil domains might enhance the
recruitment of pre-existing homodimers of FFAT proteins (e.g.
OSBP) or bring together two unrelated FFAT-containing proteins,
stabilizing the complex (Kaiser et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2010).
Additionally, some proteins contain two FFAT motifs, suggesting
that the interactor could bind to two VAPs at the same time (e.g.
PTPIP51 and ORP3, see Table 1). However, not all known VAP
binding partners possess a FFAT motif–some proteins bind to the
MSP in a different, FFAT-independent way, while other proteins
mediate the interaction via their and VAP’s TMD (Table 1).

Organelle Tethering
Organelles form membrane contact sites (MCS) for efficient
cooperation (Silva et al., 2020). These MCS are mediated by
tethering proteins that cross the two opposing membranes,
bringing them in close proximity. Various proteins are
attracted to these sites to fulfil and regulate specific functions,
e.g. membrane lipid and calcium (Ca2+) transfer between the
organelles. In this section, we will describe the organelle tethering
function of VAP in more detail, focussing on the FFAT motif-
containing binding partners PTPIP51 and ACBD5 as examples.
However, other VAP interactors and functions–many of which
relate to MCS–are known. There is an abundance of processes
involving VAP at other organelle-ER contacts (Table 1), e.g.
CERT transfers ceramide from the ER to the Golgi apparatus
(Kawano et al., 2006); STARD3 transfers cholesterol from the ER
to endosomes (Wilhelm et al., 2017; Di Mattia et al., 2020); NIR2
transfers phosphatidylinositol from the ER to both the Golgi and
plasma membrane, and phosphatidylcholine from the Golgi to
the ER (Peretti et al., 2008; Chang and Liou, 2015); while the
interaction of VAP with potassium (K+) channel Kv2 at plasma
membrane-ER contacts is important for Kv2 channel clustering
and regulation of K+ currents (Johnson et al., 2018; Kirmiz et al.,
2018; Schulien et al., 2020). Furthermore, other examples will be
discussed in the sections on pathogens and amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis type 8 (ALS8).

The membrane proteins PTPIP51 (also named RMDN3) and
ACBD5 interact with VAPB, mediating mitochondria-ER and
peroxisome-ER associations, respectively (Figure 1) (De Vos
et al., 2012; Costello et al., 2017a; Hua et al., 2017).
Knockdown of PTPIP51 or ACBD5 reduced the contacts
between the respective organelle and the ER, while
overexpression increased the associations (Stoica et al., 2014;
Costello et al., 2017a). Whilst VAP itself does not appear to
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TABLE 1 | An overview of experimentally confirmed VAP binding partners in mammalian cells.

Complex Interaction domain Localisationa MCS Physiological role
of the

VAP complex

Reference

Binding partner VAP

ACBD4-VAPB FFAT motif (score 3.5) MSP Peroxisomes (TMD) Peroxisome-ER Organelle tethering function Costello et al. (2017b),

173RDLDSE VFCDS
—

LE QL Kors et al. (2022)

ACBD5-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 2.5) MSP Peroxisomes (TMD) Peroxisome-ER Organelle tethering function, implicated in:
peroxisome motility; peroxisome membrane
expansion; plasmalogen synthesis; maintenance of
cholesterol levels

Costello et al. (2017a),

259SDSDSE VYCDS
—

ME QF Hua et al. (2017)

α-Synuclein-VAPB ? MSP Cytosol, nucleus, membranes Disrupts the PTPIP51-VAPB interaction, hence
mitochondria-ER MCS (affecting Ca2+ exchange)

Paillusson et al. (2017)

ASNA1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 2.0) MSP Cytosol, ER, nucleus Mediating interaction with the transmembrane-
domain recognition complex (TRC; insertion of tail
anchored ER proteins)

Baron et al. (2014)

8WGVEAE EFEDAPD VE

ATF6-VAPA/B ? MSP ER (TMD), nucleus (cleaved) Modulates the activity of ATF6-regulated
transcription of genes involved in the unfolded
protein response (UPR)

Gkogkas et al. (2008)

CALCOCO1-VAPA/B FFAT-motif (score 3.0) MSP Nucleus, cytosol Autophagosome-ER Acts as ER-phagy receptor for degradation of the
tubular ER, via ATG8 interaction

Nthiga et al. (2020)

674DHMDGH FFFS
——

T
—

QD PF

CaSR-VAPA FFAT motif (score 2.5)b MSP Plasma membrane (TMD) Plasma membrane-ER Ca2+ sensing; near surface CaSR expression Gorkhali et al. (2021)

755ELEDEI IFIT——
CHE GS

CERT-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.0) MSP Cytosol, Golgi (PH domain) Golgi-ER Ceramide transfer from the ER to the Golgi
apparatus, for sphingomyelin synthesis

Kawano et al. (2006),

315SLINEE EFFDAVE AA Saito et al. (2008),
Kumagai et al. (2014)

CLN8-VAPA ? ? ER (TMD), ER-Golgi intermediate
compartment (ERGIC; TMD)

Possibly: Ceramide metabolism; endo-lysosomal
dynamics

Passantino et al.
(2013),
Adhikari et al. (2019),
Pesaola et al. (2021)

CDIP1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 6.0) MSP Endocytic compartments (MMD) CDIP1-induced cell death Inukai et al. (2021)

180IPCLIN DFKDVTH TC

FAF1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.0) MSP Nucleus, cytosol Binding of ubiquitinated proteins; recruiting p97 to
the ER membrane (involved in ER-associated
protein degradation (ERAD))

Baron et al. (2014)

289SDSDGD DFEDATE FG

FAPP1-VAPA/B C-terminus ? Golgi (PH domain) Golgi-ER Formation of the SAC1-FAPP1-VAP complex –

binding of FAPP1 to the PI4P-phosphatase SAC1
promotes the phosphatase activity

Venditti et al. (2019)

FIP200-VAPA/B FFAT motif 1 (score 3.0) MSP Cytosol, (pre-) autophagosomal
structures, lysosomes, nucleus

Isolation
membrane-ER

Formation/stabilization of the ULK1/FIP200-WIPI2
complex during isolation membrane expansion for
autophagosome formation

Zhao et al. (2018)

725AESPES DFMS
——
AVN EF

FFAT motif 2 (score 4.0)

206ECLTRH SYRECLG RL

GLTP-VAPA FFAT motif (score 3.5) MSP Cytosol Possibly: Glycolipid transfer, glucosylceramide
sensor

Tuuf et al. (2009),

26AVSHLP PFFDCLG SP Backman et al. (2018)

HCN2-VAPA/B TMD TMD ER Regulation of HCN channel Na+/K+ pacemaker
currents; dendritic localization of HCN2

Silbernagel et al. (2018)

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) An overview of experimentally confirmed VAP binding partners in mammalian cells.

Complex Interaction domain Localisationa MCS Physiological role
of the

VAP complex

Reference

Binding partner VAP

IFITM3-VAPA TMD TMD
and CC

Endosomes, lysosomes, plasma
membrane

Preventing the VAPA-OSBP association, which
induces cholesterol accumulation, inhibiting viral entry

Amini-Bavil-Olyaee
et al. (2013)

JMY-VAPA FFAT motif (score 1.5)b MSP Nucleus, cytoskeleton Possibly: Vesicle based transport Schlüter et al. (2014)

312ETDDPE EYYES
—

LS EL

Kv2.1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 3.5) MSP Plasma membrane (TMD) Plasma membrane-ER Kv2 channel clustering; regulating proapoptotic K+

currents; phosphatidylinositol homeostasis (via
NIR2 recruitment)

Johnson et al. (2018),

584SMSSID SFIS
——
CAT DF Kirmiz et al. (2018,

2019),
Schulien et al. (2020)

Kv2.2-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 3.0) MSP Plasma membrane (TMD) Plasma membrane-ER Kv2 channel clustering Johnson et al. (2018),

599STSSID SFTS
——
CAT DF Kirmiz et al. (2018)

MIGA2-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.5) MSP Mitochondria (TMD), lipid droplets Mitochondria-ER Linking reactions of de novo lipogenesis in
mitochondria to triglyceride production in the ER

Freyre et al. (2019)

286SLTSED SFFS
——
ATE LF

NIR1-VAPB FFAT motif (score 0.0) MSP Plasma membrane (LNS2 domain),
cytosol

Plasma membrane-ER PromotingNIR2 recruitment for phosphatidylinositol
homeostasis

Amarilio et al. (2005),

28VESSDD EFFDARE EM Quintanilla et al. (2022)

NIR2-VAPB FFAT motif (score 0.0) MSP Golgi (LNS2 domain), plasma membrane
(LNS2 domain), cytosol

Golgi-ER Phosphatidylinositol transfer to the Golgi apparatus
and phosphatidylcholine transfer to the ER
(important for CERT and OSBP Golgi targeting/
function)

Amarilio et al. (2005),

343ENSSEE EFFDAHE GF

Plasma membrane-ER Phosphatidylinositol transfer from the ER to the
plasma membrane

Peretti et al. (2008),
Chang et al. (2013),
Chang and Liou (2015),
Kirmiz et al. (2019)

NIR3-VAPB FFAT motif (score 0.0) MSP Plasma membrane (LNS2 domain),
cytosol

Plasma membrane-ER Phosphatidylinositol transfer from the ER to the
plasma membrane

Amarilio et al. (2005),

338DESSDD EFFDAHE DL
Microtubule interaction

Chang and Liou, (2015)

OSBP-VAPA FFAT motif (score 0.0)

352DEDDEN EFFDAPE II
MSP Golgi (PH domain), endosomes (PH

domain), lysosomes (PH domain),
cytosol

Golgi-ER

Endosome-ER
Lysosome-ER

Cholesterol transfer from the ER to the Golgi
apparatus in exchange for PI4P
Regulation of PI4P levels on endosomes
Cholesterol transfer from the ER to lysosomes,
regulating mTORC1 activation

Wyles et al. (2002),
Loewen et al. (2003),
Mesmin et al. (2013),
Dong et al. (2016),
Lim et al. (2019)

ORP1L-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.5) MSP Late endosomes/lysosomes (PH domain
and ankyrin motif), autophagosome,
phagolysosome

Late endosome/
lysosome (LEL)-ER

Cholesterol transport from the LEL to the ER (high
cholesterol) and vice versa (low cholesterol);
endosome positioning

Rocha et al. (2009),

469SILSED EFYDALS DS

Autophagosome-ER Regulating autopagosome transport and maturation

Eden et al. (2016),

Phagolysosome-ER PI4P transfer to the ER, for phagolysosome
resolution

Wijdeven et al. (2016),

Zhao and Ridgway
(2017),

Levin-Konigsberg et al.
(2019)

ORP2-VAPA FFAT motif (score 1.5) MSP Lipid droplets, plasma membrane,
cytosol

Lipid droplet-ER Triglyceride metabolism Weber-Boyvat et al.
(2015b)1MNGEE EFFDAVT GF

ORP3-VAPA FFAT motif 1 (score 1.0) MSP Plasma membrane (PH domain), cytosol Plasma membrane-ER Stimulating R-Ras signalling Lehto et al. (2005),

444ITDSLS EFFDAQE VL Late endosome-
nuclear envelope

The nuclear transfer of extracellular vesicle-derived
materials

Weber-Boyvat et al.
(2015a),FFAT motif 2 (score 4.5)
Santos et al. (2018)155FPHEVN HFFS

——
GST IT

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) An overview of experimentally confirmed VAP binding partners in mammalian cells.

Complex Interaction domain Localisationa MCS Physiological role
of the

VAP complex

Reference

Binding partner VAP

ORP4L-VAPA FFAT motif (score 0.0) MSP Golgi (PH domain), plasma membrane Plasma
membrane-ERc

Controlling the localization and activation of the
phosphoinositide phospholipases C β3 (PLCβ3) at
the plasma membrane

Pan et al. (2018),

445EEDEDT EYFDAME DS

Golgi-ER The maintenance of Golgi structure

Pietrangelo and
Ridgway, (2018)

ORP6-VAP FFAT motif (score 1.0)b MSP Plasma membrane (PH domain), cytosol Plasma membrane-ER PI4P turnover Wyles and Ridgway
(2004),488MSESVS EFFDAQE VL
Mochizuki et al. (2018)

ORP7-VAP FFAT motif (score 1.0)b MSP Plasma membrane (PH domain), cytosol ? Wyles and Ridgway
(2004),396LADSHT EFFDACE VL
Weber-Boyvat et al.
(2015b)

ORP9L-VAPA FFAT motif (score 1.0) MSP Golgi (PH domain), cytosol Golgi-ER Golgi organization and protein transport; cholesterol
transfer

Wyles and Ridgway
(2004),294YSSSED EFYDADE FH
Ngo and Ridgway,
(2009)

PP2C-VAP TMD TMD ER (TMD) Dephosphorylating CERT, which promotes Golgi
localisation of CERT and enhances the CERT-VAPA
interaction

Saito et al. (2008)

PRA1-VAP FFAT motif (score 5.5)b MSP Golgi (TMD), ER (TMD) Mitochondria-ER ER retention of PRA1 Abu Irqeba and Ogilvie,
(2020)66RLVRNV EYYQS

—
NY VF

Prestin-VAPA ? ? Plasma membrane (TMD) Prestin translocation to the plasma membrane Sengupta et al. (2010)

Protrudin-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.0) MSP, TMD ER (TMD), endosomes (FYVE domain),
plasma membrane (FYVE domain)

Endosome-ER Endosome trafficking; stimulating process/neurite
formation

Saita et al. (2009),

280EAEPDE EFKDAIE ET Matsuzaki et al. (2011),
Raiborg et al. (2015),
Petrova et al. (2020)

PTPIP51-VAP FFAT motif 1 (score 3.0) MSP Mitochondria (TMD) Mitochondria-ER Ca2+ delivery to mitochondria from ER stores, which
regulates autophagy and synaptic function;
phosphatidic acid transfer, important for
mitochondrial cardiolipin synthesis

De Vos et al. (2012),

151STGSSS VYFT
——
ASS GA Stoica et al. (2014),

FFAT motif 2 (score 3.5) Gómez-Suaga et al.
(2017),160TASSGA TFTDAES EG
Gómez-Suaga et al.
(2019),
Yeo et al. (2021)

RAB3GAP1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 0.5) MSP Cytosol Regulating nuclear envelope formation through
ERGIC

Baron et al. (2014),

578WSDSEE EFFECLS DT Hantan et al. (2014)

SCRN1-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 2.5) MSP Cytosol Modulating Ca2+ homeostasis and synaptic vesicle
cycling; ER dynamics

Lindhout et al. (2019)

394AEVGDL FYDCVD TE

SNX2- VAPB FFAT motif 1 (score 3.5) MSP Endosomes (PX domain) Endosome-ER Retromer-/WASH-dependent actin nucleation
(vesicle budding) of endosomes, with a role of PI4P
(see OSBP)

Dong et al. (2016)

21LEDGED LFTS
——
T
—
VS TL

FFAT motif 2 (score 2.0)

66DDDRED LFAEATE EV
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) An overview of experimentally confirmed VAP binding partners in mammalian cells.

Complex Interaction domain Localisationa MCS Physiological role
of the

VAP complex

Reference

Binding partner VAP

STARD3-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 5.5) MSP Late endosomes (TMD) Late endosome-ER Cholesterol transport from the ER to endosome Alpy et al. (2013),

200GALSEG QFYS
——
PPE SF Wilhelm et al. (2017),

Di Mattia et al. (2020)

STARD3NL-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 5.5) MSP Late endosomes (TMD) Late endosome-ER Formation of endosomal tubules Alpy et al. (2013)

201GGLSDG QFYS
——
PPE SE

TRPC3-VAPB FFAT motif (score 5.0) MSP Plasma membrane Plasma membrane-ER Controls TRPC3’s Ca2+ current and its receptor-
mediated activation

Liu et al. (2022)

140QELQDD DFYAYDE DG

TTC39B-VAPB FFAT motif (score 2.0) MSP Cytosol Stabilizing ER-membrane protein SCAP, involved in
hepatic lipogenic gene expression

Hsieh et al. (2021)

76LEADED VFEDALE TI

ULK1-VAPA/B FFAT motif 1 (score 5.5) MSP Cytosol, pre-autophagosomal structures Isolation
membrane-ER

Formation/stabilization of the ULK1/FIP200-WIPI2
complex during isolation membrane expansion for
autophagy

Zhao et al. (2018)

87SVYLVM EYCNGGD LA
FFAT motif 2 (score 5.5)

74NIVALY DFQEMAN SV

Viperin-VAPA C-terminus C-terminus ER, lipid droplets Restricting Hepatitis C virus replication complex
formation by promoting degradation of viral NS5A
through VAPA

Wang et al. (2012),
Ghosh et al. (2020)

VPS13A-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 1.0) MSP Mitochondria (ATG homology region, PH
domain), lipid droplets (PH domain)

Mitochondria-ER Mitochondria elongation; glycerolipid transfer
between membranes

Kumar et al. (2018),

836EDDSEE EFFDAPC SP
Lipid droplet-ER Lipid droplet size and motility; glycerolipid transfer

between membranes

Yeshaw et al. (2019)

VPS13C-VAPB FFAT motif (score 0.0) MSP Late endosomes/lysosomes (WD40
module), lipid droplets (PH domain)

Endolysosome-ER Glycerolipid transfer between membranes Kumar et al. (2018)

871ESESDD EYFDAED GE Lipid droplet-ER Glycerolipid transfer between membranes

VPS13D-VAPB FFAT motif (score 5.0) MSP Golgi, mitochondria Mitochondria-ER Bridging the organelle membranes via MIRO at the
mitochondrial membrane (likely similar with
peroxisomes); membrane lipid transfer

Guillén-Samander et al.
(2021)761TQFSDD EYKT

——
PLA TP

WDR44-VAPA/B FFAT motif (score 0.5) MSP Cytosol, endosomes, Golgi Tubular endosome formation and/or stabilization Baron et al. (2014),

3SESDTE EFYDAPE DV Häsler et al. (2020)

YIF1A-VAPB TMD MSP ER-Golgi intermediate compartment
(ERGIC; TMD); ER (TMD), Golgi (TMD)

Controls the shuttling of YIF1A between the ERGIC
and the ER; promotes intracellular membrane
delivery into dendrites

Kuijpers et al. (2013b)

FFATmotif scores were calculated using the FFAT scoring algorithm (best FFATmotif scores zero)c(Murphy and Levine, 2016). Phosphorylation of serine/threonine at position 4 (double underlined) of the core (bold) of Phospho-FFATmotifs is
critical for VAP binding (Di Mattia et al., 2020). Phosphorylation of serine/threonine at position 5 (underlined) of FFATmotifs abolishes VAP binding (Kors et al., 2022). The cellular localisations of the binding partners are listed. The physiological
role describes the function of the VAP complex (binding partners may also have been implicated in other non-VAP related processes, or functions might not have been directly linked to VAP yet).
ACBD4/5, acyl-CoA-binding domain-containing protein 4/5; ASNA1 (TRC40), arsenite-stimulated ATPase; ATF6, activating transcription factor 6; CALCOCO1, calcium-binding and coiled-coil domain-containing protein 1; CaSR, calcium-sensing receptor; CERT,
ceramide transfer protein; CLN8, ceroid-lipofuscinosis neuronal protein 8; CDIP1, cell death-inducing p53-target protein 1; FAF1, FAS-associated factor 1 (ubiquitin-binding protein); FAPP1, phosphatidylinositol-four-phosphate adapter protein 1; FIP200, FAK family
kinase-interacting protein of 200 kDa; GLTP, glycolipid transfer protein; HCN2, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 2; IFITM3, interferon-inducible transmembrane protein 3; JMY, junction-mediating and -regulatory protein; Kv2, potassium
voltage-gated channel subfamily B;MCS,membrane contact site;MIGA2,mitoguardin 2;MMD,monotopic integral membrane domain;MSP,major spermprotein; NIR, PYK2N-terminal domain-interacting receptor; ORP, oxysterol-binding protein-related protein;
OSBP,oxysterol-bindingprotein;PP2Cϵ, proteinphosphatase2Cϵ; PRA1, prenylatedRabacceptor 1;PTPIP51,protein tyrosinephosphatase-interactingprotein51;RAB3GAP1,RAB3GTPase-activatingprotein catalytic subunit; SCRN1, secernin-1;SNX2, sorting
nexin-2; STARD3, StAR-related lipid transfer protein 3; STARD3NL, STARD3 N-terminal like; TMD, transmembrane domain; TRPC3, transient receptor potential channel 3; TTC39B, tetratricopeptide repeat domain containing protein 39 B; ULK1, UNC-51-like
autophagy-activating kinase 1; Viperin, Virus inhibitory protein, endoplasmic reticulum-associated, interferon-inducible; VPS13, Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 13; WDR44, WD repeat-containing protein 44; YIF1A, YIP1-interacting factor homologue A.
aDue to their interaction with VAP, the proteins also localise at the ER (ER is only mentioned if the protein contains another ER targeting domain, e.g. TMD).
bPredicted FFAT motif, but not confirmed.
cThe FFAT score does not indicate the definite binding strength.
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possess lipid binding capacity, many of its interacting partners have
lipid binding properties, including PTPIP51 and ACBD5. PTPIP51
has a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain with which it can bind
and transfer phosphatidic acid (PA) (Ito et al., 2021; Yeo et al., 2021).
PA supply to mitochondria from the ER is required for the synthesis
of cardiolipin, an important phospholipid of the inner mitochondrial
membrane, which was decreased upon depletion of PTPIP51. This
function was independent of the tethering function of PTPIP51 (Yeo
et al., 2021).Mitochondria-ER contacts are also important for cellular
Ca2+ homeostasis, with transport between the organelles mediated by
the IP3R-GRP75-VDAC1 complex. Although not directly involved
in Ca2+ transfer, the PTPIP51-VAPB interaction plays an important
tethering role to allow the Ca2+ uptake by mitochondria from ER
stores (De Vos et al., 2012). This PTPIP51-VAPB-regulated Ca2+

delivery modulates autophagosome formation and synaptic activity
(Gómez-Suaga et al., 2017, 2019). Additionally, PTPIP51 was shown
to be involved in the mitochondrial Ca2+ overload during cardiac
ischemia/reperfusion, by increasing the mitochondria-sarcoplasmic
reticulum contacts (Qiao et al., 2017).

ACBD5 has an acyl-CoA binding (ACB) domain, which has been
shown to have lipid/fatty acid binding capacity in vitro (Yagita et al.,
2017), but it is not yet clear if it directly transfers lipids between
peroxisomes and the ER. However, as ACBD5 deficient patients
present with accumulation of very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA),
it is suggested that ACBD5 facilitates VLCFA transport into
peroxisomes for degradation via the peroxisomal ABC transporter
for VLCFA (Ferdinandusse et al., 2017; Yagita et al., 2017; Herzog
et al., 2018). The ACBD5-VAPB mediated peroxisome-ER contacts
have also been implicated in the regulation of peroxisomemotility and
positioning, and the delivery of lipids for peroxisomal membrane
expansion to maintain peroxisome biogenesis (Figure 1) (Costello
et al., 2017a; Hua et al., 2017; Darwisch et al., 2020). ACBD5 and
VAPB are also required to support the transfer of plasmalogen
precursors, of which the synthesis is initiated in peroxisomes and
completed in the ER, and for the maintenance of cholesterol levels
(Hua et al., 2017; Herzog et al., 2018).

The examples above illustrate some of the various processes that
occur at mitochondria-ER and peroxisome-ER contact sites. These
processes appear to require contacts to be in a dynamic equilibrium,
with reduced contacts reducing the required substrate transfer but
increased contacts potentially also resulting in an excess of exchange.
For example, whilst loss of PTPIP51-VAPB stimulates autophagy,
increased PTPIP51-VAPB inhibits autophagy implying that
dynamism in the mitochondria-ER interaction is required for this
process (Gómez-Suaga et al., 2017)). In a similar way, whilst loss of
ACBD5-VAPB tethering appears to limit peroxisomal membrane
expansion, increased ACBD5 levels lead to peroxisomal elongation,
potentially implying an excess membrane expansion (Costello et al.,
2017a; Kors et al., 2022). Overall, this suggests that these organelle
interactions involving VAP protein tethers are highly regulated. One
way to regulate tethers would be to modulate the level of interaction
between VAP and its interaction partners. In line with this, we
revealed that the ACBD5-VAPB tether can be modulated by
phosphorylation of serine/threonine residues within the acidic
tract of the FFAT motif (Kors et al., 2022), a mechanism initially
described for CERT (Kumagai et al., 2014). Phosphorylation of these
residues mimics the canonical aspartic and glutamic acid residues,

supporting the acidic environment and enhancing binding to VAPB.
Notably, the acidic tract of PTPIP51 is also mainly composed of
serine/threonine residues, suggesting that phosphorylation of these
residues could as well modulate the binding of PTPIP51 to VAPB.
Indeed, in vitro studies with PTPIP51 FFAT peptide and VAPB
protein revealed a low affinity suggesting a minor contribution to
mitochondria-ER tethering (Yeo et al., 2021). Although this may be
different in vivo, phosphorylation of the acidic tract and the FFAT
core of PTPIP51 (see below) could stengthen the interaction.

In addition to the acidic tract, phosphorylation of the core FFAT
motif of both PTPIP51 and ACBD5 also regulates their interaction
to VAPB. However, the different positions of the phosphorylated
residues have opposing effects on the binding. Phosphorylation of
PTPIP51 at position 4 of the FFAT core (1VYFTASS7) is critical for
VAPB binding in vitro (Di Mattia et al., 2020), while
phosphorylation of ACBD5 at position 5 of the FFAT core
(1VYCDSME7) abolishes the interaction with VAPB (Kors et al.,
2022). The canonical FFAT motif possesses aspartic acid (D) at
position 4, which could be mimicked by phosphorylated threonine
(T) at this position in PTPIP51 to enhance the VAPB binding. The
residue at position 5 of the FFAT core–alanine (A) in the canonical
motif–binds the VAPMSP domain in a hydrophobic pocket (Kaiser
et al., 2005; Furuita et al., 2010). Adding a phosphate group to the
serine (S) at this position in ACBD5 likely causes steric hindrance,
blocking the interaction. We recently showed that GSK3β can
directly phosphorylate this serine residue of the ACBD5 FFAT
core (Figure 1). Accordingly, increased GSK3β activity inhibited
the ACBD5-VAPB interaction and hence peroxisome-ER contacts,
while reduced GSK3β activity increased the organelle associations
(Kors et al., 2022). Interestingly, GSK3β also negatively regulates the
PTPIP51-VAPB interaction and mitochondria-ER associations,
although the precise mechanism is not known (Stoica et al., 2014,
2016; Gómez-Suaga et al., 2022). It was shown that the ALS-
associated proteins TDP-43, FUS and C9orf72-derived dipeptide
repeat polypeptides (DPR) activate GSK3β, causing disruption of the
mitochondria-ER tether and membrane contacts. This suggests
altered mitochondria-ER and peroxisome-ER MCS in TDP-43/
FUS/C9orf72-induced pathologies.

Overall, there are three regulation mechanisms involving
phosphorylation of FFAT motifs: 1) phosphorylation of
residues in the acidic tract enhances the interaction with VAP,
acting as a potential fine-tuning mechanism (Kumagai et al.,
2014; Di Mattia et al., 2020; Kors et al., 2022); 2) phosphorylation
of S/T in position 4 acts as a switch mechanism (OFF/ON), being
critical for VAP binding and defines the so-called “Phospho-
FFAT motif” (Kirmiz et al., 2018; Di Mattia et al., 2020; Guillén-
Samander et al., 2021); and 3) phosphorylation of S/T in position
5 also acts as a switch mechanism (ON/OFF), but in this case the
phosphorylated FFAT motif is not able to interact with VAP
(Mikitova and Levine, 2012; Kors et al., 2022).

VAP HIJACKING BY VIRUSES AND
BACTERIA

The VAP proteins are exploited by various viruses and intracellular
bacteria for their replication. Some pathogens hijack VAP via
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FFATmotifmimicry, while others express pathogenic proteins that
interact with VAP or VAP-interactors in other ways. Below we
describe how different viruses and bacteria make use of the many
functions of VAP for membrane remodelling, the formation of
MCS between the host ER and pathogen-containing
compartments, and targeting host MCS components to rewire
the host lipid metabolism and other processes.

FFAT Motif-Containing Pathogenic Proteins
Chlamydia trachomatis
The bacterium Chlamydia trachomatis is an intracellular
pathogen, causing non-congenital blindness, and is the most
common sexually transmitted infection worldwide. The
bacterium proliferates inside the cell in a membranous
compartment, called an inclusion. The integral inclusion
membrane protein IncV has been found to directly interact
with VAPA/B via two FFAT motifs upon C. trachomatis
infection (280DSSSSS EYMDALE TV; 256ESSSSS SFHTPPN
SD; Figure 2A) (Stanhope et al., 2017). Overexpression of
IncV in C. trachomatis-infected cells enhanced the recruitment
of VAPA and the ER to the inclusion membrane, suggesting that
IncV promotes the formation of inclusion-ER MCS. However,
depletion of IncV had only a moderate impact on VAPA
enrichment at the inclusion membrane, suggesting that other
proteins contribute to the stability of inclusion-ER MCS (e.g.
IncD-CERT-VAPA/B complex, see below). The two FFAT motifs
of IncV both have an acidic tract consisting of multiple serine
residues, suggesting that, like ACBD5, its interaction with VAPA/
B could be regulated by phosphorylation of these residues, to
mimic the negative charge of the conventional acidic residues

(Stanhope et al., 2017). The exact contribution of the IncV-VAP
interaction in Chlamydia pathogenesis remains to be determined.

In mammalian cells, ceramide is transported from the ER to
the Golgi complex at MCS by transport protein CERT for the
synthesis of the membrane lipid sphingomyelin (Table 1).
Another C. trachomatis integral inclusion membrane protein,
IncD, has been found to interact with host CERT, recruiting
CERT and thus its binding partner VAPA/B to the inclusion
membrane (Figure 2A) (Derré et al., 2011; Agaisse and Derré,
2014; Kumagai et al., 2018). In this way the IncD-CERT-VAPA/B
complex may facilitate ceramide transfer from the ER to the
inclusion membrane, where it is converted to sphingomyelin with
the use of host and/or bacterial sphingomyelin synthases (Elwell
et al., 2011; Tachida et al., 2020). This CERT-dependent
sphingomyelin pathway is critical for C. trachomatis replication.

Another example of how C. Trachomatis hijacks components
usually present at host ER-organelle MCS is STIM1. This ER-
resident Ca2+ sensor protein colocalized with VAPB at inclusion-
ER MCS (Agaisse and Derré, 2015). However, the plasma
membrane Ca2+ channel ORAI1, the interaction partner of
STIM1 at PM-ER MCS, did not associate with the inclusion
membrane. Instead, STIM1may work with another Ca2+ channel:
IP3R, an ER protein present at mitochondria-ER MCS. IP3R has
been found to bind both STIM1 (Santoso et al., 2011) and the
inclusion membrane protein MrcA, presumably forming a Ca2+

signalling complex at the inclusion-ER MCS (Nguyen et al.,
2018). Both STIM1 and ITPR3 are required for chlamydial
release via extrusion of the inclusion. The regulation of local
Ca2+ levels may influence the myosin motor complex, which
promotes the extrusion.

FIGURE 1 | Peroxisome-ER and mitochondria-ER membrane contacts tethered by VAP. ACBD5 interacts via its FFAT motif to the major sperm (MSP domain) of
VAP to mediate peroxisome-ER contacts. These peroxisome-ER contacts have been implicated in peroxisome motility, the transfer of cholesterol and plasmalogen
precursors for further synthesis in the ER, and the transfer of membrane lipids for peroxisome proliferation. ACBD5 has an acyl-CoA binding (ACB) domain which likely
binds very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA). PTPIP51 also binds to the VAP-MSP domain via a FFATmotif, whichmediates mitochondria-ER contacts. PTPIP51 has a
tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain with which it can bind and transfer phosphatidic acid (PA) to the mitochondria - required for the synthesis of cardiolipin. Ca2+

uptake by mitochondria from ER stores at these contacts modulates autophagosome formation and synaptic activity. GSK3β negatively regulates both peroxisome-ER
and mitochondria-ER associations. GSK3β acts on the ACBD5-VAP tether by directly phosphorylating the serine residue (S) at position 5 of the ACBD5 FFAT core
(1VYCDSME7). GSK3β can be activated by the ALS-associated proteins TDP-43, FUS and C9orf72-derived dipeptide repeat polypeptides (DPR). Phosphorylation of
PTPIP51 at position 4 of the FFAT core (1VYFTASS7) is critical for binding to VAP.
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Overall, the interaction of Chlamydiamembrane protein IncV
with VAPA/B promotes the formation of inclusion-ER MCS
within cells. At these sites, C. trachomatis redirects several
host proteins for sphingomyelin synthesis (e.g. CERT via
IncD; important for bacterial replication) and Ca2+ signalling
(e.g. STIM1 via MrcA; bacterial extrusion) to assist its
pathogenicity.

Norovirus
Noroviruses are non-enveloped RNA viruses and the primary
cause of gastroenteritis. The murine and human (GI) norovirus

protein NS1/2 has been reported to interact with VAPA/B
(Figure 2B) (Ettayebi and Hardy, 2003; McCune et al., 2017).
Structural analysis revealed that the murine NS1/2-VAP
interaction is mediated by a FFAT-motif mimic located in the
N-terminal NS1 domain of NS1/2 (40ESEDEV NYMTPPE QE)
(McCune et al., 2017). The FFAT-motif is conserved across
murine norovirus strains, although the inherently disordered
NS1 domain itself is not well conserved in contrast to the NS2
domain (Baker et al., 2012). Interestingly, NS1/2 has been found
to form dimers, a property of many FFAT motif-containing
proteins, which could stabilize the interaction with VAP-

FIGURE 2 | VAP hijacking by bacteria and viruses. (A) The Chlamydia integral inclusion membrane proteins IncV and IncD are both found in a complex with VAP.
While IncV binds VAP directly via a FFAT motif, IncD interacts with VAP-interactor CERT, forming an IncD-CERT-VAP complex at inclusion-ER contact sites. CERT may
facilitate ceramide transfer from the ER to the inclusion membrane for the synthesis of sphingomyelin, important for C. trachomatis replication. (B) The murine norovirus
protein NS1/2 binds VAP via its FFAT motif, critical for viral replication. The NS1/2-VAP may tether the replication membrane to the ER. (C) VAP binds to the
hepatitis C virus proteins NS5A and NS5B, important for viral RNA replication at double-membrane vesicles (DMVs). VAP supports the viral replication by recruiting host
NIR2, OSBP, CERT to the DMV-ER contact site. NIR2 transfers PI from the ER membrane to the DMV membrane, where it is converted to PI4P by the PI4P-kinase
PI4KA. The PI4P is then exchanged for cholesterol from the ER by OSBP. The PI4P-phosphatase SAC1 converts PI4P back to PI. CERT transports ceramide from the
ER to the DMV, where it is converted to sphingomyelin, important for the biosynthesis of DMVs. (D) The Adenovirus-2 protein RIDα directly interacts and recruits ORP1L
to maturing early endosomes to form endosome-ER MCS via ORP1L-VAP binding, which facilitates the transport of cholesterol from endosomes to the ER. Here,
cholesterol is converted into cholesteryl esters, which are stored in lipid droplets (LD). Bacterial/viral proteins are indicated in bold.
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dimers. It would be interesting to determine whether the human
NS1/2GI-VAP interaction is also mediated via a FFAT motif.

Strikingly, mutagenesis of the NS1/2 FFAT residues critical for
VAP binding eliminated virus replication (McCune et al., 2017).
Additionally, VAPA depletion in cells showed that VAPA was
important in the early stage of norovirus replication. However, it
is not clear how the NS1/2-VAP interaction contributes to the
viral replication cycle. Localisation of NS1/2 to the ER might
contribute to the formation of the membranous viral replication
compartment, possibly by bridging the ER and replication
membrane via its interaction with VAP and putative
transmembrane domain (Baker et al., 2012).

VAP-Exploiting Pathogens
Hepatitis C Virus
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an enveloped RNA virus that
predominantly infects liver cells, and can cause liver cirrhosis
and cancer. Upon HCV infection, a so-called membranous web,
consisting primarily of double-membrane vesicles (DMVs), is
formed, that is thought to be the site of viral RNA replication.
Three HCV proteins have been reported to associate with VAP.
While a direct interaction for the viral NS3/4A protease was not
examined (Ramage et al., 2015), structural studies have looked
into the binding domains of HCV proteins NS5A and NS5B. The
viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase NS5B interacts via its
C-terminal auto-regulatory motif with the MSP domain of
VAPA/B (Figure 2C) (Gupta and Song, 2016). This
C-terminal motif seems to define whether NS5B is in a folded,
auto-inhibitory state, or in a disordered, active state that binds to
VAP and initiates RNA synthesis. Additionally, several studies
report an interaction between HCV protein NS5A and VAPB,
although they attribute the interaction to different domains. One
study reveals that NS5A forms a dynamic complex with VAP-
MSP by interacting via its disordered C-terminal D3 domain
(Gupta et al., 2012). However, other studies report that the coiled-
coil domain and transmembrane domain of VAPA/B and other
residues of NS5A are essential for NS5A-VAP binding (Tu et al.,
1999; Hamamoto et al., 2005; Goonawardane et al., 2017; Wang
and Tai, 2019). Phosphorylation of NS5A has been reported to
regulate the interaction with VAP (Evans et al., 2004;
Goonawardane et al., 2017).

Overexpression and knockdown studies show that the VAP
proteins play an important, but yet undefined role in the
formation of the HCV replication complex and in RNA
replication (Gao et al., 2004; Hamamoto et al., 2005).
Although the function of NS5A/B-VAP binding in HCV
infection is not fully understood, recent studies are starting to
decipher how VAPA/B supports the viral replication. It has been
suggested that VAP, NIR2 and OSBP operate in a
phosphoinositide cycle between the ER and HCV DMV
membrane (Figure 2C). Both VAP and the VAP-interactor
NIR2 are required to upregulate phosphatidylinositol-4-
phosphate (PI4P) levels during HCV infection (Wang and Tai,
2019), indicating that the phosphatidylinositol (PI) transfer
protein NIR2 transfers PI from the ER membrane to the
DMV membrane, which is then used to generate PI4P by
phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase III α (PI4KA) (Berger et al.,

2011). Interestingly, NS5A was shown to associate with and
stimulate PI4KA activity. The PI4P is then exchanged for
cholesterol from the ER by the VAP-interactor OSBP (Wang
et al., 2014). The PI4P enrichment of the DMV membrane can
also recruit other PI4P-interacting proteins to the DMV-ERMCS
such as the VAP-interactor CERT, which transports ceramide
from the ER to the DMV, where it can be converted to
sphingomyelin, important for the biosynthesis of DMVs
(Gewaid et al., 2020). NIR2, OSBP and CERT normally
function at the Golgi-ER MCS (Table 1).

To inhibit the replication of HCV, the cell has mechanisms to
disrupt the NS5A/B-VAPA/B binding. The ER-associated virus
inhibitory protein Viperin, which binds to both NS5A and the
C-terminal region of VAPA (Table 1), promotes the
degradation of NS5A, an effect that is enhanced by VAPA
(Wang et al., 2012; Ghosh et al., 2020). VAPC, an
unstructured VAPB splice variant, acts as an endogenous
inhibitor by binding to NS5B, interrupting the interaction of
NS5B with VAPA/B (Kukihara et al., 2009; Goyal et al., 2012).
The ability of VAPC to negatively regulate HCV replication has
been of interest in anti-HCV drug development (Wen et al.,
2011). Another potential anti-HCV drug also acts via disrupting
the viral-host protein interaction; bicyclol restricts HCV
replication by upregulating FFAT-motif containing protein
GLTP (Table 1), which interrupted the interaction between
VAPA and NS5A (Huang et al., 2019).

Overall, it seems that the VAP proteins anchor the viral RNA
replication machinery to the ER membrane via viral NS5A/B
interaction, and recruit host VAP interactors (e.g. NIR2, OSBP,
CERT) for the synthesis of cholesterol and sphingomyelin,
important for HCV replication. Targeting VAP in this way
allows pathogens to use a single degenerate and potentially
regulatable FFAT motif to interact with a range of useful host
proteins.

Other Pathogens and Strategies for Utilisation of VAP
In addition to HCV, several other viruses hijack cholesterol
trafficking within the cell. The Aichi virus (AiV) proteins 2B,
2BC, 2C, 3A, and 3AB are found in a complex with VAPA/B,
OSBP and other components of the cholesterol transport
machinery at Golgi-ER MCS such as the PI4P-phosphatase
SAC1 and ACBD3 (which recruits PI4KB) (Sasaki et al., 2012;
Ishikawa-Sasaki et al., 2018). The proteins are recruited to AiV
genome replication sites at the replication organelle (RO)-ER
MCS, where cholesterol accumulates in the RO membrane.
Knockdown of each component resulted in inhibition of AiV
RNA replication. Other viruses that utilise the OSBP-cholesterol
transport to facilitate RNA synthesis at RO membranes include
poliovirus (Arita, 2014), rhinovirus (Roulin et al., 2014) and
encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) (Dorobantu et al., 2015).
Although no virus-VAP (interactor) complexes have been
reported for these viruses, poliovirus and EMCV proteins bind
to PI4KB and PI4KA respectively, which stimulates PI4P
production and leads to recruitment of OSBP.

The Adenovirus-2 (Ad2) adopts a different mechanism to
employ the host cholesterol transport pathway. The Ad2
membrane protein RIDα directly interacts and recruits sterol-
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binding protein ORP1L to maturing early endosomes to form
endosome-ER MCS via ORP1L-VAP binding (Cianciola et al.,
2017) (Figure 2D). RIDα stabilizes the interaction between
ORP1L and VAP, which supports the transport of cholesterol
from maturing endosomes to the ER under high cholesterol
conditions. The RIDα-ORPL1-VAP interaction induces the
conversion of cholesterol into cholesteryl esters, which are
stored in lipid droplets. This change in cholesterol trafficking
attenuates proinflammatory TLR4 signalling involved in the
innate immune response. ORP1L is also hijacked by the
intracellular bacterium Coxiella burnetii, which forms a
lysosome-like parasitophorous vacuole (PV) in the host cell
for its replication (Justis et al., 2017). ORP1L is recruited to
the PV by an unknown PV membrane protein, while also
associating with ER-VAP. Although the function of ORP1L at
PV-ER MCS in C. burnetii pathogenicity is unclear, ORP1L is
important for PV expansion.

Herpes simplex virus type-1 (HSV-1) replicates its DNA and
assembles its capsids in the host cell nucleus. The virion then
crosses the nuclear envelope for further maturation in the
cytoplasm. VAPB contributes to this nuclear egress as
knockdown led to nuclear virion accumulation, however its
exact role in this is still unclear (Saiz-Ros et al., 2019). VAP
also plays a role in the replication of another DNA virus, the
human papillomavirus 16 (HPV-16). However, instead of a role
in nuclear egress, VAP is important in the nuclear entry pathway
of HPV-16 (Siddiqa et al., 2018). Virus particles enter the cell via
endocytic uptake, disassemble into protein complexes that traffic
to the trans-Golgi-network (TGN) and then access the nucleus
during mitosis when the nuclear envelope breaks down. VAP is
required for the endosome-to-Golgi viral protein delivery, as it is
essential for the formation of endosomal tubules induced upon
HPV-16 infection.Whether these viruses exploit VAP directly via
viral protein interactions or via other mechanism needs to be
further elucidated.

The genetic disease cystic fibrosis (CF) is caused by mutations
in the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein.
Patients have an increased susceptibility to bacterial infections
such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection, which aggravates CF.
P. aeruginosa exploits VAPB’s mitochondrial tethering function
for infection (Rimessi et al., 2020). The bacteria induced increased
VAPB and PTPIP51 expression in CF bronchial cells, but not in
non-CF cells. The consequent increase in mitochondria-ER
contacts caused impairment of autophagy, inducing
inflammation and disease progression.

Overall, a variety of different pathogens utilise VAP
interaction and modulation to allow them increased access
to host resources. This likely reflects the multifunctionality of
VAP as a versatile access point (Murphy and Levine, 2016) to
the ER membrane and also the diversity of its interaction
partners, which have roles in many different cellular
functions. Therapeutic strategies which attempt to prevent
pathogen access to VAP could perhaps be feasible but would
need to be carefully targeted as inhibition of VAP function
itself has a dramatic effect on cellular function and is linked
to numerous neuronal disorders, as addressed in the
following section.

THE ROLE OF VAPB IN NEURONAL
DISORDERS

VAPB has been linked to several neurological disorders,
including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) and the α-synucleinopathies, Parkinson’s disease
(PD) and multiple system atrophy (MSA). This is via mutations
in VAPB (ALS, PD) (Nishimura et al., 2004a; Kun-Rodrigues
et al., 2015), disruption of VAPB’s interaction with PTPIP51 and
hence ER-mitochondria contacts (ALS, AD, and PD via α-
Synuclein binding, see Table 1) (Paillusson et al., 2017; Lau
et al., 2020; Gómez-Suaga et al., 2022) or reduced VAPB levels
(ALS, AD, MSA) (Anagnostou et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2020; Mori
et al., 2021). Recent findings on the role of mutated VAPB in the
pathogenesis of ALS are discussed in more detail below.

Clinical Features of Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis Type 8 (ALS8)
An autosomal dominant missense mutation in VAPB, resulting
in a substitution of proline to serine at codon 56 (P56S), was
initially found in several Brazilian families (Nishimura et al.,
2004a, 2004b; Marques et al., 2006). The patients presented with a
heterogeneous phenotype of typical ALS, atypical ALS and late
onset spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), and was termed ALS8
(OMIM 608627) (Nishimura et al., 2004a). Patients with ALS8
have predominant lower motor neuron involvement, with
symptoms including progressive muscle weakness (mainly in
the lower limbs), muscle atrophy, cramp, tremor,
fasciculations, pain, abdominal protrusion, autonomic
dysfunction (e.g. choking, constipation), and subtle cognitive
and behavioural impairments (Nishimura et al., 2004a, 2004b;
Marques et al., 2006; Funke et al., 2010; Kosac et al., 2013; Di et al.,
2016; Chadi et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017; Guber et al., 2018; de
Alcântara et al., 2019; Trilico et al., 2020; Nunes Gonçalves et al.,
2021; Temp et al., 2021; Leoni et al., 2022). ALS8’s clinical
heterogeneity manifests not only in the symptoms but also in
the age of onset (reported at 20–57 years) and the disease
progression (rapid [<5 years] to slow [30+ years]). To
understand the mechanisms behind this phenotypic variability,
researchers compared gene expression profiles of iPSC (induced
pluripotent stem cells)-derived motor neurons from mild and
severe ALS8 patients (Oliveira et al., 2020). VAPB mRNA and
protein levels were equally downregulated in mild and severe
patients. The differentially expressed genes found in the study
were associated with pathways involved in protein translation
and protein targeting to the ER; pathways that may mitigate
neurodegeneration in the mild ALS8 patients by maintaining
proteostasis. Interestingly, a reduction in VAPB mRNA and
protein levels was also observed in the spinal cord of sporadic
and familiar (superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1)-linked) ALS
patients and mice, suggesting a role of VAPB in the
pathogenesis of non-VAPB linked ALS as well (Teuling et al.,
2007; Anagnostou et al., 2010). These reduced levels might be
associated with SNPs (single-nucleotide polymorphisms) within
the VAPB gene (Chen et al., 2010). It has even been suggested that
VAPB aggregates can be used as a pathologic marker in the
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screening of sporadic non-VAPB linked ALS, as VAPB clusters
were detected in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
and fibroblasts isolated from these patients (Cadoni et al., 2020).

Haplotype analysis showed a common Portuguese ancestor of
the Brazilian families, with a founding event 23 generations ago,
resulting in about 200 affected family members (Nishimura et al.,
2005). Mutations in VAPB have not been associated with
sporadic ALS (Conforti et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2007) and the
frequency of VAPB mutations is low in other populations (Tsai
et al., 2011; Ingre et al., 2013; Kenna et al., 2013). However, the
P56S mutation has also been identified in German, Japanese,
Chinese and North American families displaying ALS8
symptoms, and have arisen independently from the Brazilian
patients (Funke et al., 2010; Millecamps et al., 2010; Di et al., 2016;
Guber et al., 2018). Another mutation in codon 56 of VAPB, in
which proline is substituted for histidine (P56H), has also been
found, in a Chinese family with similar clinical features as
patients with P56S (Sun et al., 2017). Other mutations located
in VAPB and associated with ALS are T46I, A145V and V234I
(see Other Mutations in VAPB) (Chen et al., 2010; van
Blitterswijk et al., 2012; Kabashi et al., 2013).

Although VAPB is ubiquitously expressed in the body and
fulfils functions important for basal cell performance, it is mainly
motor neuron dysfunction that is reported in the VAPB P56S/H
patients. Electromyography and muscle/nerve biopsies revealed
neurogenic damage with chronic denervation of muscles and
reduced numbers of myelinated axons (Nishimura et al., 2004a;
Marques et al., 2006; Kosac et al., 2013; Di et al., 2016; Sun et al.,
2017; Guo et al., 2020). Additionally, neuroanatomical
abnormalities were observed in ALS8 patients, including
atrophy in the brainstem, globi pallida and upper cervical
spinal cord (Leoni et al., 2022). The reason why VAPB
mutations lead specifically to neurodegeneration is not well
understood, although VAPB has been found to be highly
abundant in motor neurons and different regions of the brain
(Teuling et al., 2007; Larroquette et al., 2015; Leoni et al., 2022).

VAPB Aggregates
VAPB Aggregate Features and Formation
Several studies have reported that overexpression of VAPB P56S
induces the formation of insoluble cytosolic aggregates in
neuronal and non-neuronal cells (Nishimura et al., 2004b;
Kanekura et al., 2006; Teuling et al., 2007), in culture as well
as in transgenic mice and Drosophila ALS models (Chai et al.,
2008; Ratnaparkhi et al., 2008; Qiu et al., 2013). The aggregation-
prone VAPB P56S recruits wild-type VAPB and, to a lesser
extent, VAPA to the aggregates, having a dominant-negative
effect on normal VAP function (Kanekura et al., 2006; Teuling
et al., 2007; Chai et al., 2008; Ratnaparkhi et al., 2008; Suzuki et al.,
2009). The VAPB mutant has also been shown to sequesters ER-
Golgi recycling protein YIF1A (via its TMD) to the aggregates,
depleting the protein from these organelles (Kuijpers et al.,
2013b). Nevertheless, VAPB P56S does not seem to induce
“classical protein aggregates,” formed of insoluble fibrils, a
hallmark of other neurodegenerative disorders like
Huntington’s disease (huntingtin), PD (α-synuclein) and ALS
(SOD1). For example, VAPB P56S forms aggregates rapidly after

expression (<2 h), while the formation of SOD1 aggregates takes
hours to days (Matsumoto et al., 2005; Fasana et al., 2010).
Additionally, ultrastructural studies showed that
overexpression of the mutant VAPB protein caused
accumulation of large membranous aggregates, consisting of
ribbons of stacked ER cisternae (Teuling et al., 2007; Fasana
et al., 2010; Papiani et al., 2012). Live cell photobleaching
experiments, using ER membrane-targeted GFP, revealed that
VAPB P56S-ER subdomain inclusions are continuous with the
rest of the ER (Fasana et al., 2010). However, there is some
discrepancy between overexpression studies about the presence of
proteins from the secretory pathway in the VAPB aggregates; for
instance, ER luminal proteins calreticulin and PDI, and ER
membrane protein calnexin associate with mutant VAPB
aggregates is some studies, whilst others observed exclusion of
these proteins (Kanekura et al., 2006; Teuling et al., 2007; Prosser
et al., 2008; Fasana et al., 2010; Kuijpers et al., 2013a). This may be
attributed to differences in cell lines, VAPB expression levels, and
the exclusion of some (rough) ER membrane proteins from the
aggregates (Fasana et al., 2010).

To understand how VAPB P56S induces aggregate formation,
we will first discuss how the mutation affects the protein
structure. VAPB proline 56 is conserved in VAPA, but
mutating this residue does not seem to have such a significant
effect, with some studies suggesting that no aggregation was
observed whilst others observe minor levels of aberrant
aggregation for VAPA P56S, notably in HeLa cells (Teuling
et al., 2007; Prosser et al., 2008; Suzuki et al., 2009). VAPA
P56S’s resistance to aggregation seems to rely on two other
proline residues present in this region, whereas VAPB P56S
has only one remaining proline residue (Nakamichi et al.,
2011). Substituting one of the prolines in VAPA P56S to the
equivalent in VAPB P56S (VAPA P56S/P63A), resulted in the
formation of membranous aggregates indistinguishable from
those observed with VAPB P56S. The three proline residues of
VAPA are conserved in the yeast VAP protein Scs2p, which is
also resistant to the ALS8-causing mutation, showing that the
proline distribution is an important feature in the
pathophysiology of ALS8 (Nakamichi et al., 2011).

P56 is located in the MSP domain of VAPB and is critical for
the correct folding of the seven β-strands of the MSP domain
(Figure 3A) (Shi et al., 2010). P56 stabilizes the cis-peptide bond
within the S-shaped loop that connects strands D1 and D2
(Kaiser et al., 2005; Teuling et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2010). The
P56S mutation induces a conformational change within the
recombinant MSP domain, resulting in the exposure of
hydrophobic patches, which may enhance oligomerization of
the mutant VAPB protein under physiological conditions
(Figure 3B) (Kim et al., 2010). However, studies with
recombinant MSP P56S domains show differences in
structural stability and solubility (Kim et al., 2010; Shi et al.,
2010). P56S eliminates the native β-sheet structure in water, and
the exposed hydrophobic patches seem to drive aggregation of
recombinant MSP P56S, making the structure highly insoluble in
various buffers (Shi et al., 2010; Qin et al., 2013a). This makes it
difficult to understand exactly how the VAPB P56S structure
behaves under physiological conditions. Nevertheless, it has been
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shown that MSP P56S retains its ability to bind to FFAT motif-
containing proteins in HeLa cells, but the FFAT-binding of full-
length VAPB P56S is perturbed (Kim et al., 2010). The aberrant
oligomerization of full-length VAPB P56S may interfere with the
binding of FFAT motifs to the MSP domain. In line with this, no
FFAT-motif containing proteins were observed in pull-down
assays using biotinylation-tagged VAPB P56S (Teuling et al.,
2007). However, overexpression of a FFAT motif peptide rescued
the aggregation phenotype of the mutant, suggesting protein
stabilisation via FFAT motif-binding (Prosser et al., 2008).
Additionally, VAPB P56S induces clustering of mitochondria
and peroxisomes that colocalise with the VAPB aggregates (De
Vos et al., 2012; Hua et al., 2017). The clustering of peroxisomes
was dependent on the presence of ACBD5, suggesting that the
mutant VAPB can sequester FFAT-motif containing proteins
such as peroxisomal ACBD5 and possibly mitochondrial
PTPIP51 (De Vos et al., 2012; Hua et al., 2017). However,
FFAT-proteins ORP9 and NIR2 were not detectable in the
VAPB aggregates (Kuijpers et al., 2013a). In summary, the
P56S mutation causes conformational changes in the MSP
domain and although this does not affect FFAT-binding to the
domain on its own, in the presence of full-length VAPB, exposed
hydrophobic patches cause enhanced oligomerization of the
protein, which seems to reduce accessibility to the FFAT-
binding site.

The disordered MSP P56S domain, but not the wild-type MSP
domain, is able to interact with dodecylphosphocholine, a lipid
commonly used to resemble membrane lipids, transforming the
domain into a highly helical conformation (Qin et al., 2013b).
This allows MSP P56S to be inserted into membrane
environments (Qin et al., 2013a). Therefore, the interaction of

VAPB P56S with lipids from the ER membranes could provide a
mechanism for the formation of the membranous aggregates. The
presence of membrane structures within the aggregates could also
be attributed to VAPB being a tail-anchored protein. VAPB P56S
has been shown to be efficiently post-translationally inserted into
the ER membrane, after which it rapidly clusters (Fasana et al.,
2010). This is further confirmed by a study showing that co-
expression of a FFAT-containing peptide with VAPB P56S,
partially restored the characteristic reticular ER pattern of
VAPB (Prosser et al., 2008), suggesting that FFAT binding can
maybe stabilise the mutant MSP structure and that the MSP
domain/FFAT-interaction plays an important role in the
formation of (membranous) aggregates.

Overall, VAPB P56S seems prone to aggregation due to
instability of its MSP structure caused by the mutation.
Because of its unaffected TMD, the mutant protein is still
targeted to the ER membrane (Fasana et al., 2010), where it
forms clusters, recruits wild-type VAPA/B and VAP interactors,
and induces the formation of membranous clusters (Teuling et al.,
2007; Fasana et al., 2010). Conceivably, newly synthesized mutant
VAPB could also aggregate in the cytosol before its insertion into
the ER membrane. This may depend on the rate of protein
synthesis and levels/capacity of the chaperone machinery,
which may differ between different cell types, but could then
give rise to two different types of aggregates, cytosolic and
membranous, which may explain some discrepancy between
studies.

VAPB Aggregate Clearance
While overexpression studies show that VAPB P56S is
aggregation prone, aggregate formation was also induced at

FIGURE 3 | Structure of the VAP MSP domain. (A) Structure of the MSP domain of VAPB (PDB ID: 3IKK) and schematic representation of the domain architecture
of VAPB, with the ALS-related mutations indicated. The two ALS-related residues that are located in the MSP domain (T46 and P56) are mapped onto the structure. (B)
Structure of the MSP domain of VAPB P56S (PDB ID: 2MDK). The ALS-related mutation S56 is mapped onto the structure. (C) Structure of the MSP domain of VAPA in
complex with the OSBP FFATmotif (358EFFDAPE I) (PDB ID: 2RR3). MSP residues T46 and P56 are indicated. The FFAT core residues of OSBP are written in italic.
Images created with UCSF ChimeraX (Pettersen et al., 2021).
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physiological conditions at low levels of mutant VAPB,
comparable to endogenous wild-type protein, in HeLa cells
(Fasana et al., 2010; Papiani et al., 2012). However, more
research is required to clarify in what extend these aggregates
form in patients; it has been shown that iPSC-derived motor
neurons from ALS8 patients have reduced levels of VAPB and no
signs of aggregate accumulation (Mitne-Neto et al., 2011; Oliveira
et al., 2020), while ALS8 patient-derived muscle biopsy and
fibroblasts revealed VAPB aggregates (Tripathi et al., 2021). As
HeLa cells also displayed aggregated VAPA P56S (Teuling et al.,
2007), which was not observed in other cell types, it seems likely
that different cell types show altered VAP aggregate
accumulation.

Discrepancy in detection of aggregates in patients might be
due to differences in clearance of mutant VAPB. VAPB P56S has
been reported to be less stable than the wild-type protein in both
cultured cells and transgenic mice (Papiani et al., 2012; Aliaga
et al., 2013; Genevini et al., 2014). VAPB P56S was
polyubiquitinated shortly after synthesis and degraded by the
proteasome in inducibly-expressing HeLa and NSC34
(motoneuronal) cells, with no evident involvement of basal
autophagy (although it can be targeted by stimulated
autophagy) (Kanekura et al., 2006; Papiani et al., 2012;
Genevini et al., 2014). Ubiquitination of VAPB P56S has also
been observed in motor neurons and muscle of transgenic mice
and flies (Ratnaparkhi et al., 2008; Tsuda et al., 2008; Tudor et al.,
2010). The data further indicates that in the HeLa cells and
transgenic mice, the mutant protein initially avoids degradation,
clusters and is then cleared by the proteasome (Papiani et al.,
2012; Kuijpers et al., 2013a). This comprises the involvement of
ERmembrane chaperone BAP31 and the ATPase chaperone p97/
VCP, proteins involved in ER-associated protein degradation
(ERAD), likely by extracting mutant VAPB from the ER
membrane. However, a study reported that overexpression of
both wild-type and mutant VAPB impaired proteasome activity,
possibly by inducing ER stress (see below) (Moumen et al., 2011),
although this might be attributed to the high levels of expressed
VAPB in comparison to the inducible system. Interestingly, it has
also been reported that VAPB P56S is resistant to proteolysis by
an unidentified protease that releases theMSP domain fromwild-
type VAPB (Gkogkas et al., 2011).

Disruption of Cellular Homeostasis
Below we highlight some of the functions of VAPB and the effects
that VAPB P56S has on ER stress responses and autophagy. But
since VAPB has many functions and binding partners (see
Table 1), and the P56S mutation impacts the protein
properties (see above), it is plausible that most processes
involving VAP are in some extent impacted by mutant VAPB,
including organelle tethering (Yamanaka et al., 2020) and
regulation of PI4P levels (Wilson et al., 2021). We focus on
how VAPB P56S affects motor neurons specifically. However, in
addition to neurological problems, ALS8 patients also exhibit
altered metabolic functions, such as dyslipidemia with increased
cholesterol and triglyceride levels (Marques et al., 2006). VAPB
P56S was found to suppresses adipocyte differentiation
(Tokutake et al., 2015a) and VAPB is involved in different

cholesterol and triglyceride pathways via its binding partners,
as shown in Table 1.

ER Stress
The P56S mutant VAPB causes ER stress (Aliaga et al., 2013;
Larroquette et al., 2015), altered ER domain properties (Fasana
et al., 2010; Papiani et al., 2012; Yamanaka et al., 2020) and
malfunction of the unfolded protein response (UPR), a
physiological reaction to suppress accumulation of misfolded
proteins in the ER (Kanekura et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2009).
In mammalian cells, the three main signalling pathways of UPR
are IRE1, ATF6, and PERK–with all three shown to be affected by
mutant VAPB. VAPB P56S suppress the IRE1-XBP1 pathway
that activates expression of UPR target genes, such as chaperones
and ERAD components (Kanekura et al., 2006; Suzuki et al., 2009;
Tokutake et al., 2015b). VAPB directly interacts with the ER-
localized transcription factor ATF6 which, by acting as an ER
stress sensor, regulates the transcription of genes encoding
chaperones and other UPR transcription factors (Gkogkas
et al., 2008). VAPB P56S was shown to attenuate the ATF6-
mediated UPR transcription. On the other hand, VAPB P56S
activates UPR via PERK-ATF4 which, by promoting the
expression of the pro-apoptotic gene CHOP, initiates the cell
apoptotic pathway under prolonged ER stress (Aliaga et al., 2013;
Tokutake et al., 2015a). Increased basal ER stress and UPR
activation has also been reported in the ALS8 patient-derived
fibroblasts (Guber et al., 2018). Overall, if the UPR impacted by
VAPB P56S cannot restore proteostasis, it might lead to
apoptosis.

Autophagy
Mutant VAPB has been linked with dysfunctional autophagy
(Zhao et al., 2018; Tripathi et al., 2021). The P56S mutation
reduced VAPB’s interaction with early autophagy proteins ULK1
and FIP200, impairing autophagosome biogenesis (see Table 1)
(Zhao et al., 2018). Additionally, VAPB P56S accumulates in
autophagosomes and impairs their clearance, showing that VAPB
acts at different stages of autophagy (Larroquette et al., 2015;
Tripathi et al., 2021). An accumulation and sequestering of
autophagic markers p62 and LC3 at VAPB P56S aggregates
was also observed in ALS8 patient fibroblasts and muscle
biopsies (Tripathi et al., 2021). Impairment of autophagy by
mutant VAPB can result in the aggregation of FUS, TDP-43
and Matrin 3 – mutations in which are associated with familial
ALS–leading to the formation of stress granules (Tudor et al.,
2010; Tripathi et al., 2021). Overexpression of FUS and TDP-43
have both been linked with disruption of the PTPIP51-VAPB
association and hence, mitochondria-ER contacts (Stoica et al.,
2014, 2016) (Figure 1). Loosening mitochondria-ER contacts via
PTPIP51 or VAPB knockdown has been shown to stimulate
autophagosome formation by disrupting the Ca2+ delivery to
mitochondria from ER stores (Gómez-Suaga et al., 2017). VAPB
P56S and TDP-43may also co-operate in the pathogenesis of ALS
by activating the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway (Suzuki and
Matsuoka, 2011). VAPB is also involved in ER-phagy, a selective
form of autophagy for degradation of the ER, via interaction with
the soluble ER-phagy receptor CALCOCO1 which, via ATG8
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binding, connects the ER and autophagosome membranes (see
Table 1) (Nthiga et al., 2020).

VAP in Neurones
Although VAPB is ubiquitously expressed and hence disruption
caused by the P56S mutation would affect all cells in the body,
ALS8 patients mainly present with (lower) motor neuron
dysfunction and neurodegeneration. The large size and complex
morphology of motor neurons make the maintenance of protein
homeostasis and the distribution of organelles a greater challenge.
Hence, motor neurons may be more vulnerable to the overall
homeostatic disruption caused by aberrant VAPB. Several studies
illustrate how VAPB P56S can affect neuron-specific processes and
morphology. For instance, the mutant VAPB disrupts anterograde
mitochondrial axonal transport by disrupting Ca2+ homeostasis in
neurons (Mórotz et al., 2012). Peroxisomal movement in
hippocampal neurones has also been shown to resemble that of
mitochondria and be altered by levels of the peroxisome-ER
tethering protein ACBD5 (Wang et al., 2018). However, unlike
for mitochondria, this did not appear to be dependent upon VAPB
interaction. A loss of the VAPB orthologue in Drosophila also
resulted in abnormal organelle distribution in neuronal axons
and dendrites, including mitochondria and the Golgi apparatus,
which may have contributed to the altered dendrite morphology
(Kamemura et al., 2021), indicating the importance of ER-tethering
in organelle distribution. Furthermore, mitochondria-ER contacts,
mediated by the PTPIP51-VAPB interaction, are present at synapses
and regulate synaptic function (Gómez-Suaga et al., 2019). Loss of
PTPIP51 or VAPB reduced synaptic function and altered dendritic
morphology. VAPB P56S also sequesters VAP-interactor YIF1A
(Table 1), which regulates membrane trafficking into dendrites and
dendritic morphology (Kuijpers et al., 2013b). VAPB is also
important for neurite extension of motor neurons (Genevini
et al., 2014), possibly via its interaction with protrudin (Table 1)
(Saita et al., 2009). Additionally, VAPB P56S led to a loss of HCN
channel activity, important for neuronal and cardiac pacemaker
currents (Silbernagel et al., 2018). These alterations inmotor neurons
may partly explain the neurodegeneration and muscle-related
symptoms observed in ALS8 patients. VAPB P56S may also
affect muscle cells more directly; the VAPB mutation disrupted
the formation of multinuclear myotubes (muscle fibres) by mouse
skeletal muscle cells (Tokutake et al., 2015b) and caused
accumulation of ER Ca2+ sensor STIM1 at neuromuscular
junctions (NMJ) in muscle fibres of ALS8 patients, suggesting
altered intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis (Goswami et al., 2015).
Interestingly, in Drosophila, VAPB regulates the number and size
of synaptic boutons at NMJ (Pennetta et al., 2002; Chai et al., 2008).
Additionally, VAPB deficientmice showed abnormal skeletal muscle
energy metabolism upon fasting (Han et al., 2013). Impaired
degradation pathways, accumulation/aggregation of misfolded
proteins and disrupted Ca2+ homeostasis in motor neurons and
muscle fibres may all contribute to ALS8 pathogenesis.

Acknowledging the various roles VAPB plays in many
important physiological pathways, it is not surprising that
disruption of the protein has a major effect on cellular
homeostasis. Nevertheless, it is still under debate whether the
P56S mutation in VAPB induces the symptoms of ALS8 patients

by a loss of function (lost/reduced protein interactions), a toxic
gain of function (aggregate formation, protein sequestering), or a
dominant negative effect (wild-type VAP recruitment). VAPB
P56S aggregates in the nervous system of transgenic mice did not
cause motor neuron dysfunction, suggesting that aggregates are
not sufficient to initiate pathogenesis (Tudor et al., 2010; Qiu
et al., 2013), although, with a higher fold increase of VAPB P56S
protein expression, mice developed abnormal motor behaviour
and progressive degeneration of corticospinal motor neurons
(Aliaga et al., 2013). A study using both homozygous and
heterozygous VAPB P56S knock-in mice showed defects in
motor behaviours, with accumulation of cytoplasmic
inclusions selectively in motor neurons before onset of the
defects, though the homozygous knock-in mice presented with
amore severe phenotype, reflecting a dose-dependent effect of the
mutant protein (Larroquette et al., 2015). On the other hand,
VAPB knockdown was sufficient to lead to motor deficits in
zebrafish and mild, late-onset motor deficits were observed in
VAPB knockout mice, however, VAPB depletion was unable to
induce a complete ALS phenotype (Kabashi et al., 2013). Thus,
VAPB P56S abnormalities might be a combination of gained and
lost functions, in a dominant and dose-dependent manner.

Other Mutations in VAPB
A second mutation located in the MSP domain of VAPB has also
been associated with familial ALS. An amino acid change from
threonine to isoleucine at codon 46 (T46I) was identified in a
patient from the United Kingdom, with non-Brazilian
kindred–affected family members were not available to screen
(Chen et al., 2010). The patient presented with typical ALS, with
onset of symptoms at the age of 73 years. Unlike the P65S
mutation that completely eliminates the native MSP structure
in various buffers (Shi et al., 2010), MSP T46I retains a structure
highly similar to the native MSP domain, although with reduced
stability (Lua et al., 2011). This makes the MSP domain more
easily accessible to unfolded intermediates that are prone to
aggregation as shown in vitro, in cultured cells as well as in
vivo (Chen et al., 2010; Lua et al., 2011). T46 is part of the
hydrophobic pocket that binds the side chain of FFAT motif
residue 5 (A) and forms hydrogen bonds with the side chains of
FFAT motif residues 2 (F) and 3 (F) (Figure 3C) (Kaiser et al.,
2005; Furuita et al., 2010). The threonine to isoleucine
substitution induced some dynamic changes of local regions
within the MSP domain (Lua et al., 2011). These alterations
seem to affect the ability of VAPB to bind FFAT-motif containing
proteins, as illustrated with the NIR2 FFAT motif that showed a
3-fold decrease in binding affinity (Chen et al., 2010). Analysis of
VAPB T46I in neuronal cells and D. melanogaster indicates
similar cellular abnormalities as with the P56S mutation, such
as wild-type VAPB sequestering, ER fragmentation and
neurodegeneration.

Two VAPB mutations outside of the MSP domain have also
been identified in ALS patients. An alanine to valine substitution
at codon 145 (A145V) was identified (Kabashi et al., 2013), which
is located in the region between the MSP and TMD of VAPB but
little else is known about the pathogenicity of A145V.
Furthermore, V234I was identified in a patient of Dutch
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origin, who also harboured a repeat expansion in C9orf72, an ALS
causative gene (van Blitterswijk et al., 2012). Transgenic
expression of the VAPB V234I orthologue in D. melanogaster
was able to induce ALS hallmarks (Sanhueza et al., 2014). The
valine to isoleucine substitution is located in the transmembrane
domain of VAPB, and although it is close to the dimerization
motif, it did not affect VAPB dimerization (Chattopadhyay and
Sengupta, 2014). However, the V234I mutation seems to affect
the ER-targeting of VAPB as it did not localize with ER-marker
PDI. The V234I mutated VAPB did not form typical P56S
aggregates, but formed small aggregates/granules in HeLa cells,
which may lead to cell death (Chattopadhyay and Sengupta,
2014).

CONCLUSION

Here, we provided a timely summary of the constantly growing
number of VAP interacting proteins, their FFAT motifs (if
present) and interaction domains, which will present a helpful
overview for future studies on VAP binding partners. We
discussed new findings on the regulation of VAP binding by
phosphorylation of the FFAT motif core, and the role of GSK3β
in the regulation of both mitochondria-ER and peroxisome-ER
membrane contact sites. How the interaction of VAP with
tether proteins and other interaction partners is regulated, is
still not well explored. Future studies may shed light on the
regulation of those interactions and their impact on the
multiple cellular functions of VAP proteins. An intriguing
aspect is also the hijacking of VAP by bacteria and viruses
and its role in pathogen infection. It will be interesting to
investigate if and how the organelle-specific binding partners
are influenced, and if those proteins are suitable new
therapeutic targets to combat pathogen infection.
Furthermore, the impact of VAP mutations on neurological
disorders deserves further investigation. Although our
knowledge about VAP and its binding partners at membrane

contacts has increased, we do not yet fully understand the
(patho)physiological consequences of altered ER-organelle
contacts and how this would impact on neurological
functions. Thus, VAP proteins and their interacting proteins
will remain in the focus of fundamental, discovery-based
research as well as biomedical studies.
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Structure–function analysis of
the ER-peroxisome contact site
protein Pex32

Fei Wu† and Ida J. van der Klei*

Molecular Cell Biology, Groningen Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology Institute, University of
Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands

In the yeast Hansenula polymorpha, the ER protein Pex32 is required for

associating peroxisomes to the ER. Here, we report on a structure–function

analysis of Pex32. Localization studies of various Pex32 truncations showed that

the N-terminal transmembrane domain of Pex32 is responsible for sorting.

Moreover, this part of the protein is sufficient for the function of Pex32 in

peroxisome biogenesis. The C-terminal DysF domain is required for

concentrating Pex32 at ER-peroxisome contact sites and has the ability to

bind to peroxisomes. In order to better understand the role of Pex32 in

peroxisome biogenesis, we analyzed various peroxisomal proteins in pex32

cells. This revealed that Pex11 levels are strongly reduced in pex32 cells. This

may explain the strong reduction in peroxisome numbers in pex32 cells, which

also occurs in cells lacking Pex11.

KEYWORDS

peroxisome, endoplasmic reticulum, pex32, PEX11, contact site

Introduction

Proteins of the Pex23 family exclusively occur in yeast and filamentous fungi (Jansen

et al., 2021). Members of this family contain an N-terminal domain with several predicted

transmembrane (TM) helices and a DysF motif at the extreme C-terminus. So far, little is

known about the function of both domains. For Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pex30 and

Pex31, two members of the Pex23 family, a reticulon-like region in the membrane-bound

domain was shown to display membrane tubulation activity (Joshi et al., 2016).

All yeast species contain several members of the Pex23 family. S. cerevisiae has five

(Pex28, Pex29, Pex30, Pex31, and Pex32), while Hansenula polymorpha has four (Pex23,

Pex24, Pex29, and Pex32) (Jansen et al., 2021). The absence of a member of the

Pex23 family generally results in abnormal peroxisome numbers and/or size,

explaining why these proteins were designated Pex. Some members also play a role in

the formation of lipid bodies (Joshi et al., 2018;Wang et al., 2018) or accumulate at nuclear

vacuole junctions (NVJs) (Wu et al., 2020; Ferreira and Carvalho, 2021). The function of

Pex23 proteins at NVJs is still unknown.

Although Pex23 family proteins were initially reported to be peroxisomal membrane

proteins, recent studies showed that they localize to ER (Mast et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2020).

Often, Pex23 proteins accumulate at specialized ER regions, where contact sites are formedwith
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other organelles, such as peroxisomes or the nucleus. These

specialized ER regions are also implicated in the formation of

pre-peroxisomal vesicles and lipid bodies (Joshi et al., 2018).

We recently showed that H. polymorpha Pex23, Pex24, and

Pex32, but not Pex29, play important roles in the formation of

ER-peroxisome contact sites (Wu et al., 2020). In the absence of

HpPex23, HpPex24, or HpPex32, fewer peroxisome-ER contact

sites occur, paralleled by a reduction in the average peroxisomal

membrane surface and decreased peroxisome numbers (Wu

et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2022). The reduction in peroxisomal

membrane surface suggests that contact sites may play a role in

the transfer of lipids from ER to peroxisomes to allow organellar

expansion. Recent data indicated that the bulk lipid transporter

protein Vps13 may contribute to lipid transfer at these contacts

(Yuan et al., 2022).

Why peroxisome numbers are decreased in cells lacking

Pex23 family proteins is still unknown. Intriguingly, H.

polymorpha pex23 and pex24 cells have very similar peroxisome

abnormalities as H. polymorpha pex11 cells, namely reduced

peroxisome abundance together with an increase in organellar size

(Krikken et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2022). Like in pex23, pex24, and

pex32 cells, also in pex11 cells, peroxisome-ER contact sites are

disrupted (Wu et al., 2020), suggesting that Pex23 family proteins

at ER together with Pex11 at the peroxisomalmembrane are involved

in peroxisome-ER contact site formation. Pex11 is an abundant

peroxisomal membrane protein (PMP), well known for its role in

peroxisome multiplication (Erdmann and Blobel, 1995; Krikken

et al., 2009; Carmichael and Schrader, 2022). Intriguingly, S.

cerevisiae Pex11 was shown to be important for the formation of

peroxisome-mitochondria contacts, suggesting that it may be a

general contact site resident protein (Mattiazzi Ušaj et al., 2015;

Wu et al., 2020).

H. polymorpha Pex32 is a crucial Pex23 family protein for

peroxisome biogenesis because of absence of Pex32 results in

most severe peroxisomal defects (Wu et al., 2020). Here, we

investigated the function of different domains of HpPex32. We

show that the second transmembrane (TM) helix harbors ER

targeting information. The DysF domain has the capacity to

associate with peroxisomes but is not essential for the

Pex32 function. Unexpectedly, Pex11 levels are very low in

pex32 cells. This may explain why peroxisome numbers are

low in pex32 cells, like in pex11 cells.

Results

The overproduced Pex32 N-terminal
domain localizes to the ER, while the
C-terminal DysF domain can associate to
peroxisomes

Sequence analysis of the H. polymorpha Pex32 protein

revealed four predicted TM helices in the N-terminus and a

DysF motif at the extreme C-terminus (Wu et al., 2020)

(Figure 1A). To analyze which part of the protein is

important for sorting to ER, we constructed several truncated

variants containing GFP at the C-terminus. Considering the very

low endogenous Pex32 levels (Wu et al., 2020), all truncations

were produced under the control of the relatively strong ADH1

promoter (PADH1). We previously showed that overproduced

full-length Pex32-GFP localizes to ER similar to the

endogenously produced protein (Wu et al., 2020). The

constructs were introduced in a pex32 strain, also producing

BiP-mCherry-HDEL as the ER marker, and analyzed by confocal

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM, Airy Scan). The western blot

analysis using anti-GFP antibodies confirmed that all

Pex32 variants were present at the expected molecular weight

(Supplementary Figure S1).

In line with our earlier report overproduced full-length

Pex32-GFP localizes to the peripheral ER and nuclear

envelope [Figure 1B; (Wu et al., 2020)]. Removal of the

extreme N-terminal 31 residues, which precede the first

predicted TM helix (Pex32Δ31) or removal of the C-terminal

DysF domain (Pex32™
(I−IV)) did not affect sorting to ER,

indicating that ER sorting information is present in the region

containing four predicted TM helices, as expected.

To study which region in the membrane-bound domain of

Pex32 is required for sorting to ER, the location of several

truncated variants was determined by fluorescence

microscopy. Of these constructs, a truncation consisting of

only the first TM helix [PADH1Pex32™
(I)] was mainly

cytosolic, with only very little fluorescence detectable at the

nuclear envelope. All other constructs are fully co-localized

with the ER marker. These include a construct consisting of

only the second TM helix [Pex32™
(II)], the first second TM

helices [Pex32™
(I−II)] or the first third TM helices [Pex32™

(I−III)].

Similarly, a construct lacking the first TM helix [Pex32™
(II−IV)] is

localized to the ER. The protein level of a construct consisting of

the third and fourth TM helix [without the DysF domain;

Pex32™
(III−IV)] was below the limit of detection by

fluorescence microscopy and therefore could not be localized.

To summarize, our study revealed that all constructs

containing TM(II) localized to ER, indicating that TM(II)

contains ER sorting information. Whether ER sorting

information is also present in TM(III) or TM(IV) could not

be established.

Overexpression of the soluble DysF domain containing a

C-terminal GFP in pex32 cells (Pex32DysF-GFP) resulted in

some spots of higher intensity in addition to cytosolic

fluorescence (Figure 1C). Co-localization experiments

showed that these spots frequently overlapped with the

Pex14-mKate2 peroxisomal membrane marker (Figure 1C),

indicating that the soluble DysF domain is capable to

associate with peroxisomes. Note that not all pex32 cells

contain peroxisomes, therefore many cells lack a Pex14-

mKate2 spot (Wu et al., 2020).
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The DysF domain is not essential for
Pex32 function in peroxisome biogenesis

To analyze the role of the different domains of Pex32 in

peroxisome biology, we quantified peroxisome numbers in pex32

cells producing Pex32 truncations containing GFP at the

C-terminus. To rule out overproduction artifacts, all truncations

were produced under the control of the endogenous promoter

(PPEX32). AWT strain producing full-length Pex32 containing GFP

at the C-terminus (PPEX32Pex32
FL-GFP) was used as a positive

control, while pex32 was included as a negative control.

Peroxisomes were marked with PMP47-mKate2 and images

were obtained by wide-field microscopy. Cells were grown on a

mixture of glycerol and methanol to induce peroxisome

proliferation. In line with our previous observations, the absence

of Pex32 resulted in a strong decrease in peroxisome numbers

(Figures 2A,B). Peroxisome numbers are restored to WT levels

upon introduction of a construct that contains the N-terminal

domain [pex32:Pex32™
(I−IV)], also including first 31 N-terminal

residues (Figures 2A,B). Similarly, the growth defect of pex32

cells on glycerol/methanol was fully rescued upon introduction

of the entire Pex32 N-terminal domain [pex32:Pex32™
(I−IV);

Figure 2C]. None of other smaller constructs fully

complemented pex32 in terms of peroxisome numbers or

growth on glycerol/methanol (Figures 2B,C). These findings

indicate that the complete N-terminus (extreme N-terminal

31 residues together with the four predicted TM helices) is

required and sufficient for Pex32 function. Consequently, the

DysF domain is not required for the function of H. polymorpha

Pex32 in peroxisome biology.

FIGURE 1
Pex32 TM helices contain ER sorting information, while the DysF domain has the capacity to associate with peroxisomes. (A) Predicted
Pex32 structure. Transmembrane helixes (TMs) are numbered I, II, III and IV. (B) Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) Airy-scan analysis of
glucose-grown pex32 cells producing the ER marker Bip-mCherry-HDEL and the indicated Pex32 truncations fused to GFP and produced under
control of the PADH1. Images were processed differently, in order to visualize the GFP signal optimally. Scale bars: 2 μm. (C) CLSM Airy-scan
images of glucose-grown cells (top) and fluorescence microscopy (FM) images of methanol/glycerol-grown pex32 cells producing Pex14-mKate2
and PADH1Pex32DysF-mGFP (bottom). Scale bars: 2 μm.
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The western blot analysis using antibodies against GFP

revealed that all Pex32 constructs were present at the expected

size, except for Pex32™
(II−IV) and Pex32Δ31, which were below the

limit of detection (Figure 2D). Therefore, the inability of the

latter two constructs to complement pex32 cells maybe due to

insufficient protein levels. For full-length Pex32 as well as for

some of the truncations also a band of approx. 27 kDa was

observed. This band most likely represents free GFP.

In glucose-grown WT cells Pex32-GFP, produced under the

control of the endogenous promoter, accumulates in a single spot

per cell, which represents the peroxisome-ER contact site (Wu

et al., 2020) (Figure 2E, Pex32FL). However, upon removal of the

DysF domain, GFP fluorescence was no longer concentrated in a

single spot [pex32:Pex32™
(I−IV)] (Figure 2E). This suggests that

the DysF domain of Pex32 contributes to concentrating Pex32 at

peroxisome-ER contacts.

FIGURE 2
N-terminal domain of Pex32 is important for its function, while the DysF domain is required to accumulate Pex32 at peroxisome-ER contact
sites. (A) FM analysis of methanol/glycerol-grown pex32 cells producing Pmp47-mKate2 and indicated Pex32 truncations containing GFP at the
C-terminus and produced under the control of PPEX32. Scale bar: 2 μm. (B) Quantification of the average number of peroxisomes per cell in the
indicated strains. Error bars represent s.d. from three independent experiments (n = 3 using 200 cells from each experiment). Significance
indications: n. s. = p > 0.05, * = p < 0.01. (C) Optical densities of the indicated strains upon growth for 16 h on methanol/glycerol medium.
Significance indications: n. s. = p > 0.05, * = p < 0.01. Error bars represent s.d. from three independent experiments. (D)Western blot analysis of the
indicated strains. Cells were grown in a methanol/glycerol medium for 16 h. Blots were decorated with anti-GFP or anti-Pyc1 antibodies. Pyc1 was
used as a loading control. (E) FM analysis of glucose-grownWT cells producing Pex32-GFP (left) or pex32 cells producing Pex32TM(I-IV) (right). Scale
bar: 2 μm.
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In contrast to the DysF domain of Pex32, the DysF

domain of H. polymorpha Pex23 is essential for its

function (Supplementary Figure S2). Cells lacking Pex23

(pex23) or only producing the N-terminal membrane-

bound domain of Pex23 without the DysF domain showed

a similar phenotype as pex23 cells (Supplementary Figure S2).

Replacing the DysF domain of Pex23 with the same domain of

Pex32 did not restore peroxisome formation (Supplementary

FIGURE 3
Reduced peroxisome abundance in pex32 cells is not caused by autophagy. (A) FM images of DsRed-SKL produced in WT, pex32, and
pex32 atg1 cells grown on glucose for 4 h. Scale bar: 2 μm. (B) Quantification of the average number of peroxisome per cell in indicated strains.
Error bars represent s.d. from three independent experiments (n = 3 using 200 cells from each experiment). Significance indications: n. s. = p > 0.05,
*** = p < 0.001.

FIGURE 4
Pex11 levels are low in pex32 cells. (A) Western blot analysis and (B) quantification of indicated proteins in WT, pex32, and indicated negative
control cells grown for 16 h on methanol/glycerol. Blots were decorated with anti-Pex11p, anti-Pex3p, anti-Pex14p, anti-AOX, or anti-Pyc1
antibodies. Pyc1 was used as a loading control. In B, the protein levels of WT cells were set to 1. Significance indications: n. s. = p > 0.05, ***p = <
0.001. The error bars represent s.d. from three independent experiments. (C) FM images of WT, pex11, and pex32 cells producing GFP-SKL
grown on methanol/glycerol for 6 h. Scal e bar: 2 μm. (D) Western blot analysis of the indicated strains grown on methanol/glycerol for 6 h. Blots
were decorated with anti-Pex11p or anti-Pyc1 antibodies. Pyc1 was used as a loading control.
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Figure S2), indicating that there is no functional redundancy

among the DysF domains of Pex23 and Pex32.

The reduction of peroxisome abundance
in pex32 cells is not caused by enhanced
autophagy

Deletion of PEX32 results in a strong reduction of

peroxisome numbers (Wu et al., 2020). To block

autophagy, we deleted ATG1 in pex32. The quantitative

analysis of FM images of cells producing the peroxisomal

matrix marker DsRed-SKL revealed that peroxisome

numbers were similar in pex32 and pex32 atg1 cells

(Figures 3A,B). This indicates that the reduced peroxisome

numbers in pex32 are not due to autophagy.

Deletion of PEX32 results in reduced
Pex11 levels

To understand why peroxisome numbers are reduced in pex32

cells, we analyzed the levels of several peroxisomal proteins by

western blotting. As shown in Figures 4A,B the levels of the

peroxisomal matrix protein alcohol oxidase (AOX) were similar

in pex32 and WT cells. Also, PMPs Pex3 and Pex14 were similar

in both strains. However, Pex11 levels were strongly reduced in pex32

cells. As reported previously, Pex11 levels are also reduced in H.

polymorpha pex3 cells, which were included as a negative control for

the Pex3 blot (Knoops et al., 2014).

To investigate whether the peroxisome phenotype was restored

by artificially increasing Pex11 levels, PEX11was overexpressed using

the strong AOX promoter (PAOX) in pex32 cells producing the

peroxisomal matrix protein GFP-SKL. As expected, PEX11

overexpression resulted in enhanced peroxisome proliferation in

WT and pex11 controls (Figure 4C). The western blot analysis

confirmed the increase in Pex11 protein levels in these two

strains. In contrast, pex32:PAOXPEX11 cells still showed

mislocalization of GFP-SKL to the cytosol, like in the pex32

control (Figure 4C). Also, Pex11 levels were not increased in

pex32 cells upon overexpression of PEX11 (Figure 4D).

Discussion

Here, we show that the second predicted TM in the N-terminal

domain ofH. polymorpha Pex32 is important for sorting the protein

to ER, while the C-terminal DysF domain is capable to associate with

peroxisomes. DysF is important to concentrate Pex32 at peroxisome-

ER contact sites. Unexpectedly, theDysF domain is redundant for the

function of Pex32 in peroxisome biogenesis. Finally, we show that

Pex11 levels are strongly reduced in pex32, which explains low

peroxisome abundance, as observed in pex11 cells.

Localization studies of various truncated Pex32 variants revealed

that removal of the first N-terminal 31 residues or the DysF domain

had no effect on ER sorting, indicating that the region with the four

predicted TM helices contains ER sorting information. The western

blot analysis revealed that deletion of the first 31 N-terminal residues

caused a strong decrease in protein levels (Supplementary Figure S1;

Figure 2D). Possibly, the absence of this part of the protein makes

Pex32 more susceptible to proteolytic degradation.

A construct consisting of only TM(I) was mainly cytosolic, while

the levels of the construct consisting of TM(III-IV) were too low to

allow its localization. All constructs containing TM(II) localized to ER,

indicating that this domain contains ER sorting information.

We show that the DysF domain is redundant for the role of H.

polymorphaPex32 in peroxisome biology because peroxisome defects

are restored upon introduction of a Pex32 construct lacking the DysF

domain in pex32 cells. This observation differs from earlier findings

in P. pastoris and S. cerevisiae. In P. pastoris, DysF domains of

Pex30 and Pex31 are essential for the regulation of peroxisome

number and size (Yan et al., 2008). Similarly, the DysF domain of S.

cerevisiae Pex30 was shown to be essential for normal peroxisome

biology (Ferreira and Carvalho, 2021). Moreover, removal of the

ScPex30 DysF domain results in defects in the NVJ organization and

lipid body clustering (Ferreira and Carvalho, 2021).

Our data show that accumulation of HpPex32-GFP at

peroxisome-ER contact sites requires the DysF domain because

GFP fluorescence no longer is present in a single spot per cell

when the DysF motif was removed. Moreover, we showed that

the Pex32DysF domain has the ability to associate with peroxisomes.

Most likely the Pex32 DysF domain has a binding partner at the

peroxisomal membrane, which keeps the protein concentrated at

peroxisome-ER contact sites. This accumulation apparently is not

essential, because a construct lacking the DysF domain, which does

not accumulate at contact sites, still can functionally complement a

pex32 deletion strain. Possibly in these cells, sufficient Pex32 is

present at the contact sites for their function.

We show that cells lacking Pex32 have strongly reduced

Pex11 levels, while the levels of other peroxisomal proteins tested

were normal. Moreover, upon placing PEX11 under the control of a

strong promoter in pex32 cells, Pex11 protein levels were not

enhanced, suggesting that Pex32 is required to maintain normal

Pex11 levels. This observation may explain why in pex32 cells

peroxisome numbers are strongly reduced as observed for pex11

cells. Why Pex11 levels are low in pex32 is not yet understood and

requires further analysis.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions

H. polymorpha cells were grown in batch cultures at 37°C on

mineral media (Van Dijken et al., 1976) supplemented with 0.5%

glucose or 0.5%methanol, or amixture of 0.5%methanol and 0.05%
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glycerol as carbon source. When required leucine was added to a

final concentration of 60 μg/ml. For growth on plates, YPD media

(1% yeast extract, 1% peptone, and 1% glucose) or YND media

(0.67% yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (YNB; Difco; BD)

and 0.5% glucose) were supplemented with 2% agar. Resistant

transformants were selected using 100 μg/ml zeocin (Invitrogen),

100 μg/ml nourseothricin (WERNER BioAgents), or 300 μg/ml

hygromycin (Invitrogen).

Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used for cloning. E. coli cells

were grown at 37°C in Luria broth (LB) media (1% Bactotryptone,

0.5% Yeast Extract, and 0.5% NaCl) supplemented with 100 μg/ml

ampicillin or 50 μg/ml kanamycin. 2% agar was added in LBmedium

for growth on plates.

Construction of H. polymorpha strains

All strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are listed

in Supplementary Tables S1, S2, and S3, respectively. Plasmid

integration was performed as described previously (Faber et al.,

1994). All integrations were confirmed by PCR. Gene deletions

were confirmed by PCR and Southern blotting.

Construction of strains expressing GFP-
tagged Pex32 truncations

Plasmids encoding PADH1Pex32™
(I−IV)-mGFP and

PADH1Pex32
DysF-mGFP were constructed as follows: a PCR

fragment encoding the N-terminus (all 4 TMs) of PEX32 was

obtained using primers Fw Pex321-696 and Rv Pex321-696 with H.

polymorpha yku80 genomic DNA as a template. Similarly, a PCR

fragment encoding the DysF domain of PEX32 was obtained with

primers Fw Pex32697-1062 and Rv Pex32697-1062. The obtained PCR

fragments were digested with HindIII and BglII and separately

inserted between the HindIII and BglII sites of plasmid pHIPZ18-

INP1-GFP, resulting in pHIPZ18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-mGFP and

pHIPZ18-PEX32DysF-mGFP. Both plasmids and pAMK106 were

digested by HindIII and SalI separately, and ligated, resulting in

pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-mGFP and pHIPN18-PEX32DysF-mGFP.

By using pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-mGFP as the template,

primer pairs: 1) Fw Pex321-696/Rev Pex321-501, 2) Fw Pex321-

696/Rev Pex321-312, and 3) Fw Pex321-696/Rev Pex321-177 were

used to amplify constructs containing: 1) PEX32™
(I−III), 2)

PEX32™
(I−II), and 3) PEX32™

(I), respectively. PCR products

were digested with HindIII and BglII, and inserted between

the HindIII and BglII sites of pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-mGFP

separately to obtain pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−III)-mGFP, pHIPN18-

PEX32™
(I−II)-mGFP, and pHIPN18-PEX32™

(I)-mGFP.

Plasmids pHIPN18-PEX32™
(II−IV)-mGFP and pHIPN18-

PEX32Δ31-mGFP were constructed by using the same method. H.

polymorpha Pex32-mGFP genomic DNA was used as the template,

using primer pairs Fw Pex32(169–1062)/Rv DysFPEX32-mGFP and Fw

Pex32(94–1062)/Rv DysFPEX32-mGFP to amplify fragments containing

PEX32™
(II−IV)-mGFP and PEX32Δ31-mGFP, respectively. Both PCR

products and pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-GFP were restricted by

HindIII and XhoI separately, resulting in pHIPN18-

PEX32™
(II−IV)-mGFP and pHIPN18-PEX32Δ31-mGFP.

The plasmid for PEX32 overexpression was constructed as

follows: a PCR fragment containing full-length PEX32 was

obtained using primers Fw Pex321-696 and Rv DysFPEX32-mGFP

with Pex32-mGFP strain as a template. The PCR product and

pHIPN18-Pex32™
(I−IV)-mGFP were digested by HindIII and XhoI

and ligated resulting in pHIPN18-PEX32-mGFP.

All aforementioned plasmids were linearized with AatII and

integrated into pex32 strains separately to produce PADH1Pex32-

mGFP, PADH1Pex32™
(I−IV)-mGFP, PADH1Pex32™

(I−III)-mGFP,

PADH1Pex32™
(I−II)-mGFP, PADH1Pex32™

(I)-mGFP,

PADH1Pex32™
(II−IV)-mGFP, PADH1Pex32

Δ31-mGFP, or

PADH1Pex32
DysF-mGFP. DraI-linearized pHIPX7-BiPN30-mCherry-

HDEL was integrated into various truncations independently to

express BiP-mCherry-HDEL.

To obtain pHIPN18-PEX32™
(II)-mGFP and pHIPN18-

PEX32™
(III−IV)-mGFP, plasmid pHIPN18-PEX32™

(I−IV)-mGFP

was used as a template, and primer pairs Fw Pex32o2TM/Rev

Pex321-312, Fw Pex32TM3+4/Rv Pex321-696 were used to amplify

fragments containing PEX32™
(II) and PEX32™

(II−IV),

respectively. These PCR products and pHIPN18-PEX32™
(I−IV)-

mGFP were digested withHindIII and BglII and ligated to obtain

pHIPN18-PEX32™
(II)-mGFP and pHIPN18-PEX32™

(III−IV)-

mGFP. AatII-linearized plasmids were integrated into pex32:

BiP-mCherry-HDEL separately to produce PADH1Pex32™
(II)-

mGFP and PADH1Pex32™
(III−IV)-mGFP.

Plasmids for producing various Pex32 truncations under the

control of the PEX32 promoter were constructed as follows: PCRwas

performed on yku80 genomic DNA to amplify the PEX32 promoter

using primers PPEX32 fw and PPEX32 rev. The obtained PCR fragment

was digested with NotI and HindIII, and then replaced the ADH1

promoter (PADH1) in NotI/HindIII digested variants of

Pex32 truncations. All constructions under the control of PPEX32
were linearized with EcoRV and integrated into pex32:Pmp47-

mKate2 cells separately to produce Pex32™
(I−IV)-mGFP,

Pex32™
(I−III)-mGFP, Pex32™

(I−II)-mGFP, Pex32™
(I)-mGFP,

Pex32™
(II−IV)-mGFP, Pex32Δ31-mGFP, and Pex32DysF-mGFP.

Construction of the pex32 atg1 double
deletion strain

To construct pex32 atg1, a PCR fragment containing the ATG1

deletion cassette was amplified with primers pDEL-ATG1-fwd and

pDEL-ATG1-rev using plasmid pARM011 as a template. The

resulting ATG1 deletion cassette was transformed into pex32 cells

to get a double mutant of pex32 atg1. DraI-linearized

pAMK15 plasmid was transformed into pex32 atg1 cells to

produce DsRed-SKL.
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Construction of strains expressing PEX11
under control of the alcohol oxidase
promoter (PAOX)

Plasmid pHIPH4-PEX11 was produced by ligation of NotI and

SmaI digested pHIPX4-PEX11 and pHIPH7-PEX11. The plasmid

pHIPX4-PEX11 was constructed as follows: a PCR fragment

containing PEX11 was obtained using primers Pex11-3 and

Pex11-4 with WT genomic DNA as a template. The PCR

product and pHIPX4 were restricted by HindIII and SalI, ligated

which result in pHIPX4-PEX11. pHIPH7-PEX11 was constructed

from the ligation of BamHI and XmaI digested pHIPH5-PEX11 and

pHIPH7-DsRed-SKL. To get pHIPH5-PEX11, the PEX11 gene was

amplified with primers PEX11-01 and PEX11-02 by using the WT

genomic DNA as templates, BamHI and XmaI digested PCR

fragment was inserted between BamHI and XmaI sites of

pSEM04. NsiI-linearized pHIPH4-PEX11 was integrated into WT:

GFP-SKL, pex11:GFP-SKL, and pex32:GFP-SKL strains, respectively,

to produce PAOXPex11.

Preparation of yeast TCA lysates, SDS-
PAGE, and western blotting

Cell extracts of TCA-treated cells were prepared for SDS-PAGE

as described previously (Baerends et al., 2000). Equal amounts of

protein were loaded per lane and blots were probed with anti-mGFP

antibodies (sc-9996, Santa Cruz Biotech; 1:2000 dilution), anti-Pex11

antibodies (Knoops et al., 2014; 1:2,000 dilution), anti-Pex14

antibodies (Komori et al., 1997; 1:10,000 dilution), anti-Pex3

antibodies (Baerends et al., 1997; 1:5,000 dilution), anti-AOX

antibodies (van der Klei et al., 1995; 1:10,000 dilution), or anti-

pyruvate carboxylase 1 (Pyc1) antibodies (Ozimek et al., 2007; 1:

10,000 dilution). Secondary goat anti-rabbit (31,460) or goat anti-

mouse (31,430) antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase

(HRP) (Thermo Scientific; 1:5,000 dilution) were used for

detection. Pyc1 was used as a loading control.

Quantification of western blots

Blots were scanned using a densitometer (Bio-Rad, GS-710)

and protein levels were quantified using ImageJ software. The

intensity of each band measured was normalized by dividing by

the intensity of the corresponding Pyc1 band (loading control).

Normalized values obtained for Pex11, Pex3, Pex14, and AOX

levels in WT cells were set to one and levels in pex32 cells were

displayed relative to WT control. Standard deviations were

calculated using Excel. Significance was determined using two-

tailed Student’s t-test. n. s. represents p-values > 0.05 and ***

represents p-values < 0.001. The data presented are derived from

three independent experiments.

Fluorescence microscopy

Wide-field FM images were captured at room temperature using

a 100 × 1.30 NA objective (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

Images were acquired using a Zeiss Axioscope A1 fluorescence

microscope (Carl Zeiss), Micro-Manager 1.4 software, and a

CoolSNAP HQ2 digital camera. GFP fluorescence was visualized

with a 470/40 nm band-pass excitation filter, a 495 nm dichromatic

mirror, and a 525/50 nm band-pass emission filter. DsRed

fluorescence was visualized with a 546/12 nm band-pass excitation

filter, a 560 nm dichromatic mirror, and a 575–640 nm band-pass

emission filter. mCherry and mKate2 fluorescence were visualized

with a 587/25 nm band-pass excitation filter, a 605 nm dichromatic

mirror, and a 670/70 nm band-pass emission filter.

Airy-scan images were captured with a confocal microscope

(LSM800; Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 32-channel gallium arsenide

phosphide photomultiplier tube (GaAsP-PMT), Zen 2009 software

(Carl Zeiss) and a 63 × 1.40 NA objective (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,

Germany). The GFP, mKate2, and mCherry fluorescence were

visualized with a 488, 561, and 587 nm laser, respectively.

Image analysis was performed using ImageJ. Bright field

images have been adjusted to only show cell outlines. Figures

were prepared using Adobe Illustrator software.

Quantification of peroxisomes numbers

Peroxisome numbers were quantified using 200 randomly

selected cells from three independent cultures. Numbers

correspond to the average number of peroxisomes per cell.

Standard deviations were calculated using Excel. Significance

was determined using two-tailed Student’s t-test. n. s. represents

p-values > 0.05 and *** represents p-values < 0.001.
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Calcium is a central signal transduction element in biology. Peroxisomes are

essential cellular organelles, yet calcium handling in peroxisomes has been

contentious. Recent advances show that peroxisomes are part of calcium

homeostasis in cardiac myocytes and therefore may contribute to or even

shape their calcium-dependent functionality. However, the mechanisms of

calcium movement between peroxisomes and other cellular sites and their

mediators remain elusive. Here, we review calcium handling in peroxisomes in

concert with other organelles and summarize the most recent knowledge on

peroxisomal involvement in calciumdynamicswith a focus onmammalian cells.
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Introduction

Calcium ions (Ca2+) are among the most important intracellular second messengers

with essential roles in various cellular processes such as embryonic development, muscle

contraction, neuron excitability, and cell death (Berridge et al., 2000; Giorgi et al., 2018).

Ca2+ is the only form of calcium with biological relevance and no mechanisms of its

degradation or synthesis are known. Ca2+ is biologically active by two main mechanisms:

The movement of charge along electrical currents across membranes, and binding and

unbinding of target proteins translocate Ca2+ within cells (Görlach et al., 2015). In this

context, calmodulin (CaM) is of particular importance as a Ca2+-binding messenger

protein that acts on a wide range of cellular pathways (Cheung, 1980; Kahl and Means,

2003).

Calcium signaling can be initiated by calcium influx through the plasma membrane

(PM), and by efflux from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (or sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR)

in muscle cells), the major intracellular calcium store. ER calcium is released either into

the cytosol, or through specialized compartments and membrane contact sites to

juxtaposed organelles (Paupe and Prudent, 2018). Calcium release from intracellular

stores activates store operated calcium entry (SOCE) from the extracellular space.

Cytosolic calcium is either constantly pumped back to the ER through the sarco/

endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) or exits the cell by the plasma

membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA) (Raffaello et al., 2016).
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Peroxisomes are membrane-bound organelles originally

identified as sites for production and degradation of hydrogen

peroxide, and fatty acid metabolism (Wanders and Waterham,

2006; Islinger et al., 2018). Mutations in any of the 15 genes

encoding essential peroxisomal biogenesis factors (peroxins) can

cause rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata (RCDP) or

disorders of the Zellweger syndrome spectrum (ZSS), a group

of rare multisystem disorders marked by peroxisomal

dysfunction and concomitant metabolic abnormalities

(Klouwer et al., 2015). Peroxisomes are spherical or tubular

with diameters ranging from 100 nm to 1 µM (Soliman et al.,

2018; Sograte-Idrissi et al., 2020). The large range is due to species

differences and depends on the methods used. The smallest

diameters are detected by super-resolution microscopy

(Soliman et al., 2018). Peroxisomes contain over 130 proteins

participating in a large variety of metabolic pathways (Wanders,

2014). Peroxisomes play a crucial role, e.g., in ether lipid and bile

acid biosynthesis, the metabolism of D-amino acids, reactive

oxygen species (ROS), and the degradation of purines,

polyamines and L-pipecolic acid in mammals (Wanders and

Waterham, 2006; Sargsyan and Thoms, 2020). Furthermore,

peroxisomes cooperate with mitochondria for the efficient β-
oxidation of several fatty acid species and virtually all

peroxisomal metabolic pathways require intimate

communication of peroxisomes with other organelles

(Sargsyan and Thoms, 2020).

In electron micrographs of rodent hearts, peroxisomes are

found in immediate vicinity of T-tubules and with junctional SR

(Hicks and Fahimi, 1977). T-tubule and SR interaction sites are

the main determinants of excitation-contraction coupling and

effective Ca2+ handling in cardiomyocytes (CMs) (Flucher et al.,

1994). The defined localization of peroxisomes at these sites

suggests that Ca2+ may be important for peroxisomes, and that

peroxisomes may take up Ca2+ and are part of Ca2+ homeostasis

in CMs (Sargsyan et al., 2021).

Calcium presence in peroxisomes

Peroxisomes are highly dynamic organelles capable of fast

adaptation to nutritional and environmental changes (Islinger

et al., 2012). The multiple interconnections of peroxisomal and

extraperoxisomal metabolic pathways imply that peroxisomes

may be involved in the regulation of cellular processes and be a

part of signaling pathways (Islinger et al., 2012; Sargsyan and

Thoms, 2020). Recently, peroxisomal ether lipid metabolism was

found to be essential under hypoxic conditions (Jain et al., 2020).

At the same time, peroxisomal ROS regulate the activity of

mTOR signaling and autophagy (Zhang et al., 2013),

suggesting peroxisomes are fine-tuning cellular homeostasis at

different levels.

In plants, Ca2+-sensitive targets involved in peroxisomal

metabolism have been described. In Arabidopsis and tobacco,

ROS-scavenging efficiency increases with Ca2+-mediated

activation of peroxisomal catalase 3 (Yang and Poovaiah,

2002; Costa et al., 2010). Furthermore, the Ca2+-dependent

protein kinase AtCPK1 is targeted to peroxisomes (Dammann

et al., 2003) and peroxisomal Ca2+ and CaM are essential for

protein import and functionality of peroxisomal enzymes

(Corpas and Barroso, 2018), including nitric oxide (NO)

synthase, which, in plants, has an inducible peroxisomal

isoform and is associated with pathogen defense (Barroso

et al., 1999; Corpas et al., 2004).

Peroxisomal calcium in mammalian
cells

The study of purified hamster liver peroxisomes suggested

that peroxisomes store Ca2+ and carry a vanadate-sensitive Ca2+-

ATPase on the peroxisomal membrane (Raychaudhury et al.,

2006). Drago et al. (2008) and Lasorsa et al. (2008) were the first

to measure peroxisomal Ca2+ in intact mammalian cells. These

studies gave conflicting results about the levels of Ca2+ in

peroxisomes and the kinetics of peroxisomal Ca2+ dynamics.

Lasorsa et al. (2008) did not find Ca2+-ATPase activity in resting

peroxisomes. Using an aequorin sensor, they concluded that

peroxisomal Ca2+ concentration in steady state is around 20-fold

higher than in the cytosol, rise up to 50–100 µM depending on

the cell type and reach 70 µM in HeLa cells. On the other side,

Drago et al. (2008) showed that peroxisomal Ca2+ levels are

similar to cytosolic Ca2+ and rise slowly when the concentration

of the latter rises. Differences in measurement techniques and

biophysical properties of the sensors can partially explain these

contradicting results (Costa et al., 2013).

In our recent study, three genetically encoded ratiometric

Ca2+ indicators covering a broad Ca2+ sensitivity range—Kd

0.6, 1.7, and 60 µM—were used to reassess the results of the

aforementioned papers (Sargsyan et al., 2021). D1cpV-px with

the highest Kd had the lowest dynamic range and only

minimal calcium-dependent increase in fluorescence

resonance energy transfer (FRET) could be detected upon

maximal stimulation. The response of D3cpV-px (FRET

sensor) and pericam-px (ratiometric sensor) were

comparable and were not saturated, suggesting that

peroxisomal Ca2+ levels are in the optimal detection range

of these sensors (Sargsyan et al., 2021). Pericam as a classical

EYFP-based sensor may be pH-sensitive in an acidic

environment (Nagai et al., 2001). We did not detect signal

changes of YFP variants that could be attributed to Ca2+-

independent changes of the sensor, suggesting measurements

with the more pH-sensitive pericam-px are also reliable.

Parts of the results of our work are based on measurements

with the same sensor (D3cpV-KVK-SKL) as Drago et al. (2008),

the only difference is a stronger PTS1 (peroxisomal targeting

signal 1) signal in D3cpV-px. In this manner we could overcome
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the problem of unspecific targeting of the sensor described by

Drago et al. (2008), which these authors solved by adding a linker

before the PTS1 tripeptide.

In HeLa cells, we found basal peroxisomal Ca2+ levels with a

mean value of 600 nM and increase upon stimulation up to

2.4 µM (Sargsyan et al., 2021). Of note, 7% of the analyzed cells

had basal peroxisomal Ca2+ higher than 1 μM, which would be

over 10-fold higher than the expected cytosolic level and would

partially correspond to the findings of Lasorsa et al. (2008). Upon

stimulation, again some rare cells showed an extremely high

increase of peroxisomal Ca2+ up to 6.5 µM and higher. The

absence of correlation between the high maximal response

and basal Ca2+ values speaks against the hypothesis that

peroxisomes have a strictly limited Ca2+ uptake capacity and

may rather imply that Ca2+ increase in peroxisomes highly

depends on the cell state and current cellular needs. Our

findings are integrated in an updated overview of organellar

calcium concentrations (Figure 1).

Peroxisomal calcium in
cardiomyocytes

The role of Ca2+ is even broader for CMs than in other

tissues. Here, Ca2+ interconnects the electrical stimulation of

cardiac myocytes and their contraction—a process termed

excitation-contraction coupling (Bers, 2008). The specific

crucial molecular players of Ca2+ handling in CMs are

ryanodine receptors (RyR) on the SR, voltage-operated

Ca2+ channels in the T-tubules and Na+/Ca2+-exchanger on

the plasma membrane. Strict control of cellular Ca2+ levels is

of particular importance in cardiomyocytes. Ca2+ overload in

CMs results in malfunction of the heart by affecting both the

electrical and contractile properties of cardiomyocytes

(Vassalle and Lin, 2004). Electrical abnormalities of CMs

present as arrhythmias with varying severity from relatively

harmless to life-threatening (Vassalle and Lin, 2004;

Landstrom et al., 2017).

The localization of peroxisomes in proximity to the T-tubular

system and SR in cardiac myocytes (Hicks and Fahimi, 1977)

hinted at a role for peroxisomes in Ca2+ handling. Intracellular

store-depletion by the activation of RyRs on the SR through Ca2+

from the T-tubule localized L-type Ca2+ channel (LTCC, Ca2+-

induced Ca2+-release) is the main source of Ca2+ increase in CMs

in the excitation-contraction coupling (Bers and Perez-Reyes,

1999). Using chemical stimulation, we have shown that Ca2+

enters peroxisomes upon intracellular Ca2+-store depletion in

neonatal rat CMs (NRCMs) and human induced pluripotent

stem cell-derived CMs (hiPSC-CMs) (Sargsyan et al., 2021). We

hypothesized that cardiac peroxisomes take up Ca2+ on a beat-to-

beat basis. Indeed, we showed that upon electrical field

stimulation with 1 Hz frequency, peroxisomes in NRCM take

up Ca2+ in beat-to-beat manner (Sargsyan et al., 2021).

Peroxisomes in hiPSC-CMs occasionally localize in vicinity

of ER protein RyR2 and rarely to T-tubular system and LTCC

(Sargsyan et al., 2021). The striation pattern is not well-developed

in hiPSC-CMs and therefore the relative localization of RyR2,

LTCC, and peroxisomes in hiPSC-CMs may differ from that in

CMs in the beating heart. It is known from monkey kidney

fibroblast-like COS-7 cell line that over 90% of peroxisomes are

in contact with the ER (Valm et al., 2017). ER-peroxisome

contact is dependent on ACBD4/5-VAPB, and on Miro1v4-

VPS13D-VAP (Costello et al., 2017a, 2017b; Hua et al., 2017;

Guillén-Samander et al., 2021). However, it is not knownwhether

membrane contact sites are relevant for Ca2+ entry to

peroxisomes, if there are tissue or cell type-specific molecular

composition and/or abundance of contact sites, and which of

these are relevant for CMs.

As peroxisomes take up Ca2+ from the SR and localize in the

proximity of RyR receptors in CMs, it is plausible that peroxisomes

may contribute to or even be essential for normal excitation-

contraction coupling. This hypothesis is supported by the fact

that patients with mild forms of ZSS occasionally present with

cardiac arrhythmias that may become the cause of lethal outcome

(Wanders and Komen, 2007). The metabolic role of peroxisomes

could be the reason for these arrhythmias (Colasante et al., 2015).

FIGURE 1
Peroxisomal Calcium—an Overview. In mammalian cells,
cytosolic Ca2+ levels are around 100 nM, whereas the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) as a main cellular Ca2+ store has several hundred
micromolar Ca2+ (Samtleben et al., 2013). An average
peroxisome contains around 600 nM Ca2+ (Sargsyan et al., 2021).
Ca2+ likely enters peroxisomes either through a channel/pore or a
transporter (Ch). The entry and exit mechanism of Ca2+, however,
may differ (T1/T2 hypothetical importer/exporter). Known protein
tethers form contact sites (CS) between peroxisomes and the ER,
potentially create microdomains that facilitate the exchange of
Ca2+. Ca2+ may bind to a yet unknown intraperoxisomal protein (P)
or membrane protein and affect its function, e.g., by inducing a
conformational change when bound to Ca2+. Hypothetical
elements of the model (channel, transporter, intraperoxisomal
Ca2+-sensitive protein) are shown in gray.
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However, a direct contribution to efficient Ca2+ handling by the

peroxisomes is another plausible reason.

Candidates of peroxisomal calcium
channels

Although peroxisomal Ca2+ changes largely follow

cytosolic Ca2+, our experiments with maximal Ca2+

mobilization through ionophore addition showed a slower

Ca2+ increase and even slower decline in peroxisomes

compared to the cytosol (Sargsyan et al., 2021). The slow

but constant increase in peroxisomal Ca2+ when the cytosolic

Ca2+ rises suggests that the transfer mechanism may have

limited capacity and can be saturated. Potential peroxisomal

Ca2+ channels and pores are PEX11 (Mindthoff et al., 2016),

PXMP2 (Rokka et al., 2009), PMP34 (Wylin et al., 1998), or

any other peroxisomal membrane protein with a transport

function (Chornyi et al., 2020). PEX11 and PXMP2 are

reported to be unspecific peroxisomal channel-forming

proteins with permeability to small solutes in in vitro

experiments on artificial membranes (Rokka et al., 2009;

Mindthoff et al., 2016). PMP34 has been suggested as a

coenzyme A, FAD, and NAD+ transporter across

peroxisomal membranes using liposomes with reconstituted

recombinant protein (Agrimi et al., 2012). An in vivo study

investigating the channel function of PXMP2 and

PEX11 examined their role in hydrogen peroxide transport

across peroxisomal membrane (Lismont et al., 2019). Judging

from the molecular weight of the hydrogen peroxide it could

freely pass through both PXMP2 and PEX11. Nonetheless, a

fluorescent biosensor for H2O2 in PXMP2- and/or PEX11-

deficient cells, showed that neither PXMP2 nor PEX11 are

essential for H2O2 trafficking across the peroxisomal

membrane (Lismont et al., 2019). Altogether, this suggests

that the search for peroxisomal Ca2+ transport machinery may

present a challenging task.

Biological relevance of peroxisomal
calcium

Highly localized calcium dynamics play a central role in

controlling cellular processes. At the same time, excessive

increase of intracellular Ca2+ to levels that cannot be handled

by the cell is known as Ca2+ overload and can have detrimental

consequences (Vassalle and Lin, 2004). For example,

mitochondrial calcium stimulates energy gain from Krebs

cycle and respiratory chain but can also induce cell death

in case of mitochondrial Ca2+ overload (Görlach et al., 2015).

Thus, the subcellular sequestration of Ca2+ in different

compartments is vital for the regulation of physiological

processes.

The interplay of redox and Ca2+ signaling is well described

for mitochondria, where Ca2+-dependent opening of calcium

channels is regulated by interaction with the oxidoreductase

Mia40 (Petrungaro et al., 2015). Additionally, metabolic

processes also regulate Ca2+ uptake by mitochondria

(Nemani et al., 2018). Whether redox or metabolic

processes influence peroxisomal Ca2+ is not known. There

is also no consensus about the drivers of Ca2+ transport to

peroxisomes and the role of known ion transporters like Ca2+/

H+ antiporter, Ca2+/Na+ exchanger, and V-ATPase for

peroxisomal Ca2+ levels (Drago et al., 2008; Lasorsa et al.,

2008).

Presently, in contrast to plant catalases and kinases (Yang

and Poovaiah, 2002; Dammann et al., 2003), no mammalian

peroxisomal enzymes are known to bind Ca2+. Weber et al.

(1997) suggested the presence of a Ca2+-dependent

mitochondrial solute carrier Efinal (gene SLC25A24) also on

peroxisomes based on immunoelectron microscopy in rabbit

small intestinal tissue. Along with peroxisomal malate

dehydrogenase and lactate dehydrogenase (Schueren et al.,

2014; Hofhuis et al., 2016; Schueren and Thoms, 2016), they

would serve as crucial components of malate and lactate shuttles

across peroxisomal membranes for reduction equivalent

reoxidation (McClelland et al., 2003). However, in human cell

lines, Efinal homologues—identified as members of the short

calcium-binding mitochondrial carriers (SCaMC) protein

subfamily—were found exclusively in mitochondria (del Arco

and Satrústegui, 2004).

Direct evidence for a functional role of intra-peroxisomal

Ca2+ is still missing. For the mammalian peroxisome, however,

Ca2+ appears to be important. Particularly, Ca2+ channel blockers

nifedipine, diltiazem and nicardipine suppress peroxisomal fatty

acid oxidation enzymes and peroxisome proliferation (Watanabe

and Suga, 1988; Itoga et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1996). These

findings might be due to direct regulation of a peroxisomal

enzyme through Ca2+ or by indirect regulation of peroxisomal

functions by extraperoxisomal Ca2+.

In case of the latter, peroxisomal membrane protein

Miro1v4 could be a potential target. Miro1v4 is a peroxisomal

variant of mitochondrial the Miro1 protein that form ER contact

sites through VPS13D to exchange lipids and has been shown to

mediate the linkage of mitochondria to motor proteins in a

calcium-dependent manner (MacAskill et al., 2009). Miro1v4 has

two potentially Ca2+ binding EF-hands which are essential for

Miro-VPS13D interaction on peroxisome-ER contact sites

(Guillén-Samander et al., 2021). Whether Ca2+ binding really

regulates peroxisome-ER contact was not studied experimentally.

Still, no Ca2+-dependent interaction of the mitochondrial-ER

contact site mediated by Miro-VPS13D could be found in

experiments (Guillén-Samander et al., 2021). Other lipid

transfer mechanisms, like the vesicle-based lipid exchange

mediated by synaptotagmin, have been shown to be Ca2+-

dependent (Yu et al., 2016). Similarly to the findings for
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mitochondria, peroxisomal Miro isoforms have been implicated

in peroxisome motility (Castro and Schrader, 2018) although

there is no evidence on involvement of Ca2+ in peroxisome

motility in this context.

The role of peroxisomal Ca2+ might not necessarily be the

regulation of peroxisomal processes. Drago et al. (2008) have

suggested that peroxisomes may serve as an additional cytosolic

Ca2+ buffer compartment. This idea is supported by the fact that

peroxisomal Ca2+ rises after ER-store depletion in case of knockdown

of mitochondrial calcium uniporter (MCU) beyond its initial

maximum (Sargsyan et al., 2021). This suggests that at least in

some situations of cellular Ca2+ overload peroxisomes may take up

more Ca2+ than under near-physiological standard conditions,

therefore buffering potentially deleterious effects of excess Ca2+ on

the cell. Consequently, the protective effect of peroxisomal Ca2+

uptake may be necessary only in some special situations such as

Ca2+ overload.

As Ca2+ concentration in the peroxisome is higher than in the

cytosol, peroxisomes may also in extreme situations play a role of

additional Ca2+ store for the cytosol. The buffering function of

peroxisomes may be protective in some cases of arrhythmia, such

as catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, when

increased predisposition to inadequate SR Ca2+ release events (so

called Ca2+ sparks) occur. On the other hand, the absence of

peroxisomes may contribute to cardiac pathogenesis and

promote the development or extent of arrhythmias.

Conclusion

Ca2+ enters peroxisomes of non-excitable and excitable

mammalian cells upon near-physiological electrical and chemical

stimulation. Peroxisomal Ca2+ handling presents an exciting research

area with many open questions: For example, the existence of Ca2+-

dependent transporters in peroxisomes as suggested (Weber et al.,

1997) is still unclear. Similarly, Ca2+-sensitive targets in the

mammalian peroxisome, as known for the plant peroxisome, may

yet be identified. Furthermore, it is conceivable that peroxisomal Ca2+

homeostasis may be important in the absence of luminal Ca2+

binding proteins, by buffering local calcium. In excitable cells,

peroxisomal Ca2+ dynamics might be of special importance, also

with regard to their pathophysiology. The cellular function of

peroxisomal Ca2+ and the role of peroxisomal Ca2+ in pathology

remain to be studied further.
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Sharing the wealth: The
versatility of proteins targeted to
peroxisomes and other
organelles

Elena Bittner, Thorsten Stehlik and Johannes Freitag*

Department of Biology, Philipps-University Marburg, Marburg, Germany

Peroxisomes are eukaryotic organelles with critical functions in cellular

energy and lipid metabolism. Depending on the organism, cell type, and

developmental stage, they are involved in numerous other metabolic and

regulatory pathways. Many peroxisomal functions require factors also relevant

to other cellular compartments. Here, we review proteins shared by

peroxisomes and at least one different site within the cell. We discuss the

mechanisms to achieve dual targeting, their regulation, and functional

consequences. Characterization of dual targeting is fundamental to

understand how peroxisomes are integrated into the metabolic and

regulatory circuits of eukaryotic cells.
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dual targeting, Endoplasmic reticulum, peroxisome, targeting signal, Mitochondria

Origin of peroxisomes

Peroxisomes are eukaryotic organelles containing enzymes for the breakdown of

reactive oxygen species and fatty acids (Poirier et al., 2006; Wanders, 2014).

Peroxisomes may have no direct endosymbiotic origin, are unlike mitochondria and

plastids devoid of nucleic acids but show a certain degree of autonomy, and contain

dedicated systems for protein import (Gabaldón, 2010; Smith and Aitchison, 2013).

One scenario is their emergence from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to reduce the

detrimental effects of reactive oxygen species on ER protein homeostasis (Gabaldón,

2014). This idea is supported by findings indicating that the import machinery

for peroxisomal matrix proteins is similar to the ERAD system known to control

the export of misfolded proteins from the ER (Gabaldón et al., 2006; Schlüter et al.,

2006).

According to a different opinion, peroxisomes are derivatives of mitochondria, since

both organelles are sites of fatty acid breakdown. Peroxisomes may have emerged during

the evolution of ancient eukaryotic cells to reduce the ROS burden of their progenitor

(Speijer, 2017). Phylogenetic analysis revealed a bacterial origin of three out of four β-
oxidation enzymes (Bolte et al., 2015). This led the authors to propose that at least the

present form of peroxisomes emerged after mitochondria since a major catabolic pathway

of peroxisomes likely originated from this organelle (Bolte et al., 2015). Mitochondrial
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enzymes probably became retargeted to peroxisomes over time,

and some of these still remained dually localized (Gabaldón,

2018). Indeed, recent work shows that the early diverged

cryptophyte Guillardia theta contains peroxisomes, but

enzymes for fatty acid oxidation seem to be only

mitochondrial (Vasilev et al., 2022). Independent of the actual

evolutionary scenario, both the ER and mitochondria likely

contributed to the proteome of modern peroxisomes and still

sustain their biogenesis.

Peroxisome functions

The biochemical functions of peroxisomes are versatile.

We only provide an overview and mainly refer to review

articles focused on a more detailed explanation of

peroxisomes from different species. The coupled

degradation of fatty acids and H2O2 is a prominent task,

and peroxisomes owe their name to this process (De Duve

and Baudhuin, 1966; Poirier et al., 2006). Remarkably, in

several parasitic species including trypanosomes

peroxisomes house the enzymes for glycolysis (Haanstra

et al., 2016). This already highlights a fascinating feature of

the organelle—it is highly adaptable to a specific lifestyle.

Another example is the metabolism of methylotrophic

yeasts that break down methanol and harbor this oxidative

process inside of the peroxisome (van der Klei and Veenhuis,

2006b). Yeasts and filamentous fungi contain a large variety of

biosynthetic pathways inside of peroxisomes including

enzymes involved in the production of antibiotics, biotin,

surface-active glycolipids, and siderophores (Meijer et al.,

2010; Magliano et al., 2011; Tanabe et al., 2011; Gründlinger

et al., 2013; Freitag et al., 2014; Stehlik et al., 2014).

Furthermore, peroxisomes are important for virulence of

several human- and plant-pathogenic fungi (Kretschmer

et al., 2012a; Falter and Reumann, 2022).

Peroxisomes are essential for the regular development of

humans, and mutations in peroxisomal proteins are associated

with severe diseases including the Zellweger syndrome

(Wanders, 2014). Besides their prominent function in fatty

acid catabolism, mammalian peroxisomes are required for

further processes such as the production of ether lipids and

bile acids or metabolism of amino acids including D-amino acids

(Wanders and Waterham, 2006; Wanders et al., 2016).

Furthermore, peroxisomes play an important role in the

development of the brain and their dysfunction may

contribute to neurological pathologies including amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease (Berger et al., 2016).

More recent evidence supports a major function of peroxisomes

in regulating the response of the immune system to pathogenic

attack in several animals (Odendall et al., 2014; Di Cara et al.,

2017; Di Cara, 2020). Plant peroxisomes are critical for oil

mobilization during early seedling development and play a

role in the metabolism of the toxic by-product 2-

phosphoglycolate derived from an O2-consuming side reaction

of RuBisCO. 2-Phosphoglycolate needs to be removed from the

plastid, where it can inhibit several enzymes and is recycled into

3-phosphoglycerate in a series of reactions involving enzymatic

reactions in peroxisomes and mitochondria (Reumann and

Weber, 2006; Hu et al., 2012; Dellero et al., 2016; Pan et al.,

2020). Besides their metabolic tasks, peroxisomes are also

emerging as cellular signaling platforms (Tripathi and Walker,

2016). In addition, they can act as proviral and antiviral

organelles depending on the type of virus (Ferreira et al.,

2022). Given this remarkable variability, it is likely that many

more functions of peroxisomes remain elusive, which may often

be specific to a particular organism.

Protein targeting to peroxisomes

To attach to a defined organelle, proteins usually possess

targeting signals, which act as a molecular zip code (Blobel and

Sabatini, 1971). Proteins designated for the peroxisomal matrix

mostly contain C-terminal or N-terminal sequence motifs

termed peroxisomal targeting signal type I (PTS1) or type II

(PTS2) (Kunze et al., 2015; Francisco et al., 2017; Walter and

Erdmann, 2019; Kunze, 2020; Bürgi et al., 2021). These signals

are recognized and bound by soluble targeting factors in the

cytosol. Cargo proteins can be imported in a folded state and

even as oligomers (Francisco et al., 2017; Walter and Erdmann,

2019). Very large particles have been shown to be imported into

the lumen of the organelle revealing a flexible import pore

(Walton et al., 1995; Yang et al., 2018). Proteins without a

defined signal can enter the peroxisome in complex with

canonical cargo (Islinger et al., 2009; Schueren et al., 2014;

Effelsberg et al., 2015; Al-Saryi et al., 2017a; Gabay-Maskit

et al., 2020). This piggyback import may be a hallmark of

import pathways, which accept folded or partially folded

clients such as the nucleus and the peroxisome. Several

proteins are known to contain elements that enable binding to

the targeting factor Pex5 in the cytosol although they lack a

classical PTS1 (van der Klei and Veenhuis, 2006a; Kempiński

et al., 2020; Rosenthal et al., 2020; Yifrach et al., 2021).

Peroxisomal membrane proteins (PMPs) can be directly

inserted into the peroxisomal membrane aided by the

chaperone Pex19 and the transmembrane protein Pex3, but

some can also be sorted via the ER (for a review, see Kim and

Hettema, 2015).

Mechanisms to achieve the dual
localization of proteins

We have previously discussed mechanisms involved in dual

targeting of peroxisomal proteins in greater detail (Ast et al.,
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2013). Therefore, they are only briefly discussed, and instead, the

focus of this work is on more recent findings on the plethora of

dually targeted proteins and their potential function. We provide

single chapters focusing on proteins targeted to peroxisomes and

at least one other organelle with a major focus on yeasts and

filamentous fungi. In addition, we showcase parallels to other

eukaryotes.

Dual targeting can be achieved through very different

mechanisms. Gene duplication and subsequent development

of isoforms with import signals for only one cellular

compartment are often found in Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

presumably due to the genome duplications, which happened

during its evolution (Kellis et al., 2004; Yogev et al., 2011; Ast

et al., 2013). Polypeptides with different targeting signals can also

be generated from a single gene (Yogev et al., 2011; Ast et al.,

2013), e.g., from alternative transcripts, alternative splicing

(Natsoulis et al., 1986; Clausmeyer et al., 1999; Freitag et al.,

2012; Strijbis et al., 2012), programmed readthrough of stop

codons (for a review, see Schueren and Thoms, 2016), and

noncanonical translation initiation (Monteuuis et al., 2019;

Kremp et al., 2020). In addition, proteins can contain

ambiguous targeting signals at their N-termini, which enable

sorting into two cellular compartments. This is particularly

prominent in plants for those proteins required in

mitochondria and plastids—two organelles, which use a

related protein import pathway involving N-terminal targeting

signals and translocation of unfolded proteins (Carrie et al.,

2009). We also discuss the dual targeting of proteins that

contain N-terminal targeting signals, e.g., for mitochondria or

the ER in combination with a C-terminal PTS1. It was suggested

previously that the localization of these proteins might be

dictated by the N-terminal signal since it can be bound by

respective targeting factors during translation before the

C-terminal PTS1 becomes accessible (Ast et al., 2013; Kunze

and Berger, 2015). However, a recent study uncovered that

proteins with competing N-terminal and C-terminal targeting

signals localize in peroxisomes and mitochondria (Stehlik et al.,

2020). Low efficiency or unusual peroxisomal targeting signals

often provoke partial cytosolic retention due to low import rates

or other reasons, e.g., the modification of the peroxisomal

targeting machinery (Ast et al., 2013; Okumoto et al., 2020).

Another focus of our review is on peroxisomal membrane

proteins (PMPs) and membrane-associated proteins, which

follow variable transit routes.

Typical enzymes with a role in
multiple cellular compartments

One critical type of enzymes required inside of peroxisomes

and in other compartments are NADH-dependent

dehydrogenases. They can assist peroxisomal NAD+

regeneration, e.g., during β-oxidation. The reduced substrate

can be translocated into the cytosol and exchanged with an

oxidized molecule giving rise to a redox shuttle system (Visser

et al., 2007). The existence of a peroxisomal redox shuttle was

first demonstrated in S. cerevisiae—a peroxisomal isoenzyme of

malate dehydrogenase (Mdh3p) containing a PTS1 was shown to

be involved (Van Roermund et al., 1995). Malate can be

generated from oxaloacetate enabling the reoxidation of

NADH. The small molecules are thought to pass the

peroxisomal membrane, albeit it is not fully understood if

transporters or size-selective pore-forming proteins are

involved (for a review, see Chornyi et al., 2021). Recently, it

was shown that a second malate dehydrogenase Mdh2p from S.

cerevisiae involved in glyoxylate metabolism binds Mdh3p and

can enter peroxisomes via piggyback import resulting in dual

localization (Gabay-Maskit et al., 2020). It is yet unclear how cells

exactly benefit from having two MDH enzymes inside of

peroxisomes, but a possible answer is their different activities

(Steffan and McAlister-Henn, 1992; Gabay-Maskit et al., 2020).

In addition to the described malate–oxaloacetate shuttle, S.

cerevisiae contains a second shuttle system relying on the

glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase Gpd1p, which catalyzes

the interconversion of glycerol-3-phosphate and

dihydroxyacetone phosphate. Gpd1p is dually localized in the

cytosol and in peroxisomes (Jung et al., 2010) (Figure 1). Mdh3p

and Gpd1p exhibit redundant functions for NAD shuttling in

conditions that require biosynthesis of lysine, the last step of

which occurs inside of yeast peroxisomes (Al-Saryi et al., 2017a).

Why cells employmultiple shuttle systems for NAD+/NADH and

how this functionally connects peroxisomal metabolism to the

metabolism of the entire cell requires further investigation. The

presence of multiple systems, however, seems to be common.

Many fungi contain a peroxisomal isoform of the NAD+-

dependent glycolytic enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) derived from alternative splicing or

stop codon readthrough. Genetic data point to overlapping

functions of peroxisomal GAPDH, GPD, and MDH

presumably for the regulation of NAD+/NADH balance

(Freitag et al., 2012).

In mammalian cells, programmed stop codon readthrough

triggers the synthesis of extended PTS1-containing isoforms of

lactate dehydrogenase LDHB and malate dehydrogenase MDH1

(Schueren et al., 2014; Stiebler et al., 2014). This is in accordance

with at least two pathways to control the NAD+/NADH ratio.

Stop codon readthrough is a widespread mechanism to regulate

the dual localization of central metabolic enzymes in fungi and

animals; e.g., a peroxisomal isoform of the glycolytic enzyme

phosphoglycerate kinase contains a readthrough-derived PTS1

(Freitag et al., 2012; Figure 1). Other prominent enzymes

occurring in many cellular compartments are inorganic

pyrophosphatases—several enzymes harbor putative PTS1-

containing extensions, which can be activated by stop codon

readthrough. These include the Caenorhabditis elegans Pyp-1

protein and PAP1 or PAP2 from different mammals (Stiebler
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et al., 2014). Inorganic pyrophosphatase is a central enzyme

rendering energy-dependent reactions throughout the cell

virtually irreversible (Kornberg, 1962) and may also speed up

peroxisomal metabolism.

Why is stop codon readthrough such a prominent

mechanism for the generation of peroxisomal isoforms? First,

a trivial reason is the C-terminal position of PTS1—a simple

prerequisite for this mechanism to activate a hidden PTS1.

Furthermore, readthrough rates are low but seem to be

sufficient to enable enzyme supply for the relatively small

peroxisomal compartment in concentrations high enough to

satisfy demands. Finally, the region behind the stop codon

could be regarded as a playground for evolution and partial

peroxisomal localization can be easily tested and rejected again.

This may explain the previously observed patchy distribution of

readthrough sites coupled to PTS1 motifs among different

eukaryotic species (Freitag et al., 2012; Dunn et al., 2013;

Stiebler et al., 2014; Hofhuis et al., 2016).

Peroxisomal NADPH turnover is involved in the oxidation of

fatty acids with a cis double bond at an even position (Poirier

et al., 2006). Early work in S. cerevisiae demonstrated a role of an

isocitrate dehydrogenase as part of a peroxisomal NADPH

shuttle (van Roermund et al., 1998). Isocitrate is oxidized to

alpha-ketoglutarate and CO2 leading to the formation of

NADPH. Idp1p is the mitochondrial isoform, Idp2p is the

cytosolic isoform, and Idp3p is the peroxisomal isoform

(Haselbeck and McAlister-Henn, 1991; Haselbeck and

McAlister-Henn, 1993; van Roermund et al., 1998). In

contrast, peroxisomal, mitochondrial, and cytosolic isocitrate

dehydrogenases are derived from a single gene in the

filamentous fungus Neurospora crassa (Szewczyk et al., 2001).

In Arabidopsis thaliana, several enzymes of the pentose

phosphate pathway including an isoform of the NADPH-

dependent enzyme 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (PGD)

reside in peroxisomes and are critical for development

(Corpas et al., 1998; Meyer et al., 2011; Hölscher et al.,

2016). Dually targeted peroxisomal isoforms of PGD can

be generated by alternative splicing or noncanonical

translation initiation in different fungi (Strijbis et al.,

2012; Kremp et al., 2020). Recently, in A. thaliana a

transport protein for glucose-6-phosphate has been

identified that reaches peroxisomes via the ER but is also

found in plastids (Baune et al., 2020).

Additional carbohydrate-metabolizing enzymes contain

cryptic or low-efficiency peroxisomal targeting signals in

several fungi including not only glycolytic/gluconeogenetic

enzymes but also enzymes of the non-oxidative part of the

pentose phosphate pathway (Freitag et al., 2012; Freitag et al.,

2018). This points to many molecular links of the peroxisomal

metabolism to the central carbohydrate metabolism. In several

fungal species, optimal growth on glucose medium requires

intact peroxisomes—even on full medium in the logarithmic

growth phase (Idnurm et al., 2007; Freitag et al., 2012; Camões

et al., 2015; Ast et al., 2022). Whether these growth phenotypes

FIGURE 1
Examples of proteins localized in the cytosol and peroxisomes. Gpd1 distribution is controlled by phosphorylation [left; Jung et al. (2010)]. In
addition, Gpd1 regulates the sorting of Pnc1 via piggybacking (Effelsberg et al. (2015), Kumar et al. (2016), Al-Saryi et al. (2017b)). An extended isoform
of Pgk1 derived from translational readthrough is localized in peroxisomes in Ustilago maydis [right; Freitag et al. (2012)].
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are directly related to the dual targeting of glycolytic enzymes or

pentose phosphate pathway enzymes is yet elusive.

Dually targeted proteins—the dark
matter of the peroxisomal proteome

Minor destinations of proteins are very likely to be

missed. A recent systematic study in S. cerevisiae

uncovered many novel proteins residing in peroxisomes, as

well as in other organelles or in the cytosol (Yifrach et al.,

2021). Using systematic metabolomics analysis of mutants

and overexpression strains, the authors suggest that several of

these have potential peroxisomal functions. Among the newly

identified dually localized proteins are direct substrates of

Pex5, which lack a classical PTS1. This reveals a greater

substrate repertoire of this targeting factor (Yifrach et al.,

2021). Other work also points to the occurrence of many

unusual variations of the PTS1 motif, which are recognized by

Pex5 in several fungi (Freitag et al., 2012; Camões et al., 2015;

Nötzel et al., 2016). An unexpected example is sequence

motifs resembling a PTS1, which are located near the

C-terminus of a protein rather than at its end. This type of

signal was suggested to be responsible for peroxisomal

localization of catalase from pumpkin and for human

ataxia telangiectasia–mutated (ATM) kinase (Kamigaki

et al., 2003; Zhang J. et al., 2015). It is still unclear how

PTS1 motifs, which do not reside at the C-terminus, are

recognized by Pex5 as this is thought to be a structural

prerequisite for binding (Fodor et al., 2015).

An interesting example identified by Yifrach et al. (2021)

is dually localized subunits of the GID (glucose-induced

degradation-deficient) complex, which regulate the

stability of fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBP). The

targeting of GID complex proteins to peroxisomes was

found to increase FBP levels probably enhancing

gluconeogenesis (Yifrach et al., 2021). These data indicate

a novel function of peroxisomes in regulating carbohydrate

mechanism upon glucose limitation. Similarly, in different

yeasts nicotinamidase Pnc1 is targeted to peroxisomes more

efficiently in response to certain stresses—this is achieved

through hitchhiking on the PTS2 protein Gpd1 (Anderson

et al., 2003; Effelsberg et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Al-

Saryi et al., 2017b) (Figure 1). Sequestration of a protein

inside of the peroxisomal lumen to remove it from its site of

action anywhere in the cell may be a more widespread

function of peroxisomes. They seem to be promiscuous

sites among the cellular organelles and tolerate many

different proteins and activities. Even the efficient

production of toxic compounds was successfully

engineered aided by the peroxisomal targeting of

respective enzymes (Grewal et al., 2021). For each of the

dually localized proteins, it will be critical to assess whether

they fulfill a specific function inside of peroxisomes or

whether their localization reflects a strategy to sequester

them from a different cellular compartment.

Many functions of peroxisomes relying on dually

targeted proteins are likely to remain established.

Surprisingly, in Aspergillus nidulans the microtubule-

organizing protein ApsB is partially localized to a

subpopulation of peroxisomes, but its role at this location

has not been understood (Zekert et al., 2010). Several

proteins from A. thaliana show a dual localization to

peroxisomes and to other compartments, often due to

PTS1 motifs with low import efficiency (Reumann et al.,

2007; Kataya and Reumann, 2010; Lingner et al., 2011).

Interestingly, protein kinases were identified that often

contain unusual but functional PTS1 motifs (Kataya et al.,

2022). These findings are of particular interest as little is

known about the phosphorylation-dependent regulation of

enzymes inside of the peroxisomal lumen. More data are

needed to assess which kinases play a crucial role in

regulating the activity of the peroxisomal proteome.

Particularly, the fact that some kinases contain

transmembrane domains is puzzling with regard to the

classical view of peroxisomal matrix protein import

(Walter and Erdmann, 2019). Recent data, however, point

to a function of the peroxisomal matrix protein import

machinery in membrane protein translocation (Martenson

et al., 2020). Together, all the mentioned studies emphasize a

plethora of diverse peroxisomal proteins, for which a

functional characterization is lacking so far. We expect

more surprises concerning the proteome composition of

peroxisomes in the future.

Peroxisomes—organelles in a twilight
zone

Peroxisomes have been adapted for multiple purposes

during evolution, e.g., as a seal for septal pores in fungal

hyphae, as sites for methanol breakdown in different yeast, or

as glycolytic organelles in trypanosomes (Jedd and Chua,

2000; van der Klei and Veenhuis, 2006b; Liu et al., 2011;

Haanstra et al., 2016). Why do peroxisomes show this high

degree of functional flexibility? For many species, cellular

survival does not strictly depend on peroxisomal functions;

hence, their repertoire of proteins could change without

detrimental consequences. Furthermore, peroxisomes

represent a cellular one-way road. They import cargo,

grow, divide, and are degraded but probably do not fuse

regularly in their mature form (Islinger et al., 2012; Kim

and Hettema, 2015; Germain and Kim, 2020). This may

explain their tolerance to a plethora of proteins and the

coexistence of multiple peroxisome variants in a single cell

as evident for the Woronin body biogenesis in ascomycetes.
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Peroxisomes and
mitochondria—striking similarities

Dually targeted soluble proteins

Mitochondria and peroxisomes cooperate in versatile

metabolic processes, exchange many molecules, and also share

proteins required for fission and quality control (Schrader et al.,

2015; Wanders et al., 2016). This peroxisome–mitochondria

connection has been excellently discussed before (Fransen

et al., 2017; Costello et al., 2018), and we only focus on

several examples. Both organelles can be cellular sites for β-
oxidation of fatty acids—while in several fungi and plants, β-
oxidation occurs exclusively inside of peroxisomes, other fungi

and animals harbor full sets of β-oxidation enzymes inside of

both organelles (Maggio-Hall and Keller, 2004; Poirier et al.,

2006; Goepfert and Poirier, 2007; Kretschmer et al., 2012b;

Camões et al., 2015). An important difference between the

compartments is the mechanisms they use for the import of

proteins: While mitochondrial proteins often rely on N-terminal

targeting signals and can be imported in an unfolded or flexible

state (Backes and Herrmann, 2017), import into the peroxisomal

matrix is different.

To exchange intermediates of the β-oxidation pathway,

substitution of a coenzyme A moiety with carnitine is one

possibility to shuttle acetyl and acyl groups as acetyl- or

acylcarnitine units (Antonenkov and Hiltunen, 2012).

Acetylcarnitine transferases are dually localized enzymes, and

isoforms with different targeting signals have been reported,

which can be generated via alternative transcriptional and

translational start sites or differential splicing (Corti et al.,

1994; Elgersma et al., 1995; Ueda et al., 1998; Houten et al.,

2020).Withinmitochondria, carnitine is replaced by coenzyme A

to enable further metabolization (Houten et al., 2020).

A second cellular pathway enables the exchange of C2 units

between peroxisomes and mitochondria, albeit more indirectly.

Citrate can be generated from oxaloacetate via citrate synthases,

which are not only part of the Krebs cycle but also part of the

glyoxylate cycle, partially located inside of peroxisomes (Kim et al.,

1986; Kunze et al., 2006). The citrate synthase Cit2 has overlapping

functions with acetylcarnitine transferase Cat2p in S. cerevisiae and

is contained in peroxisomes (Van Roermund et al., 1995; van

Roermund et al., 1999; Swiegers et al., 2001; Shai et al., 2018). Of

interest, Cit2p can be targeted to mitochondria, as well as to

peroxisomes, and can compensate for the absence of

mitochondrial citrate synthase Cit1p (Kim et al., 1986; Hoppins

et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011;Morgenstern et al., 2017). Citrate can be

shuttled via dedicated transport proteins linking themitochondrial

matrix to the cytosol (Kaplan et al., 1995; Palmieri, 2004).

How are proteins distributed that do not come in different

isoforms but contain a mitochondrial targeting signal at the

N-terminus and a PTS1 at the C-terminus? Previously, it was

discussed that these usually end up in mitochondria, because the

N-terminal signal will exit the ribosome first, can directly interact

with the mitochondrial import machinery, and thus will dominate

a PTS1—a hierarchy of targeting signals is likely to exist (Kunze

and Berger, 2015). Indeed, the mitochondrial ribosomal protein

Mrp7p contains a functional PTS1 in S. cerevisiae but does not

localize in peroxisomes presumably because the N-terminal signal

is recognized first (Neuberger et al., 2004). However, several bona

fide peroxisomal proteins such as the thiolase Tes1p or the catalase

Cta1p have been identified in highly purified mitochondria of S.

cerevisiae (Morgenstern et al., 2017).

Another PTS1-containing protein—the protein phosphatase

Ptc5p—has been recently shown to first target mitochondria

where its N-terminus is proteolytically removed. Subsequently,

the protein is translocated into the peroxisomal lumen via

interaction with Pex5p (Stehlik et al., 2020) (Figure 2).

Further proteins were also shown to be retargeted from

mitochondria to the cytosol, e.g., S. cerevisiae fumarase (Stein

et al., 1994; Yogev et al., 2010). The sorting of Ptc5p is different as

the presence of Pex5p is critical for export from mitochondria,

indicating an interaction between Ptc5p and Pex5p prior to full

mitochondrial import. One target of Ptc5p in peroxisomes is

Gpd1p (Stehlik et al., 2020), and dephosphorylation of Gpd1p

increases its activity (Lee et al., 2012). In line with these data, a

synthetic growth defect was observed for strains deleted for PTC5

andMDH3 (Costanzo et al., 2016; see the previous chapter on the

redundancy of Gpd1p and Mdh3p). Together, these data suggest

a network consisting of Ptc5p, Gpd1p, and Mdh3p to regulate

peroxisomal NADH metabolism presumably in a manner

adapting the different compartments to each other. In A.

thaliana, the sorting of NAD(P)H dehydrogenases may

resemble Ptc5p from S. cerevisiae as competing N- and

C-terminal targeting signals for mitochondria and

peroxisomes are involved (Carrie et al., 2008).

Targeting of proteins with competing targeting signals may

represent a more generic approach to regulate the interaction and

communication of compartments—the overexpression of several

of these proteins increases the fraction of peroxisomes associated

with mitochondria (Stehlik et al., 2020). In mammalian cells, the

overexpression of the dual affinity protein ACBD2/ECI2 also

enhances the proximity of peroxisomes and mitochondria (Fan

et al., 2016). The protein Cnm1p with competing targeting signals

at its termini can increase the attachment of mitochondria to the

nuclear envelope in S. cerevisiae, suggesting a similar mechanism

occurring between another pair of organelles (Eisenberg-Bord

et al., 2021).

Dual targeting of mitochondrial
membrane proteins

In addition to luminal proteins, peroxisomes and

mitochondria share a number of membrane proteins or

membrane-associated proteins with various tasks (also see
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Fransen et al., 2017; Costello et al., 2018). A key process

controlled by overlapping factors is fission. Both in S.

cerevisiae and in mammalian cells, the C-terminally tail-

anchored protein Fis1p/FIS1, dynamin-related GTPases, and

additional shared proteins such as the WD40 repeat-

containing protein Caf4p belong to the factors involved in the

fission process (Koch et al., 2003; Praefcke and McMahon, 2004;

Koch et al., 2005; Kuravi et al., 2006; Motley et al., 2008; Motley

et al., 2015; Castro et al., 2018). C-terminally tail-anchored

membrane proteins such as FIS1 tend to be dually localized,

and it was shown that the hydrophobicity of the transmembrane

domain together with changes in the charge of the luminal tail

determines targeting efficiency and hence the subcellular

distribution (Costello et al., 2017a). Remarkably, the

peroxisomal targeting factor Pex19p is required for the correct

sorting of Fis1p to mitochondria and to peroxisomes in S.

cerevisiae (Cichocki et al., 2018) (Figure 2). How the

distribution of proteins such as Fis1p is adapted to the needs

of both organelles is not known yet.

Further proteins operating at mitochondria and peroxisomes

are ATPases termed Msp1p in S. cerevisiae or ATAD in

mammals, which can extract superfluous or mistargeted tail-

anchored proteins (Chen Y.-C. et al., 2014; Okreglak and Walter,

2014; Weir et al., 2017). Of interest, a variety of PMPs can be

removed from mitochondria via Msp1p/ATAD, suggesting a

broader range of substrates (Nuebel et al., 2021). Furthermore,

these authors observed that many peroxisomal proteins are not

degraded or downregulated in the absence of preexisting

peroxisomes, but functional PMP-containing protein

complexes assemble on mitochondria, which causes

unfavorable consequences such as the import of PTS1 cargo

into mitochondria (Nuebel et al., 2021). Mitochondrial

dysfunction in the absence of functional peroxisomes is

emerging as one cause of symptoms in patients lacking

peroxisomes (Wanders, 2014; Lismont et al., 2019; Schrader

et al., 2020; Nuebel et al., 2021). The ubiquitin ligase

MARCH5—another protein for quality control—was shown to

localize to peroxisomes in addition to its known location at

mitochondria in mammals. At peroxisomes, MARCH5 is

involved in controlling selective autophagy (Zheng et al., 2021).

A multi-subunit protein structure associated with both

organelles in fungi is the ERMES (ER–mitochondria

encounter structure) complex, which has a role in tethering of

mitochondria to the ER and to peroxisomes to form putative

FIGURE 2
Proteins shared between peroxisomes andmitochondria. S. cerevisiae Ptc5p can reach the peroxisome viamitochondrial transit. The protein is
proteolytically processed inside of the inner mitochondrial membrane by the peptidase Imp1 and subsequently translocated to peroxisomes in a
Pex5-dependent manner [left; Stehlik et al. (2020)]. Inside of the peroxisome, Ptc5 dephosphorylates Gpd1 [left; Stehlik et al. (2020)]. TOM,
translocator of the outer mitochondrial membrane. Importomer, complex for peroxisomal matrix protein import [Walter and Erdmann (2019)].
The tail-anchored protein Fis1 is involved in the fission process of peroxisomes andmitochondria [right; Kuravi et al. (2006)]. Targeting is regulated by
Pex19 [Cichocki et al. (2018)]. Dnm1, dynamin-related GTPase for peroxisome fission Kuravi et al. (2006).
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three-way junctions (Kornmann et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2014;

Ušaj et al., 2015; Kundu and Pasrija, 2020). Moreover, the

ERMES regulating GTPase Gem1p can be found in

peroxisomes and mitochondria of S. cerevisiae

(Kornmann et al., 2011; Cichocki et al., 2018). In

mammalian cells, the Gem1p ortholog MIRO1 is dually

localized as well and has a role in recruiting the lipid

transfer protein VPS13D probably involved in sustaining

organellar growth and lipid exchange (Castro et al., 2018;

Baldwin et al., 2021; Guillén-Samander et al., 2021). Thus,

mitochondria and peroxisomes use an overlapping set of

proteins to connect to the ER.

A different mode of transport to accomplish the dual

localization of selected proteins is vesicular trafficking from

one organelle to the other. Dynamin-independent carriers

were proposed to transport the ubiquitin ligase MAPL from

mitochondria to peroxisomes (Neuspiel et al., 2008).

More recently, it was suggested that de novo peroxisome

formation involves mitochondria-derived vesicles (Sugiura

et al., 2017).

Dual targeting and evolution of
peroxisomes

All these data point to a close relationship of

mitochondria and peroxisomes not only in terms of

metabolism but also in terms of biogenesis, quality

control, and turnover. This remarkable overlap might

reflect peroxisome evolution as partially mitochondria-

derived organelles (Bolte et al., 2015; Speijer, 2017). Are

peroxisomes indeed outposts of mitochondria, and how can

this be in line with the key role of the endoplasmic reticulum

for peroxisome biogenesis (Joshi et al., 2017; see also in the

next chapter)?

We speculate that peroxisomes may have emerged from an

ancient ER-derived quality control compartment involved in

clearing specific mitochondrial proteins, especially under

conditions of oxidative stress. In this perspective, the

ERAD-related peroxisomal import machinery (Schliebs

et al., 2010) could be regarded as an extraction machine for

mitochondrial proteins working in trans. Particularly, the

oxidative enzymes of the β-oxidation pathway may be a

major burden for mitochondrial metabolism, which may

explain why this pathway has been completely transferred

to peroxisomes of several species, e.g., S. cerevisiae (Hiltunen

et al., 2003; Poirier et al., 2006; Speijer, 2017). The indirect

targeting of the phosphatase Ptc5p via mitochondrial transit

(Stehlik et al., 2020) could be a snapshot or remnant of this

evolutionary scenario. In this effect, peroxisomes may

represent ancient molecular vacuum cleaners of the

mitochondrial surface (Figure 3), which became

autonomous over time by hitchhiking the mitochondrial

division and quality control machinery. Further shared

proteins might still be obscure—one study indicated a role

for the dually localized mitofusin ortholog Fzo1 from S.

cerevisiae for tethering peroxisomes to mitochondria (Shai

et al., 2018).

FIGURE 3
Hypothetical model for translocation of proteins frommitochondria to peroxisomes during evolution. Peroxisomes are indicated by a vacuum
cleaner—this parallel is inferred from their unique import mode for folded proteins and the possible evolutionary origin of the importomer from an
ER-derived quality control system (Gabaldón et al. (2006), Schlüter et al. (2006)). We speculate that over time, various mitochondrial enzymes
developed into peroxisomal enzymes via a dually targeted intermediate. Sorting of the phosphatase Ptc5p from S. cerevisiae shows hallmarks
for such an evolutionary scenario. ECH, enoyl-CoA hydratase; HCDH, 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase; KCT, 3-ketoacyl-CoA-thiolase; Cit2,
citrate synthase 2 (S. cerevisiae); Ptc5, PP2C-type phosphatase (S. cerevisiae).
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Proteins localized to peroxisomes
and the endoplasmic reticulum

The endoplasmic reticulum as a source for
peroxisomal membrane

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the major source of

cellular lipids and has a key role in supporting the growth of

the entire cell (Ferro-Novick et al., 2013). Early work already

revealed intimate connections between this large-supply

organelle and peroxisomes (Novikoff and Shin, 1964).

Metabolites are exchanged between both compartments,

e.g., during the biosynthesis of ether lipids (Wanders et al.,

2016). In S. cerevisiae, the sorting of the multifunctional PMP

Pex3—a key factor in regulating PMP import into

peroxisomes—from the ER to peroxisomes was described

(Hoepfner et al., 2005; Jansen and van der Klei, 2019). ER-

derived vesicular carriers were reported to contain

peroxisomal proteins, and machinery was uncovered that is

relevant for the emergence of peroxisomal vesicles from the

ER in yeasts (Titorenko et al., 2000; Lam et al., 2010; Agrawal

et al., 2011; Van der Zand et al., 2012; Agrawal et al., 2016;

Mast et al., 2018). Hence, vesicular trafficking from the ER

represents one road for lipids and proteins to the peroxisome

and also operates in mammalian cells (Kim et al., 2006;

Aranovich et al., 2014; Sugiura et al., 2017). In S. cerevisiae

and other yeasts, ER-resident microdomain-forming reticulon

proteins play a critical role in tethering of preexisting

peroxisomes (David et al., 2013; Mast et al., 2016; Wu

et al., 2020; Ferreira and Carvalho, 2021). Interestingly, the

same domains may be required for the budding of peroxisome

precursors (Joshi et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018).

As an alternative to vesicle formation, direct lipid transfer

promotes the growth of peroxisomes and recruitment of lipid

transfer proteins such as VPS13 is involved in peroxisome

biogenesis both in yeasts and in mammals (Raychaudhuri and

Prinz, 2008; Baldwin et al., 2021; Guillén-Samander et al., 2021;

Yuan et al., 2022). How these mechanisms for lipid supply each

contribute to peroxisome formation is an exciting question for

future work. An intimate physical connection between

peroxisomes and the ER is probably required for the correct

activity of both mechanisms. This can, e.g., be supported

through an interaction between the peroxisomal acyl-CoA

binding protein ACBD5 and the ER membrane-associated

protein VAPB in mammalian cells (Costello et al., 2017b; Hua

et al., 2017).

Proteins found in the endoplasmic
reticulum and peroxisomes

Many PMPs are synthesized in the vicinity of the

peroxisome of S. cerevisiae (Zipor et al., 2009; Dahan et al.,

2022), and direct insertion into the peroxisomal membrane

was demonstrated for several of them (Sacksteder et al., 2000;

Fang et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2004; Matsuzaki and Fujiki, 2008;

Yagita et al., 2013; Chen Y. et al., 2014). Interestingly, other

PMPs are synthesized proximal to the ER and may reach the

peroxisome via ER transit (Jan et al., 2014). For Pex3, dual

localization to peroxisomes and the ER of S. cerevisiae was

shown by fractionation experiments (Mast et al., 2016).

Hence, the ER is not only an intermediate but also a

relevant steady-state location for certain PMPs, indicating

functions beyond ER transit. Indeed, in mammalian cells ER-

localized PEX3 is involved in the sorting of a protein

designated for lipid droplets (Schrul and Kopito, 2016). In

addition to PEX3, the soluble targeting factor PEX19 is

associated with the ER and involved in targeting reticulon-

homology proteins to this organelle besides its prominent

function in peroxisome biogenesis (Yamamoto and Sakisaka,

2018; Zimmermann et al., 2021).

The coat protein I (COPI) complex localizes primarily along

the organelles of the secretory pathway where it is involved in

retrograde transport (Barlowe and Miller, 2013). In addition, this

protein assembly can be associated with peroxisomes and also

with mitochondria, but the molecular function of the localization

at these organelles is not fully understood (Passreiter et al., 1998;

Barlowe and Miller, 2013; David et al., 2013; Zabezhinsky et al.,

2016). Remarkably, COPI-dependent sorting of a viral protein

from peroxisomes to the ER was reported (McCartney et al.,

2005). The small GTPase Arf1p—a major regulator of

COPI—shows multiple subcellular localizations including

peroxisomes and mitochondria in S. cerevisiae (Ackema et al.,

2014; Yofe et al., 2017). So far, the role of COPI-dependent

vesicular trafficking for peroxisome biogenesis is elusive although

in S. cerevisiae, COPI components can be purified together with

the subdomain-forming protein Pex30p, which is involved in

peroxisome formation (David et al., 2013). Pex30p is also found

at sites of lipid droplet formation in S. cerevisiae, and COPI was

shown to be involved in formation of this organelle inDrosophila

cells (Wilfling et al., 2014; Joshi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018;

Ferreira and Carvalho, 2021). Further research is required to

understand how key factors of the secretory pathway are

dynamically distributed between the different organelles and

how this coordinates organelle biogenesis at different sites.

Nevertheless, the discussed examples emphasize that the ER

and peroxisomes are possible alternative destinations of

several factors required for the proper maintenance of each.

Another interesting example of dual targeting was

described in A. thaliana—a purple acid phosphatase-

containing competing targeting signals is localized to the

ER and to peroxisomes (Kataya et al., 2016). Various other

phosphatases with noncanonical PTS1 motifs were identified

in this study that may reside inside of peroxisomes and in

additional compartments including the nucleus (Kataya et al.,

2016).
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Dual targeting to the nucleus and
peroxisomes

Different types of pathogenic attack trigger the nuclear

localization of plant catalases (Inaba et al., 2011; Zhang M.

et al., 2015). A recent study in A. thaliana uncovered that

catalase is localized both in peroxisomes and in the nucleus

even in the absence of any infection (Al-Hajaya et al., 2022).

Regulation of dual targeting viametabolites such as H2O2 is likely

to operate in plants similar to what was observed in mammals

(Okumoto et al., 2020). Peroxisomes together with mitochondria

have a key role in controlling ROS production, which is important

for cellular signaling and needs to be maintained on a level

acceptable for the integrity of cells, especially of the nucleus

(Fransen et al., 2017; Sies, 2017; Li et al., 2021; Paradis et al., 2021).

Interestingly, the hypoxia-inducible transcription factor

Hif1 and hydroxylases regulating its activity are found in

peroxisomes and mitochondria (Khan et al., 2006; Li et al., 2019).

Sequestration upon reoxygenation was suggested as a possible

biological function of peroxisomal targeting (Khan et al., 2006).

Proteins shared by lipid droplets and
peroxisomes

Lipid droplets are sites of cellular fat storage and mobilization.

Their biosynthesis and function are both intricately linked to

peroxisomes. Both organelles require overlapping proteins for

biogenesis, e.g., the lipodystrophy protein seipin and other

factors including Pex30p (Szymanski et al., 2007; Salo et al.,

2016; Joshi et al., 2017; Joshi et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018).

The targeting factor PEX19 and ER-localized PEX3 facilitate the

insertion of themembrane protein UBXD8 into a subdomain of the

ER membrane, which turned out as a prerequisite for subsequent

transfer to lipid droplets in mammalian cells (Schrul and Kopito,

2016). Upon depletion of PEX19, UBXD8 appeared predominantly

in mitochondria. Of interest, a proper targeting of UBXD8 requires

C-terminal farnesylation of PEX19 (Schrul and Kopito, 2016).

Peroxisomes and lipid droplets are physically connected, and

membrane protrusions emerging from peroxisomes have been

shown to attach to lipid droplets in S. cerevisiae (Binns et al.,

2006). In A. thaliana, a dually localized lipase can be sorted from

peroxisomes to lipiddropletsvia similar protrusions in the courseof

fat mobilization during seed germination (Thazar-Poulot et al.,

2015). In a similar way, in fasting animals triglyceride lipases are

translocated from peroxisomes to lipid droplets depending on the

targeting factor PEX5. This processwas proposed to involve sites of

organelle contact (Kong et al., 2020) (Figure 4).

Since peroxisomes are enclosed by a lipid bilayer and lipid

droplets only by a monolayer, the dual localization of membrane

proteins is likely to depend on dual topology. This was

demonstrated for mammalian fatty acyl-CoA reductase 1,

which is targeted to peroxisomes and lipid droplets and

transits via the ER (Exner et al., 2019) (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4
Dual targeting to peroxisomes and lipid droplets. The lipases ATGL-1 (Caenorhabditis elegans) and ATGL (mammalian cells) can target lipid
droplets in a Pex5-dependent manner at sites of organelle contact [left; Kong et al. (2020)]. The fatty acid reductase Far1 is dually localized to
peroxisomes and lipid droplets. Localization to one or the other organelle requires different topologies of the hydrophobic domains [right; Exner
et al. (2019)].
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What about the remaining cell?

Knowledge about proteins destined for peroxisomes and the

plasma membrane or peroxisomes and endosomes is limited. It

has been described that fungal peroxisomes hitchhike on motile

endosomes to move through fungal hyphae (Guimaraes et al.,

2015; Salogiannis et al., 2016). In A. nidulans, the association

between endosomes and peroxisomes is mediated by the linker

protein PxdA (Salogiannis et al., 2016). Proteins required for

the maturation of endosomes such as members of the ESCRT

(endosomal sorting complex required for transport) pathway

(Henne et al., 2011) are involved in peroxisome biogenesis

(Mast et al., 2018). Of interest, recent work revealed

intraluminal vesicles inside of plant peroxisomes, which

might also require the function of the ESCRT pathway,

hinting at some parallels to multi-vesicular bodies (Wright

and Bartel, 2020).

How to choose between the different
destinations?

Insights into the molecular mechanisms that regulate the

distribution of proteins among their different destinations are

of interest to understand communication and homeostasis of

cellular compartments. Studies on the dual localization of

catalase in mammalian cells could represent a blueprint—it

was shown that an elevated cytosolic concentration of H2O2

provokes cytosolic retention of this detoxifying enzyme

(Walton et al., 2017). Recent studies showed

phosphorylation of the peroxisomal membrane Pex14 in

response to oxidative stress and during mitosis, which

reduces the peroxisomal import of catalase to a greater

extent than the import of other tested matrix proteins

(Okumoto et al., 2020; Yamashita et al., 2020).

Modification of the peroxisomal import machinery, hence,

has an important role to adapt the peroxisomal and cytosolic

protein composition to cellular demands. In fungi, the

peroxisomal import of catalase is exceptional, and it relies

on a noncanonical PTS1 and a second unusual peroxisomal

targeting signal closer to the N-terminus (Kragler et al., 1993;

Williams et al., 2012). Substitution of the C-terminus with a

canonical targeting signal lowers catalase activity and leads to

the aggregation of the enzyme (Williams et al., 2012). In S.

cerevisiae, peroxisomal localization of the glyoxylate cycle

enzyme citrate synthase 2 is reduced upon expression of a

version of Pex14 mimicking a phosphorylated state

(Schummer et al., 2020). Phosphorylation of the targeting

factor Pex5 has been implicated in the regulation of

pexophagy upon stress exposure in mammalian cells and

occurs in different species (Zhang J. et al., 2015; Oeljeklaus

et al., 2016). How phosphorylation of Pex5 modulates the

import of specific cargo besides regulating peroxisome

breakdown remains to be established. Redox regulation at

an N-terminal cysteine residue is another way to control

Pex5 activity (Ma et al., 2013).

Phosphorylation of dually localized cargo proteins is also

involved in regulating their intracellular distribution

(Figure 1). S. cerevisiae glycerol-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase Gpd1 is phosphorylated in the vicinity of

the PTS2 (Jung et al., 2010). While phosphomimetic variants

of Gpd1 are efficiently targeted to the peroxisome, variants

resembling non-phosphorylated Gpd1 are retained in the

cytosol.

Many fungal species encode at least two versions of the

PTS1 receptor Pex5 (Kiel et al., 2006). The expression of the

Pex5 paralog Pex9 is induced upon incubation of S. cerevisiae

cells in oleic acid medium and regulates the import of a subset of

peroxisomal matrix proteins with specific targeting signals

(Effelsberg et al., 2016; Yifrach et al., 2016; Yifrach et al.,

2022). In the corn smut fungus Ustilago maydis, two

Pex5 paralogs with different cargo selectivity are required for

peroxisome function (Ast et al., 2022). The concentration or

availability of different targeting factors at peroxisomes and at

other organelles may emerge as an additional regulatory device to

control the subcellular distribution of proteins.

Conclusion

Knowledge about proteins with various cellular destinations

significantly increased in the last years. It probably will continue

to grow rapidly as sophisticated approaches become more and

more available, which allow the tracking of minor or transient

destinations. Careful investigation to confirm whether dual or

multiple localizations are of biological significance will be

required. Targeted disruption of sorting signals leaving the

overall protein function intact is one approach to reveal a

function inside of a particular organelle (Kunze et al., 2002;

Freitag et al., 2012).

The mechanisms to achieve dual or multiple targeting are

highly variable, and how they are embedded in the regulatory

circuits of the cell is not established in many of the cases. Proteins

with different destinations may further emerge as critical factors

regulating organellar interplay in terms of metabolism and

molecule exchange, as well as in terms of biogenesis and

proliferation. Thus, a better characterization of how the

shared proteins are distributed and how this is regulated will

improve our understanding of eukaryotic cells.
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